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Abstract 

 

Trawling is a fish harvesting process that catches many non-target species which derive little income 

for fishers. Legislation is being adopted by countries including Iceland, Norway, the Faroe Islands, 

the USA, the United Kingdom and New Zealand to limit the catching of these non-target species. The 

adoption of gear that reduces bycatch for the groundfish trawl fisheries has mostly involved 

changing trawl net mesh orientation and sizes to date. These changes have shown to be effective at 

reducing bycatch. However, this thesis identifies possibilities to innovate new trawling gear, which 

may have an advantage over mesh changes in improving selectivity.  

A novel passive sorter was developed for the ground fish trawl fishery. The system was 

manufactured, and a preliminary test carried out on a commercial fishing boat which indicated a 

reduction in bycatch of juvenile gurnard (Chelidonichthys cuculus) by 68%. It is a low-cost system, 

satisfies fisheries regulations, and is simple to handle and stow on a fisheries vessel. This novel 

system is an entirely new method to improve the selectivity of catch in trawling and meets many of 

the requirements necessary to see adoption by fishers. It is currently being utilised in the day-to-day 

operations of a trawling company located in Napier. 

The second part of this research consisted of developing a novel active sorter concept, using a 

camera to identify species and a gate to retain or release each fish, developed in previous work. This 

system images species inside the trawl and with a mechanical actuator can make real-time decisions 

to release any non-target fish species. To determine whether this concept design was optimal, 

several alternative concepts were generated and then evaluated. However, none of these 

alternatives were thought to improve selectivity over the existing active gate design. However, some 

features were identified that may increase the probability of a successful active fish sorter. These 

being a system that images and sorts fish in the same location. Also, a screening room that traps fish 

in a location by closing the entrance they arrived through, images them and then opens an exit to 

release or capture. This research can be used as a framework to generate novel active bycatch 

reduction systems in the future.  

Overall, the results from this research further our understanding of the gear solutions that can be 

created to improve selectivity in the trawling industry.  
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Abbreviations 

CFD 

Computational Fluid Dynamics 

CNC 

Computer Numerical Control 

FBD 

Free Body Diagram 

FDA 

Food and Drug Administration 

FEA 

Finite Element Analysis 

FOS 

Factor of Safety 

HDPE 

High-Density Polyethylene 

LDPE 

Low-Density Polyethylene 

LED 

Light Emitting Diode 

MBIE 

Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment 

MSC 

Marine Stewardship Council 

NIWA 

National Institute of Water and Atmospheric Research 

PETG 

Polyethylene Terephthalate Glycol 
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PP 

Polypropylene 

QMS 

Quota Management System 

RHS 

Rectangular Hollow Section 

TACC  

Total Allowable Commercial Catch 

UV  

Ultraviolet 
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Trawling terminology 

By-catch 

The portion of the catch that a fisher does not want to catch due to regulation or economic reasons 

Deepwater fishing 

Deepwater fisheries are located between 12 nautical miles and 200 nautical miles offshore 

Discards 

The portion of the catch not retained by commercial fishing operations and returned to the sea, 

often dead or injured 

Exclusive economic zone 

An area of the sea which a sovereign state has special rights over in regards to exploration and the 

harvesting of resources 

Extension piece 

A portion of the trawl between the belly and the codend 

Fish stocks 

Sub populations of a particular species of fish residing within a particular area 

Fork length 

A measure of a fish from the tip of the snout to the posterior end of the last vertebra 

Hard limit 

A biomass level for a fish stock that, if surpassed, indicates a collapse 

Inshore fishing 

Inshore fisheries are found from the waterways through to 12 nautical miles offshore 

Quota 

A share of a fish stock that a fisher is allowed to retrieve from the ocean 

Selectivity 

The ability of fishing gear to target ocean species by size and/or species 

Soft limit 

A biomass level for a fish stock that is believed to be overfished or depleted 
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 Introduction 

 

1.1 Introduction to Bottom Trawling 

Description 

Trawling accounts for almost one-quarter of global fish landed (McConnaughey, et al., 2019). Yet, it 

accounts for 50 per cent of total discarded fish (Kelleher, 2005), showing that trawling is largely 

indiscriminate in the species that it catches. The process of bottom trawling consists of dragging nets 

across the ocean seafloor and is one of the most important marine fishing methods in the world 

(Anticamara, Watson, Gelchu, & Pauly, 2010). The trawl net is made from mesh netting and is 

funnel-shaped, two mesh extension pieces spread from the mouth of the trawl and guide fish into 

the trawl. The net directs these fish towards the bag at the end called the codend, where the fish are 

stored while trawling and when hauled onto the boat.  

Bycatch 

Not all species caught by trawlers are marketable, permissible or desirable due to quota limitations, 

size regulations, and market demands. Trawlers use non-selective gear, making it difficult for them 

to control the species caught. Being unable to harvest only the desired species is a problem for small 

scale inshore fishers as they have lower quota allocations and tighter margins. The species not 

wanted by fishers are often discarded, a wasteful process that is creating negative opinions of the 

trawling industry and causing irreversible harm to ocean ecosystems. 

As a fish is hauled to the boat they are subject to several capture stressors including: physical trauma 

when being crushed by the gear and other fish, barometric trauma to species with air bladders and 

trauma associated with extended time on the vessel deck. These stressors often lead to mortality.  

Discarding 

In New Zealand, observed bycatch is estimated to be 4% annually, around 11,000 tonnes. A report 

from Dr Glenn Simmons from the University of Auckland estimates that the total catch from 1950 to 

2010 was 38.1 million tonnes (Simmons, et al., 2016). This is 2.7 times greater than the 14 million 

tonnes reported to the FAO from New Zealand over the same period, indicating that the true discard 

rate could be much higher.  

 

1.2 Project Scope 

Importance 

This project is part of a wider MBIE funded project called “Novel high-tech underwater selection 

tools for environmentally and economically sustainable fishing”, led by NIWA and Karl Warr of Better 

Fishing in Napier. The purpose of the project is to reduce bycatch in trawling operations. 

Trawl gear innovation has remained relatively stagnant since conception. This results in trawlers not 

having an opportunity to trawl with gear that can mitigate bycatch. This research will develop 

systems to improve the selectivity of trawling and provide trawlers with an opportunity to fish more 
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sustainably. These systems will aim to catch the trawler’s target species and release all other non-

target species of bycatch. The codend is the area in trawling where the most focus has been applied 

to improve selectivity (Wileman D. , 1996), this research will also focus on the development 

attachments at the codend. 

Passive sorter 

The first part of this project is to develop a market-ready system that reduces the bycatch of juvenile 

gurnard (Chelidonichthys cuculus) and New Zealand sole (Peltorhamphus novaezeelandiae). This 

system will be called a passive sorter. The passive sorter will replace the codend of trawl nets. The 

system will be designed to allow the escape of juvenile species at depth to prevent trauma 

associated with being hauled to the boat. The design will prevent marketable and regulation size fish 

that the fishers generate an income through from escaping. The passive sorter will have no sensors, 

actuators, or moving parts, to provide a product that is low maintenance and simple to use for 

fishers. 

Active sorter 

The second part of this project is the development of an active sorter. The active sorter will image 

species of fish as they come through the trawl net. This imaging will be coupled with a mechanical 

drafting system to release non-target species (not limited to juvenile species) and capture target 

species. A person will control the drafting gate by observing the imaging data and selecting capture 

or release, in future the system will be designed to automatically identify and release fish with 

artificial intelligence. The aim is to develop a working prototype to prove the concept of selective 

harvesting in gurnard (Chelidonichthys cuculus) and New Zealand sole (Peltorhamphus 

novaezeelandiae) fisheries. This work will support NIWA’s MBIE grant application, and the findings 

will assist Karl Warr, a trawler from Hawke’s Bay, in developing a more sustainable means of 

commercial fishing. 

 

1.3 Relevance  

Passive sorter  

The passive sorter concept arises from the cage sorter system developed by Warr of Better Fishing. 

Warr's system has shown to be effective at reducing bycatch. However, several features of the 

concept may prevent it from being adopted by the inshore fisheries industry. These features will be 

identified, and novel passive sorter concepts will attempt to remove these negative features. The 

positive bycatch reduction features from Warr’s cage of providing rigid escape apertures and a rigid 

volume for fish will be included in any new concept.  

Active sorter 

Most efforts to reduce bycatch within trawling have focussed on using differences in morphological 

features between target and non-target species, which has traditionally been performed by changing 

the trawl net mesh orientation and size. This bycatch reduction strategy becomes less feasible when 

dealing with larger bycatch species, such as cetaceans and sharks. As such, there is no globally 

recognised system of releasing large bycatch species from trawl nets. This research aims to redeem 

this problem. The active sorter system will be the first project of its kind in the world that is suitable 

for releasing bycatch of all species and size. 
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1.4 Project team 

NIWA 

This project began when NIWA received funding from MBIE to develop an active sorter system for 

the trawling industry in 2019. NIWA has since utilised in house expertise and a University of 

Canterbury final year project team in 2017 to develop the project to its current state.  

Warr is a project advisor to this overarching project and is a commercial fisher dedicated to 

sustainable fishing practices. Warr was the first trawler to install a camera on his boat and live 

stream his daily operations to customers.  

 

1.5 Deliverables 

For the passive sorter, it is necessary to identify features of an attachment that will lead to improved 

selectivity. Fish behaviour is an important aspect to consider, because the system is "passive" the 

fish will be making decisions to leave the net. Therefore the research will identify different fish 

behaviours concerning enclosed areas and trawl nets, then use these findings to create systems that 

take advantage of behaviours. Existing bycatch reduction systems were researched to gain 

inspiration from working systems, this work is shown in the literature review. 

The existing passive sorter developed by Warr has shown a positive ability to reduce bycatch. This 

thesis analyses the existing passive sorter in Chapter 3, Existing Passive Sorter Analysis, to identify 

positive features that any novel concept should attempt to incorporate. 

To see mass-market adoption of the passive sorter, the system needed to be developed with the 

end-user in mind, requiring assessment of what is essential to trawlers. Design requirements were 

established in Chapter 4, Conceptual Design of a Novel Passive Sorter System, which encapsulate 

what a system needs to see market adoption.  

Novel concepts are developed in Chapter 5, Concept Design of Novel Passive Sorter Concepts, and 

then evaluated against the design requirements. A passive sorter concept was chosen from this 

evaluation process. The primary objective for this first part of the project was to manufacture and 

test a prototype to identify the concepts ability to satisfy the design requirements. This 

manufacturing and testing of a prototype is shown in Chapter 6, Product Design of a Novel Passive 

Sorter System.  

The existing active sorter was analysed to identify positive and negative features and generate novel 

active sorter concepts with a higher probability of bycatch reduction success, this process is shown 

in Chapter 7, Existing Active Sorter Analysis. 

Design requirements were generated for the active sorter, focusing on creating a system that can 

increase selectivity over all other bycatch reduction systems. The establishment of these design 

requirements is shown in Chapter 8, Concept Design of a Novel Active Sorter System. 

Novel concepts were developed and then evaluated against the design requirements to identify the 

most suitable concept, this process is shown in Chapter 9, Conceiving Novel Active Sorter Concepts. A 

scale model was created of the chosen active sorter system and tested inside a flume, this testing 
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was implemented to identify any risks that could arise from the system before commencing a full-

scale prototype. This is detailed in Chapter 10, Rotating Drum.  

NIWA has developed a stereo camera to identify fish within the net and transfer this information to 

the vessel. The crew will use this information and command the drafting gate to release or capture 

fish. NIWA has requested that FEA be performed on the camera to ensure it can withstand the 

pressure at depths of 200m. This work is detailed in Chapter 11, Camera FEA.
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 Literature Review 

 

2.1 The Ocean 

Oceans cover three-quarters of the Earth's surface and represent 99% of the Earth's living space by 

volume for wildlife. Diatoms, a microalgae group, generate 20 to 50 per cent of the Earth’s oxygen 

every year (Alverson A. , 2014). Tiny phytoplankton are the carbon sequestration powerhouses of 

the ocean (NASA Earth Observatory, 2010). Fish from the ocean provide 79 million tonnes of food for 

human consumption every year (Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, 2018). 

The diverse marine ecosystems in oceans provide many valuable functions to support the Earth and 

human health. In recent times, the abundance in oceans has become threatened by overfishing, 

ocean acidification, and excessive nutrients creating low oxygen dead zones. 

 

2.2 World Fisheries Industry 

2.2.1 Overview 

The oceans provide a livelihood for millions of people across the world. They support industries 

including hospitality, entertainment, food and health. The ocean contains 200,000 known species. 

However, actual numbers may lie in the millions (The United Nations, 2018). The value of marine 

and coastal resources is estimated at 3 trillion dollars or 5% of global GDP (The United Nations, 

2018). This derived value is highly dependent upon the health of the marine environment. With 

many marine species expected to go extinct over the next 100 years and the unclear butterfly effect 

this will have on other species, a significant portion of the planet's GDP and food supply is under 

threat. 

 

2.2.2 Fish Consumption 

Since 1961 the annual growth in fish consumption has been twice as high as population growth. 

Global fish production was 171 million tonnes in 2016. 53% of this was made up of sea fishing and 

47% from aquaculture (Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, 2018). The primary 

reason for the increase in fish consumption arises from people in developing countries (Delgado, 

Wada, Rosegrant, Meijer, & Ahmed, 2003) and their rapid population growth and exposure to more 

capital. 

In terms of per capita consumption, fish consumption for food has grown from 9.0kg in 1961 to 

20.2kg in 2015 (Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, 2018). This increase in 

consumption is linked to rapid population growth, rising incomes, better distribution of product and 

reduced wastage. It is projected that fish production will reach 201 million tonnes per year in 2030. 

In 2009 fish accounted for 16.6 per cent of the world population intake of animal protein and 6.5 per 

cent of all protein consumed. Globally fish provides 3 billion people with 20 percent of their intake 

from animal protein. Of the global 149 million tonnes of fish production, Asia consumed two-thirds 

of this during 2015.  
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2.2.3 Commercial Fishing  

The industry of wild seafood capture consists of numerous medium to small size competing firms. 

Inshore fishing is highly fragmented and primarily local. The capital expenditure required for deep-

sea fish is more significant. Therefore, this market is less fragmented, with large firms representing a 

more substantial fraction of the sector (Ministry of Business Innovation and Employment, 2017). 

 

2.3 Unsustainable Fishing 

The fraction of fish with biologically sustainable levels has decreased from 90.0 percent in 1974 to 

66.9 percent in 2015 (Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, 2018). The 

percentage of fish stocks fished at biologically unsustainable levels increased from 10 percent in 

1974 to 33.1 percent in 2015 (Figure 1). 

 
Figure 1: Percentage of stocks fished at biologically sustainable and unsustainable levels by FAO statistical area, 2015 (Food 

and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, 2018) 

A significant problem within the fishing sector is the worldwide decrease in populations and species. 

If the current trend continues, the most commonly fished species today will disappear by 2048 

(Boris, et al., 2006). It has been shown that ecosystems affected by a reduction in diversity show an 

increasing rate of resource collapse and decreasing recovery potential. Conversely, ecosystems 

where biodiversity is restored, show a fourfold increase in the productivity of resource. If diversity is 

not maintained, the ability of fisheries to feed large populations will rapidly decrease to the point of 

collapse (Boris, et al., 2006). However, available data suggests reducing diversity within oceans is still 

reversible. 
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Overfishing poses a serious threat to the billions of people who rely on fish as a food source. The 

United Nations has implemented a series of sustainable development goals to curtail ocean 

degradation and improve marine life conditions within the oceans. The overarching goal is made up 

of 10 different targets (The United Nations, 2018). These targets include: 

 14.1 By 2020, sustainably manage and protect marine and coastal ecosystems to avoid 

significant adverse impacts, including by strengthening their resilience, and take action for 

their restoration to achieve healthy and productive oceans 

 14.4 By 2020, effectively regulate harvesting and end overfishing, illegal, unreported and 

unregulated fishing and destructive fishing practices and implement science-based 

management plans 

 14.7 By 2030, increase the economic benefits to Small Island developing States and least 

developed countries from the sustainable use of marine resources 

 14.B Provide access for small-scale artisanal fishers to marine resources and markets (The 

United Nations, 2018) 

 

2.4 New Zealand Fisheries Industry 

2.4.1 Overview 

Since the Maori landed on New Zealand's shores, the harvesting of its waters for food has been 

consistent in supporting local populations. The Maori used differing fishing techniques, including the 

kupenga (net), matau (hook), matira (fishing rod) (Meredith, 2006). These systems limited the extent 

to which resources could be retrieved from the oceans. European settlers brought with them a 

greater hunger for fish and an array of more efficient techniques. The diesel-powered boat now 

allows far more fish to be caught for a fraction of the effort.  

What is apparent when travelling throughout New Zealand is the presence of the sheep and cattle 

industry. These animals occupy significant portions of the visual and social landscape. Fisheries are 

less conspicuous. Employment in the fishing industry is similar in magnitude to that of the beef cattle 

farming industry (Fisheries Inshore New Zealand Limited, 2017). Approximately 450,000 tonnes of 

seafood (excluding aquaculture) is harvested from New Zealand waters every year (Seafood New 

Zealand, 2020), 267,901 tonnes of fish products were exported in 2018. 

Fisheries employee 13,468 full-time employees or 0.7% of New Zealand employment (Fisheries 

Inshore New Zealand Limited, 2017).  New Zealand's fisheries industry is worth more than 4 billion 

dollars to the economy. A breakdown of this value is indicated in Table 1.  

Table 1: Breakdown of New Zealand fisheries value (Fisheries Inshore New Zealand Limited, 2017) 

Sector Output Value (million dollars) GDP (million dollars) 

Inshore Fishing $1,197 $460 

Deepwater Fishing $1,762 $679 

Highly Migratory Species $197 $76 

Shellfish $1,022 $394 

Total $4,179 1,608 
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2.4.2 Marine Animals in New Zealand 

The marine environment of New Zealand ranges from subtropical to subantarctic, with the waters 

containing over 17,000 known species (Department of Conservation, 2020) . New Zealand's position 

on an active plate boundary is what creates such a rich and complex ecosystem. Scientists estimate 

that 85% of New Zealand's biodiversity can be found in the sea. On average, seven new marine 

species are identified every fortnight (Department of Conservation, 2012). Almost half the world's 89 

cetacean species are found in New Zealand waters every year (Hutching, 2006), including whales, 

dolphins, and porpoises. 

 

2.4.3 Quota System 

Total Allowable Commercial Catch 

New Zealand's commercial fisheries are governed by the Quota Management System (QMS). For 

example, the total allowable catch of snapper (Pagrus auratus) in SNA1, an area encompassing the 

Bay of Plenty, Hauraki Gulf and Eastern Northland, is 4,500 tonnes for commercial operations 

(Fisheries New Zealand, 2022). Every year the ministry for primary industries reviews the Total 

Allowable Commercial Catch (TACC) of fish stocks. The TACC of fish is set depending on stock 

biology, total harvest, other sources of mortality and environmental conditions (The Nature 

Conservancy, 2017).  

Fish stocks  

Fish stocks are subpopulations of a subspecies of fish in a particular area. In New Zealand, there are 

642 different stocks (Ministry for Primary Industries, 2020), 98 species are managed under the QMS 

(species of fish, seaweed or shellfish in a particular area). Each fisher with quota in a stock can fish a 

certain weight of catch from that fish stock depending on how much quota they own. By setting 

controls on the fish that can be removed from each stock, the QMS can help to ensure the 

sustainability of New Zealand's fisheries. When fishers do not possess the quota for the species they 

have caught, they must buy quota from quota owners. This can result in the quota owners charging 

high prices. Or if they cannot purchase quota, they must pay a fine/penalty to governments.  

Dumping stock 

An unfortunate result of the QMS system is if too much of a species is caught, which the fisher does 

not have quota for, they can illegally dump the species overboard. This dumping helps the fisher to 

avoid penalty/fines for excess catch. The dumped species can include vulnerable populations of 

endangered animals such as dolphins and sea lions. The discard issue is causing the New Zealand 

government to digitally monitor all commercial fishing vessels (Ministry for Primary Industries, 

2020). 

Incorrect catch measurements 

From 1950 to 2015, it is estimated that New Zealand's catch was 2.7 times more than what was 

reported to the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) (Simmons, et al., 

2016). This discrepancy is made up of various factors, including unreported catch, dumped catch, 

and unregulated recreational catch. If fishers employ non-selective fishing gear, they have less 

control over what they catch. As fish will vary in size and species within their fishing area at any 

given time, bycatch is inevitable. 
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A vital aspect of the QMS is estimating and reporting the quantity of fish and invertebrate species 

caught and discarded by commercial fishing operations. The discrepancy between actual and 

reported catch leads to incorrect values for the TACC being set, resulting in depleted fish masses 

being overfished.  

Quota ownerships 

Only New Zealanders or New Zealand owned companies can own fishing quota in New Zealand, it is 

estimated 2200 companies and individuals own quota. Trading of fish quota does occur, which has 

caused a consolidation of fish stock to eight companies that now own 75% of the fishing quota (The 

Nature Conservancy, 2017). The ownership of shares in companies which hold fishing quota by 

foreign entities is strictly limited.  

 

2.4.4 The Current State of Stocks 

Limits 

New Zealand fisheries define sustainability as when a stock is above the soft limit. The soft limit is 

20% of the original unfished biomass: the biomass estimate before fishing began. A stock that has 

ventured below this should be rebuilt to the target limit. There is no internally recognised value for 

the target level of biomass. However, it is a value that fish stocks should fluctuate around 

sustainably. If a stock goes below the hard limit, then it should be considered for closure. The hard 

limit is when a stock is below 10% of its unfished biomass (Ministry of Fisheries, 2008).  

Scientifically evaluated stocks 

Stock health is estimated by Fisheries New Zealand and NIWA scientists. The data they use to 

evaluate health includes reported catch from fishers, independent research vessels and onboard 

observations (Fisheries New Zealand, 2020). 

Of the 642 stocks, there are 160 scientifically evaluated stocks. These fish stocks make up 69% of the 

catch and provide 85% of the industry’s value (Fisheries New Zealand, 2019). Of these stocks, 29 are 

below the soft limit. If a stock is below the soft limit, it is considered overfished and needs to be 

actively rebuilt. 131 of these stocks are above the soft limit, indicating no sustainability issues with 

these. 

Not assessed 

There are 228 stocks that are not assessed for sustainability issues (Fisheries New Zealand, 2019). 

These stocks make up almost a third of all catch and contribute 15% of value to the New Zealand 

fishing industry. The lack of assessment of these stocks indicates that if a fish species does not 

provide significant value to the industry, then the health of that species is not monitored. The 

degree to which these low value, non-evaluated stocks assist the sustainability of high value, 

evaluated stocks is not well understood.  

Ecosystem 

When evaluating stocks, the critical goal is to manage that fish stock so it can continue to be fished 

in the future. What is not measured is the impact on the surrounding ecosystem. For example, the 

overfishing of species such as snapper (Pagrus auratus), red moki (Cheilodactylus spectabilis), porae 

(Nemadactylus douglasii) and crayfish (Jasus edwardsii) has removed natural predators of Kina 
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(Evechinus chloroticus). The removal of predators has caused a proliferation of the urchin, destroying 

the kelp forests they live on (Laird, 2014).  

Snapper (Pagrus auratus) 

The Snapper industry is the second most valuable fisheries industry in New Zealand (Fisheries 

Inshore New Zealand Limited, 2017). Approximately 70% of snapper are caught from stock SNA1, 

East Northland, Hauraki Gulf and the Bay of Plenty (Fisheries New Zealand, 2019). These fisheries are 

assessed as 19% of its unfished biomass for the Hauraki Gulf/Bay of Plenty Region, indicating they 

need to be rebuilt; and 24% for the East Northland region (Ministry for Primary Industries, 2016), a 

level bordering on needing to be rebuilt.  

Hoki (Macruronus novaezelandiae) 

The main catch of fish by volume in New Zealand is Hoki (Ministry of Business Innovation and 

Employment, 2017), representing around a quarter of all fish allowed to be caught in New Zealand 

(Gargiulo, 2018). The Hoki accounts for 38% of the deepwater fisheries value (Fisheries Inshore New 

Zealand Limited, 2017). Hoki is estimated to be at 24-26% of its unfished biomass for HOK 1 (Ministry 

for Primary Industries, 2015), an area encompassing all of New Zealand, this is also a level bordering 

on needing to be rebuilt. 

 

2.4.5 Inshore Fisheries 

Inshore fisheries are found in the waterways within New Zealand to 12 nautical miles offshore. The 

majority of the inshore fisheries value comes from snapper (pagrus auratus), blue cod (parapercis 

colias), tarakihi (nemadactylus macropterus) and flatfish (rhombosolea plebeia) (Fisheries Inshore 

New Zealand Limited, 2017). From 1975 to 1981, New Zealand’s fishing industry experienced a 

boom, going from exporting 14,000 tonnes to 129,000 tonnes of fish per year. Boat technology was 

not at a sufficient level of development where deep-sea fishing could be undertaken, so most fish 

caught were in the accessible inshore region. Exponential growth in catch resulted in too many boats 

chasing too few fish, and stocks became overexploited. In 1983 the New Zealand government 

removed approximately 294 vessels from the industry to balance the number of fish and boats 

retaining them (Walrond, 2006). In 1986 the quota management system was introduced, giving the 

government an ability to better control and legislate fish taken from New Zealand waters (Science 

Learning Hub, 2009).  

 

2.4.6 Deepwater Fisheries 

New Zealand has the ninth largest Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) (Ministry of Business Innovation 

and Employment, 2017). The EEZ is an area stretching 12 to 200 nautical miles from the shoreline. 

This area is 4 million square kilometres. New Zealand has sovereign rights over all fish and all 

Continental Shelf fishery resources within its EEZ as the coastal state. Deepwater fisheries are those 

fisheries that predominantly operate in the EEZ. They produce about 80% of New Zealand’s total 

annual catch (NIWA, 2020). High value and high volume species include hoki (merlucciidae), hake 

(merluccius merluccius), ling (molva molva), southern blue whiting (micromesistius australis), jack 

mackerel (trachurus murphyi), squid, oreo (pseudocyttus maculatus), and orange roughy 

(hoplostethus atlanticus) (Ministry for Primary Industries, 2020). 
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2.4.7 Fisheries Trends 

Industry 

New Zealand has achieved a ranking of the best managed fishery in the world three times (Worm, et 

al., 2009) (Alder, et al., 2010). Three characteristics in fisheries management are fundamental to 

good outcomes: the scientific assessment of the stock's status, limiting fish pressure and enforcing 

regulations (Melnychuk MC, 2017). 

Fisheries players 

The fishing economy is consolidated into three prominent players Sanford, Sealord, and Talleys, who 

own around 50% of the industry (Jentoft, Nilsen, & Minde, 2010). These companies are strongly 

vertically integrated, holding quotas, vessels as well as retail outlets.  

Lobbying and culture 

The concentration of power to large corporations results in a system where they can push their 

agenda. In 2019 official documents show that fishing companies, including Talleys, threatened legal 

action against the government over proposed seabed protection in the South Pacific (Williams, 

2019). Also, a company contracted to monitor overfishing, FishServe, which has statutory powers to 

strip quota from companies, is a subsidiary of New Zealand’s largest lobbying group Seafood New 

Zealand (Johnston, 2017). To prosecute fishing companies, the government must rely on data owned 

and collected by a company owned by the fishing companies themselves, representing a conflict of 

interest. 

 

2.4.8 Bycatch in New Zealand 

Bycatch is the catching of non-target fish that provide no value during fishing for other species. For 

Deepwater fisheries, available data collected from 1991 to 2006 suggest that 11.7% of the catch is 

QMS species bycatch (Figure 2), which is more likely to be retained and reported. For every kilogram 

of reported catch, nearly 0.2kg of bycatch is estimated to be caught (NIWA, 2006).  
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Figure 2: Average annual catch for six New Zealand key deepwater fisheries from 1991 to 2006 (NIWA, 2006) 

 

2.5 Fishing Methods 

A variety of different methods are used in the commercial fishing industry. The trawling, seining and 

netting gear industry is the most significant contributor of value, providing just over 60% of the 

economic contribution in New Zealand (Fisheries Inshore New Zealand Limited, 2017). The size of 

different fishing vessels is shown in Table 2, and the number of fishing vessels employing different 

methods is displayed in Table 3. 

Table 2: Number of registered fishing vessels in 2003 New Zealand (Food and Agriculture Organization of the United 
Nations, 2003) 
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Table 3: Number of fishing vessels reporting catch by specified methods New Zealand (Food and Agriculture Organization of 
the United Nations, 2003) 

 

The mechanisation of fisheries has allowed fishers to tow larger gear and improve yields on fishing 

journeys. The optimisation of vessel design has allowed boats to journey further from home. 

Sealord, a New Zealand fisheries company, has recently built a new vessel called Tokatu, it can fish in 

14-metre waves and catch 150 tonnes of fish per day (Seafood New Zealand, 2019). The application 

of sonar technology has allowed fishers to map the seabed floor and identify fish underwater, 

leading to increases in the catch. 

 

2.6 Bottom Trawling 

Bottom trawling method 

The trawl is a large net that is weighted and dragged along the seabed (Figure 4). Large trawl doors 

act as aerofoils to hold the trawl net open. The net's shape is like a funnel, the large portion of the 

funnel captures the fish. The net is towed faster than the target fish, so the fish are herded into the 

narrow tip of the funnel called the codend. 
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Figure 3: Trawl net diagram (Australian Fisheries Management Authority, Accessed 4 February 2021) 

Otter doors were designed in 1880 to increase the horizontal opening of the net (National Research 

Council, 2002). Trawl nets can now get up to 50 by 100 metres wide. Trawl doors dragging through 

the seabed floor disrupt the surface and cause sediment clouds to form behind the doors. Some fish 

species respond to these visual stimuli from the net gear and are herded into the centre to be 

caught (Rose, Ryer, & Iseri, 2010). 

 

Bottom trawling bycatch 

While trawling, the net can pick up target species of fish and other fish and marine life. The amount 

of bycatch can be several times larger than that of targeted species. Often a significant portion of 

bycatch is undersized and low value, along with highly vulnerable animals such as sea turtles, sharks 

and rays (Food and Agriculture Organisation of the United Nations, 2016).  

 

Bottom trawling surface disturbance 

All bottom contact, mobile fishing gear disturbs the seafloor to some extent. The extent to which the 

equipment damages the ocean surface depends on the type of geology. In mud and sand, deep 

troughs can be left by the doors. On gravel and bedrock, bottom organisms can be scraped and 

substrate disturbed (National Research Council, 2002).  

 

Fuel consumption 

Studies have shown that 70-80% of the fuel is used for towing trawling gear (Nsangue, Thierry, Tang, 

Xu, & Hu, 2019). The drag of the net heavily influences the energy efficiency of bottom trawls. 
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2.7 Bycatch and Discards in Trawling 

2.7.1 Bycatch 

Bycatch includes all non-target species and non-living debris that a fisher has caught and struggles to 

gain economic value from. Bycatch can consist of sharks, turtles, undersized fish, crabs, stingrays, 

sea lions, dolphins, coral weed and seabed debris. Also, quota fish of value that a fisher does not 

have quota for or may have no interest in. 

 

2.7.2 Discards 

Discards are part of the catch that are returned to the sea, dead or alive, by the fisher when they 

have hauled it to their boat. Discards can include parts of the seabed disturbed by the trawl net but 

never make it to the boat deck, also juvenile fish that slip through the net. Multiple causes result in 

fisherman discarding fish, these factors include physical-biological interactions, economics and 

legislation.  

79.2 million tonnes of fish were harvested from the ocean in 2016 (Food and Agriculture 

Organization of the United Nations, 2018). It is estimated that between 17.9 and 39.5 million tonnes 

of fish are discarded every year or 23% and 50%, respectively (Alverson, Freeburg, Murawski, & 

Pope, 1994). The highest quantity of discards is from the northwest Pacific, while the proportion of 

discards from the tropical shrimp industry is the highest. 

Physical-biological interaction 

The physical-biological reasons that fish are discarded can be that target, and non-target species lie 

in the same area where capture mechanisms have influence. Also, gear deployment methods are 

non-species specific, and the fish encountered may respond differently to the net's presence 

(Dayton L. Alverson, 1994).  

Economic 

Discards because of economic factors can include no market existing, sizes or sexes of species not 

accepted by markets or the fish is physically damaged from the harvest process. Other reasons for 

discarding include fish that generate issues for other marketable fish within the catch (e.g. slime), 

species that deteriorate rapidly, space available on the vessel for storage is limited and high grading.  

High grading is discarding fish of lower market value depending on specific attributes, this is usually 

related to size. Suppose fishers are working under a quota system, there is an incentive to bring back 

only the highest quality fish, as this is where the most significant economic returns can be made. 

Fish of slightly smaller sizes, yet still above the required length, may be discarded to make room for 

the larger fish that will return a more significant market return. 

Legislation 

The government can introduce legislation that makes it illegal to land fish above a certain quantity, 

this can be a quota system. If fish quantities above the allocated quota are landed, fishers are served 

infringement notices or fines. The New Zealand government implements a quota system to reduce 

discarding. 
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Case Study 

In the Gulf of Maine, there was an examination into the discarding of fish while trawling. The three 

primary reasons for the discarding of fish were: no market, too small and poor quality of the catch. 

By far, the most dominant reasons for discards were that the fish were too small or had no market 

(Murawski, Lange, & Iodine, 1991). 

 

2.7.3 Mortality after Discarding Fish 

Fish experience mortality when brought to the surface and discarded. The main factors affecting the 

stress, injury and mortality of fish are capture stressors. These include net entrainment, crushing, 

wounding, sustained swimming until exhaustion and pressure changes. Fishing conditions can also 

affect fish such as tow speed, air temperature, time on deck and handling procedures (Davis, 2002). 

Crushing 

As fish become tired in the codend, they eventually fall back and collide with the net. As the catch 

increases, the fish begin to crush each other. The larger the catch, the greater risk of degrading the 

catch’s quality (Suuronen, 2005).  

Pressure changes 

Fish that have gas bladders inflate due to pressure changes during the hauling from seafloor to sea 

surface. If discarded, their inflated bladders can easily trap fish at the sea surface, and they can 

suffer mortality. Bottom-dwelling fish such as haddock and cod do not survive the discard process 

well (Thurrow & Bohl, 1976) (Hokenson & Ross, 1997).  

 

2.7.4 Trash Fish 

These are undersized fish and other animals with a low commercial value because of their poor 

quality, small size or low customer preference (Simon Funge-Smith, 2005). In some countries, these 

fish are starting to generate an income for fishers. In the Asia-Pacific region, there is an increasing 

demand for trash fish in the aquaculture industry. This rising demand is to feed the high-value fish 

cultivated near shore. Aquaculture is a reasonable way of decreasing the harvesting of delicate 

ecosystems at sea. However, it is now increasing pressure on juvenile fish (Simon Funge-Smith, 

2005). The harvesting of juvenile fish is a serious concern as it can jeopardise the repair and 

replenishment of ocean ecosystems. 

Other uses of low-value trash fish can include local consumption (e.g. fresh or dried), direct feed 

(e.g. livestock), oil production (e.g. for poultry) and value-added products (e.g. fish sauce) (Simon 

Funge-Smith, 2005). 

 

2.7.5 Developing Countries 

People in developing countries deliver the most significant volume of catch and production 

worldwide and employ 97% of the world’s fishing workforce. 90 percent of the 120 million people 

employed by the fishing industry are small scale fishers. Many small scale fishers are subject to high 

poverty rates, resulting in less income to spend on technology to reduce bycatch. Small scale 

fisheries are poorly documented and regulated because of their variety, dispersion and social 
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complexity. Millions of people supported by fisheries as a source of income and food, this support is 

being put at risk by depleting fish stocks (World Bank Group, 2012). Low-cost, reliable technology 

that is affordable and can be built/maintained without high technology infrastructure is required so 

that these impoverished communities can adopt bycatch reduction systems. 

 

2.7.6 Bycatch Reduction in Trawling 

There are different ways that bycatch can be reduced in commercial trawling operations. This 

reduction can be from a gear design perspective by mechanically separating organisms entering the 

trawl net by size or shape (World Wildlife Fund, 2019). Another approach is to utilise specific 

behaviours of different species to aid in sorting, for example, haddock rise in a trawl whereas cod 

remain close to the bottom of the net. An operations related approach can also be adopted by 

changing trawling areas, depth, time or season. 

 

2.7.6.1 Targeted reduction 

Juveniles 

Allowing undersized fish to survive in fisheries operations is crucial. Younger fish have higher 

reproduction rates and contribute the most to fish stock preservation rates. Allowing juvenile fish to 

escape capture is the goal of most bycatch reduction strategies (Food and Agriculture Organization 

of the United Nations, 2005).   

Legislation 

There are several ways that countries can manage bycatch in their Exclusive Economic Zones. One 

way is legislation. It is now illegal in the European Union waters to discard unwanted catch if this 

catch is on the list of regulated species (The European Commission, 2020). This legislation creates 

difficulties for fishers: holds for fish fill up faster, sorting fish takes more time, more fuel is required, 

and unwanted catch sell for a fraction of the regular catch price. The fishing industry is beginning to 

develop more selective fishing gear to tackle these issues.  

Gear 

Various hardware solutions focus on reducing bycatch. The most practical example is gear that 

allows fish to escape from the net at depth. Methods include allowing fish to escape through grids, 

panels, or increased mesh sizes. Most approaches are conducted at the codend to increase trawl 

nets selectivity (O'Neill & Mutch, 2017). 

 

2.7.6.2 Mesh 

Mesh thickness 

Reducing the twine from two to one in diamond mesh netting increases the selectivity of round fish. 

This increase in selectivity is assumed to be because fish can see more clearly through the smaller 

mesh and are therefore more likely to make escape attempts. Also, thinner twines are less stiff, and 

it may be easier for fish to open the mesh and escape (O'Neill & Mutch, 2017). 

Number of meshes 
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Reducing the number of meshes in the circumference of a diamond net can increase roundfish's 

selectivity and reduce flatfish’s selectivity (O'Neill & Mutch, 2017). This is because the mesh will 

open more in the lateral direction if there is a mesh reduction, which is beneficial to the roundfish 

and detrimental to the flatfish. 

Mesh size 

Instead of traditional diamond meshing, square meshing can significantly increase many different 

species’ selectivity (Frandsen, Madsen, & Krag, 2010). Square mesh has good selectivity properties 

for roundfish such as cod (Gadus) (Halliday, 1999), haddock (melanogrammus aeglefinus) (Robertson 

& Stewart, 1988) (Halliday, 1999) and whiting (merlangius merlangus) (Robertson & Stewart, 1988). 

As the catch’s mass increases, the openings in conventional diamond mesh nets begin to close under 

tension. Using square mesh prevents mesh apertures from closing over. Thirty-eight bottom trawls 

were analysed in the Mediterranean, where square and diamond mesh were compared. The square 

mesh was shown to increase all species of fish' selectivity except for one flatfish species (Guijarro & 

Massutí, 2006). Improvement in selectivity is because square mesh openings do not close over when 

a load is applied on the net (Figure 4). 

 

 

 
Figure 4: Square and diamond mesh configuration (General fisheries commission for the Mediterranean, 2010) 

 

Transient selectivity of mesh 

The selectivity in traditional codends does not remain constant throughout the trawl journey. When 

the catch increases, this decreases the selectivity of the net (Robertson & Stewart, 1988). The 

diamond mesh codend becomes bulbous, and the tension on the mesh twine increases. Fish cannot 

exit through openings as the diamond mesh openings close up, and the mesh is too stiff for the fish 

to push through (Sun, Zhang, & Xu, 2006).  
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2.7.6.3 Lights 

Lights have been used successfully to guide Chinook Salmon (Oncorhynchus tshawytscha) out of 

openings in trawl nets. Opening frames in trawl nets with LED lights to attract fish are a practical 

solution because of the low cost of LED lights (Lomeli, Wakefield, Groth, Blume, & Herrmann, 2018).  

Lighting around the opening of a trawl net can repel unwanted catch. By illuminating a trawl net, 

significantly fewer quantities of eulachon (thaleichthys pacificus), rockfish (sebastes), and flatfish 

(pleuronectiformes) were caught compared to an unilluminated trawl (Lomeli, Wakefield, Groth, 

Blume, & Herrmann, 2018).  

The brightness and density of lights also affect fish attraction and repulsion. A trawl net illuminated 

with 10 LED lights caught significantly more pacific hake (Merluccius productus). However, trawl nets 

illuminated by 5 and 20 LED lights showed no difference in catch compared to an unilluminated 

Trawl (Lomeli, Wakefield, Groth, Blume, & Herrmann, 2018).  

The behaviour of Walleye Pollock towed in light and dark trawls resulted in significantly higher 

mortality in the latter condition. The fish in the lighter conditions could see the net surrounding 

them. This illumination allowed them to respond to the net dynamically and prevent injury. Fish 

towed in dark conditions could not see the net, and they eventually became pinned to the net 

resulting in mortality (Olla, Davis, & Schreck, 1997). 

There are important considerations when developing nets with openings for fish to swim through 

and escape capture. The fish need to be able to see these openings when inside the trawl net. Light 

quality suitable for opening detection is often not present. Fishing operations are conducted at night 

or depths where light cannot penetrate through. Also, as the trawl net disturbs sediment on the 

seafloor, this provides another visual obstruction. To develop openings that fish will swim through 

the lighting conditions must be appropriate. 

This knowledge of how fish can react to the presence of light differently has led to companies 

beginning to specialise in selling LED lights that repel fish away from capture in nets. An example is 

Fishtek Marine, who sells the Netlight (https://www.fishtekmarine.com/netlight/). These lights emit 

at different frequencies, colours and brightness depending on the fish being repelled from capture.  

 

2.7.6.4 Sounds 

Acoustic harassment devices are frequently used in aquaculture operations to deter seals and 

sealions from preying on farmed fish (Jacobs & Terhune, 2002). Of the various senses available to 

fish, hearing plays a significant role. Sounds provide information over great distances for fish and can 

facilitate breeding and territorial protection. Fish's ability to hear depends on their evolutionary 

adaptations: nocturnal, solitary, predators or prey, whether they reside near the shore or deep in 

the ocean. 

The response of fish to airguns, used in seismic exploration, has been assessed. Airguns have been 

shown to decrease the catch rates of cod (gadus), haddock (melanogrammus aeglefinus), blue 

whiting (micromesistius australis) and Norwegian herring (clupea harengus) in the same area of 

operation (Slotte, Hansen, Dalen, & Ona, 2004). Sounds have been shown to induce behavioural 

changes in fish. However, the literature has contradictory findings in its efficacy to create the desired 

movement of fish. 
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2.7.7 Bycatch Reduction Devices  

Precision Seafood Harvesting 

Sanford, Aotearoa Fisheries and Sealord have all invested $26 million dollars into a new trawl net 

innovation. This system aims to improve the selectivity of juvenile fish by allowing them to escape 

through openings in the trawl enclosure. Also, fish are brought to the surface in a manner that 

allows the quality of the fish to be maintained (Precision Seafood Harvesting, 2020).  

Nordmore grate 

The nordmore grate (Figure 5) is a grate used in the shrimp industry to redirect fish to an opening in 

the trawl net's upper side. The smaller shrimp passes through openings in the grate.  

 

Figure 5: Guiding funnel and the nordmore grate (Fisheries and Oceans Canada, 2018) 

In one study, bycatch reduced from 50% to 15% in a shrimp (Caridea) trawl. The gate significantly 

reduced bycatch of eight of nine ground fish species examined and of both flatfish and roundfish 

(Richards & Hendrickson, 2006). Other experimental work has shown that bycatch can be reduced by 

60-90% with the nordmore grate without detrimental effects upon shrimp catch (Broadhurst, 2000). 

Nested Cylinder Bycatch Reduction Device 

The nested cylinder is being developed and assessed in a research project conducted by Glenn 

Parsons at the University of Mississippi in the United States. This bycatch reduction device is for the 

shrimp industry and has reportedly reduced bycatch by 53% while retaining 81% of shrimp (caridea). 

The system exploits the natural tendency of fish to swim upstream. Shrimp will pass through to the 

codend as they are unable to resist the flow, whereas fish will be able to swim upstream and escape 

through the exit between the inner and outer cylinder (Figure 6). The flow interruption plates 

disturb the flow, the fish will notice this effect and be drawn towards the escape. Illuminating the 

trawl net had a positive effect on the ability of the red snapper (Lutjanus campechanus) to find the 

escape openings (Glenn R. Parsons, 2012). 
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Figure 6: Nested cylinder bycatch reduction device (Smart Gear, 2007) 

This cost-effective device is simple to install and requires low maintenance. It is expected to be well 

received by fishers (Figure 7). 

 

 

Figure 7: Nested cylinder bycatch reduction device (Smart Gear, 2007)  

 

2.7.8 Advantages of Using Bycatch Reduction Devices 

Decreased processing of the catch 

When bycatch is high, a significant amount of time is needed to sort species. Abrasive fish, such as 

spotted dogfish, have caused considerable frustration to Better Fishing’s sorting of the catch in the 

past. Now a passive sorter is used to remove these species from the codend, and this frustration is 

alleviated.  

 

Better product and market opportunities 
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In a new study, 83 percent of New Zealanders reported that we need to protect our fish for future 

generations (Marine Stewardship Council, 2018). By implementing sustainable business models, this 

creates new opportunities for fishers. Better Fishing has shown that by catering to consumers who 

find sustainability important, this can create a business model with a decreased effort per revenue. 

 

2.8 Fish Behaviour 

2.8.1 Fish Behaviour in Response to Trawl Gear 

The in-situ behaviour of fish was examined in response to trawl gear. This study was implemented in 

Australia’s South East Trawl Fishery (Piasente, Knuckey, Eayrs, & McShane, 2004). Tiger flathead 

(aleoplaiycephalus richardsoni) escaped from the trawl by swimming underneath the ground gear. 

When in the body of the trawl, gemfish (rexea solandri) indicated dynamic behaviour in response to 

the trawl net, whereas ocean perch (sebastes alutus), whiptails (dasyloricaria filamentosa), and New 

Zealand dory (cyttus novaezelandiae) were generally passive. Some blue grenadier, ocean perch, and 

whiptails escaped capture by passing through the trawl mouth's open mesh.  

The fish behaviour of haddock (Melanogrammus aeglefinus) and whiting (Merlangius merlangus) 

responding to a trawl net was examined in the Celtic sea in 2014 (Robert, et al., 2020). These fish 

were predominantly oriented against the direction of the flow towards the mouth of the trawl net in 

forward-facing or on their side positions. They were observed to swim faster or slower than the 

trawl 20% of their time. The remainder of the time, they swam at the same speed as the trawl net. 

They occupied the central and upper parts of the trawl net, these locations accounting for 80% of 

the time they were filmed. Out of 204 individuals, 123 fish attempted to escape on at least one 

occasion, representing 60% of the population. 69% of the escape attempts were made on the upper 

surface of the trawl. 

Previous research into the species-specific behaviour of fish in the aft and codend of trawls has 

indicated that nephrops (nephrops norvegicus) and flatfish (pleuronectiformes) remain low, cod 

(gadidae) has a more vertical distribution, and whiting (merlangius merlangus) and haddock 

(melanogrammus aeglefinus) stay high within the trawl (Krag, Holst, & Madsen, 2009). 

A square mesh panel in the extension piece has been mandated in the Celtic sea because of the 

observation that roundfish tend to rise as they tire. This square mesh panel has led to improved 

removal of juvenile roundfish from the trawl (Kim, Wardle, & An, 2008).  

It has been identified that using square mesh on the upper side of the trawl limits the species that 

will come into contact with the bycatch reduction device. Therefore, research was conducted that 

found that the selectivity of several species can be improved by increasing the surface area of the 

selection device to cover the top, sides, and the base to create a cylinder (Santos, Herrmann, Otero, 

Fernandez, & Pérez, 2016).  

A two-seam low-rise selective flatfish (pleuronectiformes) trawl net has been mandated for use in 

parts of the west coast of America. This gear is designed to allow non-flatfish species an opportunity 

to escape to minimise the bycatch of rockfish (Sebastes spp.). The rockfish species rise vertically out 

of the seabed further and faster than flatfish when responding to the trawl net. By creating a low 

lying trawl headrope, the rockfish can escape the trawl path, whereas flatfish tend to be caught. 

Bycatch of some rockfish species was shown to be reduced by 97% (King, Parker, Matteson, & 

Hannah, 2004). 
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Research into fish behaviour found that fish do not show generic escape behaviour in response to 

trawl nets, and instead, escape response is primarily species-specific. 

 

2.9 Lost Fishing Gear 

Twelve million tonnes of plastic end up within the oceans every year (Greenpeace Germany, 2019). 

One type of plastic is particularly hazardous, the kind intended to capture marine life. An estimated 

640,000 tonnes of fishing gear end up in the ocean every year (Greenpeace Germany, 2019). Ghost 

gear, abandoned fishing gear, makes up 10% of the waste in our oceans. Around 300 sea turtles 

were discovered dead in Mexico after being trapped in an illegal fishing nets (One News , 2018). An 

estimated 5.7% of fishing nets, 8.6% of traps, and 29% of lines are lost worldwide every year (Kelsey 

Richardson, 2019).  

A vital aspect of a good product is that it must not negatively impact the environment during 

production, use or disposal (Kurowski & Knopf, 2011). From this requirement, it can be determined 

that the majority of fishing gear is designed in an unsatisfactory manner. Lost fishing gear has a 

significant impact on species in the ocean and is beginning to impact humans as microplastics pass 

into fish and, therefore, our food chain. Future concepts should be designed so that gear retrieval is 

always possible. If this is not possible, other materials should be researched that do not effect ocean 

ecosystems or humans negatively. 

 

2.10 Ocean Plastics 

Ocean currents break up plastics into smaller pieces until they eventually become microplastics. 

Microplastics are plastic particles, generally smaller than 5 mm. Fish can eat these microplastics 

thinking they are food. If humans then catch and eat these fish, the plastic ends up in their system. 

Microplastics were found in 25% of fish collected from Auckland, Samoa, Tahiti and Rapa Nui, Easter 

Island (Ana Markic, 2018). Microplastics have been detected in table salt (Kim, Lee, Kim, & Kim, 

2018), tap water (Mary Kosuth, 2018) and up to 90% of bottled water (Mason, Welch, & Neratko, 

2018). Ingestion of plastics can cause significant damage to human physiology and result in 

hormonal cancers (breast, testes and prostate), reproductive problems (genital malformations, 

infertility), and neurodevelopmental conditions (learning disorders, autism spectrum disorder) 

(HEAL, 2016). Fishing line plastics take approximately 600 years to break down in the ocean 

(Greenpeace Germany, 2019). 

 

2.11 Organisations Attempting to Reduce Bycatch 

2.11.1 Smartfish 

Smartfish 2020 is a European organisation focused on developing and testing a suite of technology 

systems for the fishing sector. These systems attempt to optimise resource efficiency, provide 

evidence of fishing regulation compliance, reduce environmental impact and improve automatic 

data collection of fish stocks (Smartfish, 2020). These outcomes are to be realised with analytical 
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technologies to help fishers make better decisions. These technologies are developed from recent 

advances in machine learning and camera technology.  

 

2.11.2 Discardless 

Discardless is a research organisation of scientists and stakeholders who aim to provide tools to 

achieve the gradual elimination of discarding. They have a primary focus on preventing unwanted 

catches from ever being caught and a secondary focus on making the best use of unwanted catch 

(Discardless, 2017). Discardless’ findings have included the improved selectivity witnessed when 

making changes to various aspects of trawling gear. These changes include using semi-pelagic doors 

that do not come into contact with the ground to reduce the herding of the fish from disturbed 

sediment and reducing the sweep angle to minimise the fish directed into the net. Also, using mesh 

made from single twine and using square instead of diamond meshing at the codend. 

 

2.12 Sustainability and Innovation in New Zealand 

2.12.1 Sustainable Fisheries 

Ethical decision making from the consumer is becoming more commonplace across all food and 

beverage industries, and fisheries are no exception. The New Zealand fisheries industry is beginning 

to adopt certifications from the Marine Stewardship Council (MSC). The MSC is an organisation that 

assesses fisheries' impact and gives a blue fish label if practices are sustainable. Six industries have 

been certified since 2001 (World Wildlife Fund, 2020), including the hoki (macruronus 

novaezelandiae) fishery, albacore tuna (thunnus alalunga) troll, southern blue whiting 

(micromesistius australis) pelagic trawl, hake (merluccius australis) trawl, ling (genypterus blacodes) 

trawl and longline and orange roughy (hoplostethus atlanticus) trawl/bottom trawl.  

 

2.12.2 Innovative Companies 

Better Fishing is a small fishing business based in Hawkes Bay. They have focussed on moving away 

from a high volume, low return model; to a low volume, high return model. They have built their 

business model around catching and supplying the community with high-quality, sustainably sourced 

fish. To do this, Better Fishing designed a customised codend with panels that allows undersized fish 

to escape (Fisheries New Zealand, 2020). 

Gravity Fishing is a small fishing business from Southland. Gravity Fishing has developed a 12-month 

calendar to target fish seasonally. Therefore more precise harvests are obtained. They also 

implement a zero-waste strategy by supplying whole fish to customers so they can utilise every part 

(Fisheries New Zealand, 2020).  

There has been investment by larger fishing companies, Moana NZ, Sealord and Sanford, to develop 

Precision Seafood Harvesting Ltd. This company has developed a new harvesting technology that 

attempts to decrease fatigue, mortality and quality losses during trawling. (Fisheries New Zealand, 

2020). 
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 Existing Passive Sorter Analysis 

 

3.1 Introduction 

At present, trawling nets possess limited selectivity. Being elastic, they stretch when pulled through 

the water, this closes over the annular space between mesh openings, preventing juvenile fish from 

escaping (General fisheries commission for the Mediterranean, 2010). When juvenile fish are caught, 

they provide little to no value to fishers: they have minimal protein, and regulation often requires 

them to be thrown back into the ocean. Karl Warr is an inshore fisher and the owner of Better 

Fishing. Warr focuses on caching gurnard (Chelidonichthys kumu) and flatfish (Peltorhamphus 

novaezeelandiae) and believes that fish can be trawled more sustainably. This belief led to the 

development of more selective fishing gear that is now used in Warr’s day to day operations. 

Warr uses a rigid cage codend at the end of the trawling net (Figure 8). The cage does not morph 

while being pulled through the water, giving juvenile fish reliable apertures to escape through. This 

codend has improved the selectivity of Warr’s operations, as seen in Appendix 18, Selectivity of 

Warr’s cage. 

 

Figure 8: Warr's passive sorter cage (Corkery, Loader, Hockey, & Baxter, 2017) 

 

3.2 Scope 

This cage codend has several features that may prevent it from being adopted as a tool by the 

trawling industry. Therefore, a novel system will be designed to utilise the benefits identified by 

Warr of a rigid codend attached to the end of a trawl net. The novel passive sorter will be designed 

with mass-market adoption for inshore fisheries vessels as a core requirement. 

This chapter identifies the cage's positive and negative performance features to be incorporated or 

unincorporated into any future novel passive sorter prototype. This was done through observing 
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processes on the trawl boat in Napier, discussions with the project team, and CFD (Computational 

Fluid Dynamics).  

 

3.3 Benefits of the Passive Sorter 

Warr’s existing concept was assessed to identify improvements that could be made. Features of the 

system that provide positive and negative qualities were recognised for any future concepts to 

incorporate, improve or remove these qualities.  

Rigidity 

The rigid stainless-steel mesh gives fish a consistent volume to swim in and seek openings. Giving the 

fish a constant volume will decrease injury and may decrease anxiety as the fish can space 

themselves from the outer walls and other fish within the enclosure. Collision with other fish is a 

source of injury in trawl nets (Suuronen, 2005). A consistent volume is not provided in conventional 

trawling nets and may lead to increased escape attempts in the cage. 

Crinkle panels 

The sorters side and top panels are polished stainless 5mm diameter steel (Figure 9), they are of 

crinkle cut construction which is described in Section 4.2.8, Crinkle Cut Versus Flat Edge. The high 

stiffness of the stainless-steel results in openings with consistent dimensions during trawling. 

Providing consistent openings to fish has been a focus of bycatch reduction in trawling as discussed 

in Section 2.7.6.2, Mesh. 

It is recommended by the FAO that knotless, smooth-surfaced netting materials should be favoured 

over stiff, knotted netting to reduce abrasion of the escapees (Suuronen, 2005). It is assumed that 

the smooth polished stainless steel is not abrasive against fish. There are around 350 openings for 

fish to escape.  

Solid rear and base panels 

The system's floor and the rear are made from marine ply. As water travels through the cage, it will 

hit the rear plate and deflect out through the perforations in the side of the cage. When fish become 

tired and unable to sustain their swimming, the flow may collect them and passage them out 

through the crinkle panels. Also, when the fish become fatigued, they do not fall back into abrasive 

net, which can lead to high rates of mortality for fish (Suuronen, 2005). Instead, they fall into a 

relatively smooth surface, resulting in an improved quality of catch in Better Fishing’s operations. 
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Figure 9: Better Fishing's passive fish sorter (top panel omitted for clarity) 

 

3.4 Negatives of the Passive Sorter 

Stowage 

The system is difficult to store on smaller inshore fishing boats. Commercial fishing vessels have 

limited space to store equipment. After a discussion with Warr and Emma Jones of NIWA (the 

coordinator of the project), it was identified that for a similar system to be adopted by fishers, it is 

essential it can easily be stowed away on the boat.  

Cost 

After a discussion with Warr and Jones, this system's cost is prohibitive to fishers. An entire inshore 

fisheries trawl net costs $3000. This system will likely cost more than this. Trawlers can lose their 

trawl nets when they foul on objects at the seafloor (boulders, tree trunks, dense sand). A novel 

system needs to be priced so that trawlers are comfortable with the event of losing or destroying 

the gear and buying another one. 

Safety 

This system weighs approximately 100kg. When the sorter is hauled to the boat, it may have up to 

100kg of fish inside, resulting in a system of up to 200kg. As the load will be hanging from the end of 

the net roller, it could collide with the fishers in large swells, causing injury or taking them 

overboard. 

Regulation 

This system has a solid floor and rear plate. Fish cannot escape through these sections, and because 

of regulation, Warr has needed a special permit to use the system. It is assumed that most trawlers 

will only purchase a system that satisfies regulation as it is an inconvenience for them to seek it on 

their own. 

Deployment 

Warr’s cage provides some difficulties during deployment in comparison to existing trawl net 

meshing. The cage is rigid and heavy, requiring an attentive operator that is vigilant to ensure no 
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damage occurs to the vessel or crew. It is assumed that fishers would prefer to use gear that can be 

hauled onto the boat without significant concern over potential damage or injury.  

 

3.5 CFD Analysis of the Passive Sorter 

Unknowns in the existing system were explored with CFD to understand how the sorter provides a 

valuable service in improving selectivity. The unknowns to be quantified were:  

 How does the flow travel through the system and aid or takeaway from selectivity? 

 What are the drag and lift forces on the sorter? 

 What features of this system affect the quality of the catch? 

NIWA requested this data so it could be collated to trawling footage within the sorter to understand 

the way fish were behaving.  

Flow through the passive sorter 

CFD was used to analyse the system, the setup is detailed in Appendix 1, CFD settings for the passive 

sorter. The passive sorter’s drag force is 203 Newtons, and the lift force -138 Newtons. As the flow 

travels through from the front of the passive sorter cage to the rear, it changes direction. It starts as 

uniform and perpendicular (Figure 10) to the rear solid plate and then becomes parallel to the rear 

plate at the cage's rear section.  

 

Figure 10: Passive sorter horizontal plane velocity vectors indicating the change in flow direction (m/s) 

Three bounded planes were created to measure the mass flow rate through adjacent sections 

(Figure 11). The bounded planes one, two and three had mass flow rates across them of 54kg/s, 

Uniform flow 

perpendicular to 

rear plate 

Flow becomes parallel 

to the rear plate 
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33kg/s and 16kg/s, respectively. These results indicate that as fish get closer to the cage's rear, there 

is an increasing transverse mass flow rate attempting to remove the fish from the cage. 

 

Figure 11: Passive sorter with three bounded planes to measure transverse mass flow rate through the crinkle meshing 

This high mass flow rate could cause larger fish to be swept into the crinkle mesh in the rear area, 

causing injury. However, there may be a benefit of the high mass flow rate sweeping up smaller fish 

and passaging them out of the cage.  

The RHS frame initiates a low-velocity region (Figure 12) encompassing the crinkle mesh. It has been 

noticed from video footage on Better Fishing’s live stream that fish become impinged inside the 

crinkle meshing when the passive sorter is pulled to the surface. It is assumed that the water flowing 

around the fish in the crinkle mesh prevents the fish from becoming unstuck. An improvement to 

the cage could be making the already existing low-velocity region larger. Increasing the RHS frame's 

width subject to the flow at the front of the cage would achieve this result.  

 

1 
2 

3 
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Figure 12: Passive sorter velocity contours over vertical plane (m/s) 

There is a region of increased turbulence at the rear of the cage (Figure 13). During trials, it would be 

helpful to observe whether fish reside towards the rear half within the region of increased 

turbulence or towards the front half of the cage, where the flow is more uniform (Figure 10) and less 

turbulent. If they choose to remain towards the front and make escape attempts predominantly 

from this section, a longer cage may be helpful. 

Chaotic flow conditions will distort and spin fish, and at the least, cause disorientation. It has been 

suggested that disoriented fish may be more susceptible to predation (Odeh, et al., 2002). Therefore 

fish may be reluctant to enter into the area of increased turbulence as a generic behavioural 

response. 

Low velocity region 

sustained by crinkle mesh 

Low velocity 

region initiated 

by RHS 
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Figure 13: Passive sorter turbulent Kinetic Energy (k) 

A swirling vortice creates this region of increased turbulence (Figure 14). 

 

Figure 14: Passive sorter region of swirling flow (m/s) 

 

Increased 

turbulence 
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 Conceptual Design of a Novel Passive Sorter System 

 

Following the existing passive sorter analysis, it was decided that a novel system could be created 

with an improved evaluation against the design requirements. This chapter establishes the design 

inputs and requirements necessary for a passive sorter to see mass-market adoption in the inshore 

fisheries industry.  

4.1 Deliverables 

The deliverables of the novel passive sorter system were:  

 Risk management processes incorporated throughout the project 

 Design requirements for a successful passive sorter concept that improves selectivity 

 A completed thesis that details all developed concepts and decisions on whether to pursue 

them 

 Scale models of concepts to validate and verify the designs 

 Evaluation of all concepts to identify concept with the highest probability of success 

 Detailed design of chosen concept: CAD, drawings, and FEA 

 Validation from testing the system on Warr’s trawl boat in Napier 

 Detailed justification of the system  

 Future improvements to the system to improve selectivity and ensure market adoption 

 

4.2 Establishing Requirements of the Passive Sorter 

The requirements of the system are detailed in Appendix 2, Product design requirement specification 

of the passive sorter. Fundamental requirements to the system success are:  

 Low-cost 

 Minimal skill required to use and maintain the system 

 Prevents damage to fish 

 Satisfies fisheries regulation 

 Robust within the high-stress trawling environment 

 Environmentally friendly 

 Safe to use 

These requirements are detailed in the sections below. 

 

4.2.1 Low-cost 

The customer segment that this product will apply to is owner-operator inshore trawlers similar to 

Warr that want to achieve a suitable economic return while reducing bycatch. According to Warr, 

trawlers have limited liquid assets to spend on new gear, therefore the system must be priced 

competitively. After a discussion with Warr, the correct price for the system is placed at below 

$1,000. By utilising a juvenile fish bycatch reduction system, fishers will:  
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 Prevent their quota from being used up by smaller juvenile fish that provide them with 

limited financial returns. Instead, their quota will be used by large valuable fish, that 

increase their revenue 

 Lower their costs on fuel as less fish in the net results in a lower drag  

 Avoid fines 

 Retain their fishing rights 

 Sustain their business into the future as escaping juvenile fish can be caught at a later date 

 

4.2.2 Low-skill to Assemble and Maintain 

A modular system is essential so that trawlers can conduct repairs in the occurrence of failure. A 

conventional trawl net is a product that a trawler has a great degree of control over. They can 

perform repairs at sea and modify features to benefit their trawling journeys. Trawlers are similar to 

farmers in that they are isolated from external assistance in the event of needing to repair or make 

alterations to their gear. This seclusion requires them to be resourceful and have knowledge in how 

to make repairs. A solution should take advantage of these natural abilities of trawlers. Primarily 

because it is questionable that a system will be adopted if it requires external support, as this is an 

unwanted cost. 

Trawlers want systems that are simple without too many components or processes that could fail. 

They are people restricted by the weather, regulation and the unpredictable nature of fish, likely 

leading to them striving to have maximum control over the things they can control. Therefore, any 

solution should be simple, and it should convey simplicity through its appearance. 

 

4.2.3 Preventing Damage to Fish 

This system intends to release fish to the surroundings with as little injury as possible, so they can 

return to breeding and sustaining species populations. If fish sustain injuries while being sorted that 

lead to mortality, the design has failed. Therefore, special care needs to be paid to materials used 

and the mechanism by which fish escape from the system. A non-abrasive surface should be utilised 

as the likelihood that fish collide will collide with materials is high. Materials such as Ulta-cross, 

Dyneema and composites may enhance selectivity and survival (Suuronen, 2005). 

Also, the mechanism should protect fish that have been captured and brought to the surface. 

According to Warr, his cage has led to a decrease in fish damage compared to mesh codend. 

Resulting in a higher quality product for which customers can be charged a premium. For this system 

to see market adoption, it must have compelling benefits. A higher-quality product is such a benefit 

and should be focussed on in the conceptualisation of concepts. 

 

4.2.4 Robust 

A system that can withstand the environment of a trawling boat is of high importance. The novel 

sorter could see high stresses from being dropped on the vessel, dragging the sorter onto the boat 

over the hard edge at the stern and the weight of the catch resting on the sorter. Also, stresses can 

be compounded when the vessel is inevitably caught in a large swell. The concept should withstand 

all loadings comfortably. 
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4.2.5 Fish Size Regulations 

If the flatfish are below 25cm in length, they are deemed too small and need to be released back to 

the ocean. There is no sizing requirement on gurnard, though Warr states that it is not profitable to 

catch gurnard below 30cm. A mesh size of 10cm or greater is required in all netting to minimise 

juvenile fish caught, this mesh size controls the width of fish allowed to escape. Table 4 indicates 

regulations for gurnard and flatfish. 

Table 4: Size and shape of undersized fish 

Fish Image Sizing requirements 

Gurnard Chelidonichthys 
kumu  

 
Figure 15: Image of gurnard 

 No minimum sizing 
requirements for 
Gurnard (New 
Zealand Government, 
2001) 

 

Flatfish (Pleuronectiformes) 

 
Figure 16: Image of New Zealand sole 

 The minimum fish 
length is 25cm 

 The minimum net 
mesh size is 100mm 
(New Zealand 
Government, 2001) 

 

4.2.6 Regulation - Trawl Nets 

According to Fisheries (Commercial Fishing) Regulations 2001 (New Zealand Government, 2001), a 

trawl net must not be used by a commercial fishing vessel if it has: 

 More than one layer of mesh 

 Liners, sleeves or flappers of any material 

 Net mesh size less than 100mm  

Any conceived design must satisfy these requirements. Under these regulations, there is a clause 

that allows novel technology to be used under a special permit. Warr uses this permit to utilise the 

rigid cage codend. 
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4.2.7 Rectangular Holes for Fish 

As discussed with Warr, the ideal mesh shape is a rigid rectangle with dimensions that do not change 

during the trawl journey. The rectangle's height (Figure 17) controls the release of fish with circular 

cross-sections (gurnard). The length controls the release of elliptical-shaped fish (Flatfish).  

 

Figure 17: Rectangular escape opening for gurnard and flatfish 

 

4.2.8 Crinkle Cut Versus Flat Edge 

There are benefits associated with altering the angle at which the escape openings are oriented 

relative to fish. A crinkle-cut design (Figure 18) shows how fish can turn a 45-degree angle and are 

then aligned with the escape opening compared to a flat edge design (Figure 19), where fish must 

turn 90 degrees. This crinkle cut design is implemented in Better Fishing’s existing novel passive 

sorter (Figure 9). It is expected that any design decreasing the angle a fish needs to turn to escape 

will lead to reduced bycatch. Also, the crinkle-cut design increases the surface area that fish can 

escape through, allowing more escape apertures instead of the flat side design. 

 

 

Figure 18: Fish orientation to escape with crinkle cut design 

45 
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Figure 19: Fish orientation to escape with flat sides 

 

4.2.9 Trawl Nets Changing in Volume 

Elastic trawl nets will not form a perfect cylindrical shape when subject to towing conditions. It is 

assumed a net that deforms will prevent fish from escaping by offering fewer escape routes. Trawl 

nets are suspected of deforming due to several factors. These are:  

 The drag force of the water causing the trawl net to warp because of the low stiffness of the 

net material: usually made of high-density polyethylene cordage 

 The combined weight and drag force of fish when they become exhausted and fall into the 

net causing the net to become bulbous (Figure 20). Separately, fishers have been shown to 

intentionally tow their trawl nets at high speeds to create this bulbous shape and prevent 

fish from escaping (Bennett, Gyves, & Merkin, 2015) 

 

Figure 20: Bulbous trawl net (Marine Scotland, 2012) 

 Fish actively swimming inside the net coming into contact with the net. The mesh panels will 

deform locally upon their contact 

 The turbulence of the water 

 

4.2.10 Hauling the Net 

There are two ways in which a trawl net can be hauled onto the boat: lifting the system with a gantry 

over the edge of the vessel or dragging the net over the hard edge at the stern of the boat. Figure 

90 
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21, supplied by Jones of NIWA, shows the former, and the latter is the process used on-board Warr's 

vessel. Dragging the system over the hard edge at the stern will cause the largest load through any 

system during the trawling process. This loading will have both shear and axial stress components. 

Using a gantry to lift the catch on-board will decrease the loading through the system as the shear 

component is removed. Any developed concept should be able to be hauled in either configuration. 

 

Figure 21: Gantry hauling trawl net on board vessel  

 

 

4.3 Communication  

Requirements were developed from conversations with the project team. The team was Warr of 

Better Fishing; Jones of the National Institute of Water and Atmospheric Research (NIWA); Mark 

Jermy, supervisor to the project; and Don Clucas, supervisor to the project. 

To ensure market adoption of any product, it is vital to determine demand from the end-user, this 

demand is born from the end user having a problem that they want resolved. Talking with Warr of 

Better Fishing was an essential part of the requirements development process as he would be the 

end-user of this system. By canvassing requirements from Warr, it was possible to gain insight into 

what is important to trawlers like him. 
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4.4 Risk Management 

Risk management was implemented to identify all inherent risks in the project and act to mitigate 

their presence. These risks are discussed in Appendix 3, Risk management of the passive sorter. The 

most significant risks of the project are: 

 Damage from handling on the boat causing failure of the system 

 The system is too large or too heavy to be handled on the vessel 

 The system releases large marketable fish 

Processes to eliminate or mitigate these risks were developed, such as designing the system out of 

lightweight materials and continual contact with Warr to ensure all apertures were sized correctly. 

 

Opportunity to innovate 

Warr has already indicated with his passive sorter that the problem of catching undersized fish exists 

for trawlers. With Warr’s passive sorter, it has been shown there is an opportunity to innovate and 

create a solution. Warr’s work has therefore narrowed the risk involved in this project. However, the 

solution developed by Warr is identified as not being scalable to other trawling boats. Warr’s sorter 

may not be suitable because the increased catches of two to three tonne on other trawling boats 

would require a much longer cage for sorting capabilities to be effective (Seafood New Zealand, 

2019). A longer cage would result in a large system that occupies too much of the boat to be 

deemed safe. The opportunity to innovate in this project is to create a solution that does not 

become significantly more difficult to handle as it scales. 

Therefore a significant risk is creating a system that provides similar benefits to Warr's existing 

system but does not scale to other trawling operations. All developed concepts should be checked to 

see if they satisfy this overarching requirement to avoid risk. If an idea does not, it should be 

abandoned as soon as this is recognised.   

 

4.5 Prototyping 

Prototyping assisted by accelerating the product design process, it was used to identify if a concept 

had aspects that should be refined, if a robust solution was obtained or if it should be abandoned. 

Prototyping does this by creating a physical system that can be analysed in terms of various 

parameters. These can be the response to loadings, aesthetics and ergonomics.  

Prototyping can also aid in the creative process. By handling, deflecting and operating concepts, new 

concepts may become apparent to the designer. Often a key aspect in creating an engineering 

structure is developing a system with the necessary stiffness. Prototyping can help communicate the 

stiffness or rigidity of a concept, and the designer can then envision practical ways to create the 

required stiffness. A laser cutter and 3D printer were used consistently to identify the efficacy of 

different concepts. These prototypes were made from PMMA and polypropylene and were scaled 

down for cost, handling and use in the flume. 
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 Concept Design of Novel Passive Sorter Concepts 

 

This chapter describes the concept creation process of novel passive sorter systems. Categories of 

design are established in this chapter initially. These categories were created by breaking down the 

systems into components and technical systems, including materials selection and identifying how to 

create a collapsible system for storage on the vessel. The chapter then describes generating master 

concepts and evaluating these concepts to identify the concept to be developed and tested as a full-

scale model. 

 

5.1 Design Categories 

5.1.1 Materials Selection 

By identifying materials most suitable to an application, the designer can create concepts in the 

ideation stage that avoid risk. Some concepts may be perceived to be suitable. However, they may 

not be suitable in the expected operating conditions or cost-effective. For this application, it is 

necessary that all materials selected can withstand the toxic environment in seawater and endure 

the impacts resulting when trawlers handle their gear. An overview of the mechanical properties of 

potential materials is shown in Appendix 4, Mechanical properties of suitable materials. 

Stainless steel 316 

Stainless steel 316 is the material of choice for the existing passive sorter. This is an austenitic 

chromium-nickel marine grade stainless steel that contains between 2 and 3% molybdenum. The 

molybdenum content increases corrosion resistance (ThoughtCo, 2020). The corrosion resistance in 

stainless steels depends on the forming of a “passive” chromium oxide layer on the metal's surface. 

Stainless steel 316 has excellent lustre, strength and, stiffness properties. Stainless steel 316 is used 

for various coastal marine applications on boats, such as deck components, handrails, and shackles. 

The stainless steel in the existing cage system is not indicating any signs of corrosion, but there has 

not been much exposure yet. 

Stainless steel 304 

Stainless steel 304 is one of the most common stainless steel grades and has similar mechanical 

properties to 316. Stainless 304 has worse corrosion resistance than stainless steel 316 (Marlin Wire, 

2020), reflected in its lower cost. One weakness is that it is susceptible to pitting: localised areas of 

corrosion when exposed to saline or high chloride solution environments. This is reflected by 

stainless 304 being less prevalent in marine applications. 

HDPE 

High-Density Poly Ethylene (HDPE) is among the world’s most commonly used plastics. It is strong, 

non-leaching, and resistant to many chemicals. HDPE is used as the material in kayaks and canoes 

(The Canoe Shops Group, Accessed 10 November 2020). These products are subject to high-impact 

conditions such as collision with rocks and accidental dropping by users.  

Polypropylene 
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Polypropylene, along with polyethylene, is also one of the most commonly used plastics in the 

world. It is a semi-crystalline, rigid thermoplastic. It has a slippery tactile surface, making it an 

excellent choice for low friction applications. It is also highly resistant to chemical corrosion, and its 

waterproof properties make it ideal for the marine sector. It is a relatively low-cost thermoplastic 

and readily available in multiple countries. It also offers excellent versatility in colour and is resistant 

to water absorption (Adreco Plastics, 2018).  

Nylon 

Nylon is strong and stiff plastic. Its low friction surface enables nylon to be used as a replacement for 

metal bearings and bushings. Nylon is used in marine environments as it has excellent corrosion 

resistance properties, requires no lubrication or coating (New Process, Accessed 10 June 2020), and 

is FDA approved. Being FDA approved means the material is suitable for contact with food, which is 

relevant as the plastic could come into direct contact with fish sold on as food. Nylon is a high-cost 

material relative to polypropylene, HDPE and LDPE. 

LDPE 

Low-Density Polyethylene is a soft, flexible and lightweight plastic. It is known for its flexibility, 

toughness and corrosion resistance. It is not suited for applications where stiffness and high strength 

are required (Curbell Plastics, Accessed 5 October 2020). LDPE is available in FDA compliant grades. 

 

5.1.2 Collapsible 

The ideal system remains on the end of the trawl net and can be wound around the drum, identically 

to a trawl net. This allows the concept to be stored out of the way of the vessel deck. There is also 

the ability to create a similar concept to Warr’s system: the concept is removed after every trawl 

journey and then stored on the boat. If a concept with this characteristic were developed, it would 

need to stow away in a smaller space than Warr’s system to provide a compelling benefit. 

 

5.1.3 Enclosed Volume 

As discussed in Section 4.2.9, Trawl Nets Changing in Volume, a conventional trawl net changes in 

volume as it is pulled through the water. It is expected that this change in volume leads to a 

decrease in selectivity. All novel concepts should therefore have the ability to provide a fixed volume 

for fish to swim in. This fixed volume could be provided by different means and does not necessarily 

require rigid materials such as steel. Material with low stiffness properties are used in the Precision 

Seafood Harvesting system detailed in Section 2.7.7, Bycatch Reduction Devices. This system is a 

large canvas bag that is pulled through the water (Figure 22). The pressure difference between the 

inside and outside walls causes the bag to remain open.  
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Figure 22: Precision Seafood Harvesting system in operation (Precision Seafood Harvesting, 2020) 

5.1.4 Prototyping Method  

A prototyping method was implemented in the design of the passive sorter. Models of different 

characteristics were evaluated, and then some were prototyped. This procedure resulted in 

subsequent models satisfying more requirements than the previously developed prototype. This 

process was iterated until the desired end product was obtained. 

 

5.2 Concept Development and Evaluation 

Nine concepts were developed and are detailed in Appendix 5, Passive sorter concept synthesis. 

Initially, the HDPE collapsible cuboid scored well against the design requirements, this resulted in the 

system being taken through an embodiment design phase. The materials and components were 

scoped, the system was analysed with FEA to ensure it could withstand operating conditions, and a 

blll of materials was generated. Eventually, the designer became enlightened by a different design 

that offered compelling benefits regarding the design requirements. This resulted in the 

abandonment of the HDPE collapsible cuboid system.  

 

5.3 Final Evaluation and Confirmation 

The evaluation of three master concepts is shown in Appendix 6, Passive sorter master concepts 

evaluation. The evaluated master concepts were the cylindrical sorter, existing passive sorter, and 

the collapsible cuboid. They were selected with assistance from the wider project team, including 

Warr, Jermy, and Jones. Criteria to evaluate the concepts were derived from the already established 

design requirements outlined in Appendix 2, Product design requirement specification of the passive 

sorter. A maximum weighting of five was set for each of the criteria, and the concepts were scored 

out of five against the criteria. The cylindrical sorter scored 305/350, the collapsible cuboid scored 
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194/350, and the existing cage passive sorter scored 234/350. This confirms that the cylindrical 

sorter is the most promising design, it was manufactured and tested in Napier on Warr’s trawling 

boat. The following chapter discusses the process of manufacturing and testing a full-scale cylindrical 

sorter prototype. 
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 Product Design of a Novel Passive Sorter System 

 

This chapter discusses the product development and testing of the cylindrical passive sorter. This 

process included creating scaled-down versions of the sorter to test the functionality and to stress 

load to see if failure would occur. A full-scale version was then created and tested behind Warr’s 

trawling boat, this chapter describes the positive selectivity results from this testing and how this 

sorter meets all of the requirements specified as necessary.  

6.1 Description 

The cylindrical sorter concept provides several benefits in terms of stowage and cost of the system: 

requirements specified as necessary for a novel passive sorter's success. A sketch of the system is 

shown below in Figure 23. The ropes pull the thermoplastic panels into their cylindrical shape. A 

codend “bag” attachment will be added to the end of the panels to collect the fish. This codend will 

be short, around half a metre. The materials used will be polypropylene, the elasticity of this 

material holds the cylindrical form. When it is time to store the sorter, the ropes are removed, and 

the panels return to lying flat, giving fishers the ability to store the system on the boat easily. 

 

Figure 23: Sketch of the cylindrical passive sorter 

 

6.2 Proof of Concept 

A scaled-down version of this concept was developed to visualise the design. From this, two things 

were learned. It is difficult to tie the rope around the panels and form the cylindrical shape, this 

would be substantially more difficult with unsteady footing at sea. As trawlers will want to use gear 
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without inconveniences, this must be resolved. Also, the rope causes the panels to deform inwards 

where the rope comes into contact with the panels, this is shown in Appendix 8, Scaled down 

cylindrical sorter panel deformation. 

Because of this deformation and difficulty in functionality, hinges will be used along the seams 

where the top panel and base panel meet, as seen in Appendix 9, Cylindrical sorter hinges. Hinges 

help to smooth and control the process of forming the cylindrical shape of the system. The hinges do 

this by guiding the rotation of the panels relative to each other, creating a controlled motion. When 

the rope is untied, the hinges guide the panels to return to lying flat. 

Another scaled-down version of this concept system was created to identify how the cylindrical 

panels would deform under loading. The system was loaded with 100kg of steel weights, which 

simulates fish loading during operation. This testing is detailed in Appendix 10, Scaled-down 

cylindrical sorter loading. 

 

6.3 Structural Analysis 

FEA was used to quantify the stress developing through the panel in tension as it is pulled from the 

water. The FEA analysis is detailed in Appendix 11, Cylindrical sorter FEA. A maximum stress of 

1.8MPa occurs on the panel. This stress is significantly lower than the yield stress of the material of 

31MPa, giving a Factor of Safety of 17, indicating a very low likelihood of failure. To reduce stress 

concentrations through the panels' fillet radii were added to the corners of all the apertures. 

  

6.4 Prototype 

Manufacturing 

The panels were manufactured with CNC machining. These panels were 3000x1220mm and 6mm 

thick. The apertures of the system were 48mm by 100mm, these are the required aperture 

dimensions, specified by Warr, as suitable for releasing all gurnard under 30cm and New Zealand 

sole under 25cm from the net. Fillets of 6mm were cut into the aperture corners, this was for two 

reasons: to decrease stress concentrations occurring at the corners and to allow simple deburring of 

the sharp edges that resulted from the machining. A deburring tool was run along all the aperture 

corners to create a smooth surface that fish would not injure themselves on as they attempted to 

escape. The technical drawing of the panel is provided in Appendix 12, Cylindrical sorter panel 

drawing. 

Polypropylene  

Polypropylene was chosen as a suitable material because of its stiffness, which allows the operator 

to form the cylindrical shape simply without significant input force. Also, polypropylene is high 

strength and low weight enabling it to withstand all the loadings expected while also being simple 

for the fisher to handle on-board the vessel. 

Polypropylene is often a material of choice because of its resistance to chemicals. It has applications 

in corrosive environments such as filters on boats and pumping chemical solvents, bases and acids. It 

is not expected that the saltwater environment will have a significant effect on the degradation of 

the material (Efunda, Accessed 9 February 2021). 
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6.5 Testing 

A prototype was tested in Hawkes Bay by Warr and Barfucci. The testing consisted of towing a trawl 

net with this passive sorter attached at the codend location and towing a control conventional 

100mm mesh codend. The prototype system, attached to the end of the net, is shown in Figure 24. 

The system in deployment and being hauled onto the boat, is shown in Appendix 13, Prototype 

images. 

 

Figure 24: Prototype cylindrical sorter system attached to the end of the trawl net 

Each configuration was towed for three hours, the tow routes in Hawkes Bay are shown in Appendix 

14, Towing route in Hawke’s Bay. All the species fork lengths were measured: a measurement from 

their head to their tails. The species and their lengths of tow one and two are detailed in Appendix 

15, Species and lengths of species tow one; and Appendix 16, Species and lengths of species tow two, 

respectively. These measurements were taken to indicate the selectivity of the gear. The desired 

result was to reduce species below 30cm for gurnard and 25cm for New Zealand sole. 

 

Large borders 
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6.6 Results  

Selectivity gurnard (Chelidonichthys cuculus) 

The processed data from the testing is shown in Appendix 17, Statistical analysis of towing results. 

This data shows the mean length of the gurnard increased 1.7cm (P<0.05) when using the passive 

sorter, this indicates that the system has been effective in increasing the length composition of the 

gurnard. A good metric to identify selectivity is the notable difference in the length of the gurnard 

below 30cm between the two tows. There were 11 fish below 30cm in tow one with the cylindrical 

sorter, making up 9% of all the gurnard; there were 28 fish below 30cm in tow two with the control 

codend, making up 27% of all the gurnard.  

Using the ratio of fish under 30cm to over 30cm in the control codend, the number of juvenile fish 

that would have been present in the passive sorter without it can be estimated as 34 fish. Therefore 

it is estimated that as 11 gurnard were still found within the sorter, 23 juveniles escaped. This is a 

68% improvement in bycatch reduction. These results suggest that the cylindrical sorter has some 

positive ability to reduce juvenile bycatch of gurnard.  

The results from this testing are supported by the results of towing Warr's cage, where gurnard 

below 30cm are substantially reduced. The results from towing Warr's cage are shown in Appendix 

18, Selectivity of Warr’s cage. The two concepts work on similar principles, where a rigid volume and 

rigid apertures are provided to aid fish in escaping.  

Selectivity New Zealand sole (Peltorhamphus novaezeelandiae) 

The average length of the New Zealand sole decreased when using the cylindrical sorter, indicating a 

decrease in selectivity, this was not the desired result. However, this could be explained by previous 

video footage of New Zealand sole within Warr’s cage. They do not tend to be active in locating a 

point to escape, instead they make very few escape attempts. 

If this is accurate, an explanation may be that the data retrieved represents most of the New 

Zealand sole species that entered the trawl in tow one and two: minimal New Zealand sole escaped 

in both tows. Therefore, larger sole species were present on the seabed during tow two and smaller 

species during tow one. Additional test tows would be needed to gain a more accurate 

representation of the selectivity of New Zealand sole. 

Quality 

A higher-quality product was identified by Warr when using the cylindrical sorter. When 100mm 

diamond codend is used, fish become agitated and attempt to escape through the net openings. 

Often they are too large to do so and become stuck within the mesh, as shown in Figure 25. This 

results in fish becoming cut by the net, which damages their scales by creating lacerations.  
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Figure 25: Fish injured on the trawl net mesh 

Less fish can become stuck within the diamond net codend because the cylindrical sorter occupies 

most of the space in the codend area, as seen in Figure 26. Also, no fish were observed to become 

stuck inside the cylindrical sorter apertures, which can be attributed to the smooth and slippery 

surface of the polypropylene material.  

A study into the mortality of Baltic herring (Clupea harengus) escaping through diamond mesh 

codends indicated that primary causes of mortality were skin injuries from the mesh twine and 

exhaustion (Suuronen, Erickson, & Orrensalo, 1996). Therefore, escaping fish may have an improved 

chance of survival when passing through the cylindrical sorter as it will cause lower abrasion on the 

escaping fish than conventional mesh twine. 
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Figure 26: Cylindrical sorter with captured fish on the vessel 

Design justification 

A justification for selecting this design was from research indicating that a cylinder of square mesh 

panels ten metres long significantly improved the probability of species coming into contact with the 

device and making escape attempts (Santos, Herrmann, Otero, Fernandez, & Pérez, 2016). Although 

this device is considerably shorter, it does create a full cylinder of apertures that fish have an 

opportunity to escape through. Fish of different behaviours, discussed in Section 2.8, Fish Behaviour, 

that prefer to reside at the base, centre or top of the trawl will all have an increased probability of 

being close to an opening. It is expected that being near to an aperture will lead to fish making an 

escape attempt. 

Innovation 

A significant innovation to reduce bycatch of juveniles in trawling has been the rotating of diamond 

mesh openings by 90 degrees to create square mesh openings. Another option for trawlers has been 

to increase the size of the mesh openings. The most effort has been applied here to improve 

selectivity (Wileman D. , 1996). These advancements all relate to making changes to the net 

aperture shapes to release undesirable species while retaining desirable species. This technique is 

effective, though by using nets, a limitation becomes apparent. There are limited shapes a net maker 
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can easily create, mainly limited to a diamond, rectangle, or square. This novel concept utilises CNC 

machining to create any shape of the aperture. Aperture shapes can be optimised to retain only the 

species required by the fisher, these shapes may include circles, hexagons, triangles, or cross-

sections of fish. The concept of the cylindrical sorter gives a working framework to trial different 

panel apertures suitable for various fisheries.    

Connecting the trawl and the sorter 

A vital requirement of the system was that a trawler could easily attach their net to the sorter, which 

was satisfied with the cylindrical sorter. Eight-millimetre holes were CNC cut into the system along 

the front and rear edge. Cordage was lased through the holes, that cordage was connected to a rope 

that ran around the sorter’s rim. The rope around the rim was then lased through the mesh 

openings of the trawl net (Figure 27). This arrangement makes it a simple process for the trawler to 

detach the cylindrical sorter from the trawl net. If the rope around the circumference is removed, 

the trawl and sorter will no longer be connected. The sorter can then be simply stored away. The 

process of connecting the cylinder to the net does not need to be refined, it is a connecting task that 

trawlers are familiar with when required to join nets. 

 

Figure 27: Cordage attaching the sorter to the net 

Collapsing for stowage 

Another requirement was that the system could be easily stowed away on the boat. The cylindrical 

sorter was made to collapse to satisfy this. The steps of untying the rope, relocating the sorter and 

storing it out of the way (Figure 28) all took less than one minute. 
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Figure 28: Steps: a) rope being untied from the sorter. b) Sorter being relocated on the boat by Warr. c) Sorter being placed 
to the side for storage 

 

Bill of materials 

One of the most compelling aspects of this system is the cost. This prototype, which is almost at a 

suitable level of development to be distributed as a product, cost $563.08. The components of the 

product are detailed in Appendix 19, Cylindrical sorter BOM. The system's low cost comes from 

creating a volume for the fish from two panels. The elasticity of the panels holds the cylindrical 

shape, requiring no additional framing structure such as an RHS steel framework, decreasing the cost 

over Warr’s existing system. 

 

6.7 Further Development 

Tangling 

The cylinder was observed to have rotated during testing several times. This rotation caused the 

trawl net in front of the cylinder to become tangled and close over, which may have prevented fish 

from passing through the net into the system for sorting. There was no evidence that fish had been 

stopped within the trawl net by this: most of the fish had passed through into the cylindrical sorter. 

However, this tangling may have occurred at the very end of the journey. It is conceivable that this 

could cause issues in a future trawl.  

A camera should be placed inside the system to observe what happens as the sorter turns. Perhaps 

fish continue to pass through to the codend at the expected rate, indicating that this issue does not 

need resolving. If the rate at which fish pass through to the sorter slows down, fish may be 

remaining within the swim piece of the trawl, resulting in fewer fish having access to the cylindrical 

sorter openings. This inability to access the apertures would decrease the gear's selectivity, so the 

issue should be resolved. A potential solution is a buoyant device on the top surface of the panel 

that causes a correcting moment as the cylinder attempts to rotate. 
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Bolt stems 

Exposed bolt stems on the sorter became caught on the boat edge. These stems can be seen in 

Figure 26 along the seam where the two panels meet. Warr stated that this issue should be resolved. 

With a larger load of fish, the exposed stems could become caught on the hard edge of the boat, and 

by pulling on them further, could tear the hinges from the panels. This failure would result in the loss 

of all the fish. The bolt length should be changed to 15mm from 20mm, and dome nuts used instead 

of nyloc nuts. Also, rivets would be a suitable alternative. 

Sharp edges of the panels 

A deburring tool was used for chamfering the edges of the apertures, so that fish would not be 

injured as they attempted to escape. This deburring was a tedious process and resulted in a low-

quality chamfer, where some edges upon post-inspection remained sharp to touch. In future design 

iterations, a corner rounding tool should be installed into the CNC routing machine after the 

apertures have been cut and programmed to round all the edges. This rounding process will create a 

higher quality finish of the product.  

UV degradation 

To identify if the system is suitable as a product, it would be towed across many journeys to 

understand the degradation of the materials. One significant concern is exposure to sunlight, 

polypropylene is a polymer at increased risk of UV degradation. During operation, the system will be 

underwater and safe from harmful UV. However, it will be exposed when storing the sorter on the 

vessel. The exposure could result in the plastic surface becoming brittle or a colour change. A 

stabiliser could be used to reduce the harm occurring from the UV light (Essentra Components, 

2019), or a protective covering could be created that the sorter is packed into. The steps of sourcing 

UV stabilised panels or designing a protective coating will only be necessary if Warr begins to see a 

degradation of the materials over time. 

Net bag 

In Australia, regulation is set so that square mesh panels must be set at a minimum distance of 35 

meshes from the drawstring of the trawl net (Queensland Government, Accessed 5 February 2021). 

The drawstring is the location that the codend bag is tied. The minimum length is set so that fatigued 

fish are close to the square mesh panels and have an opportunity to escape. 

At the tail end of the cylindrical sorter, a net bag was attached to collect all of the fish (Figure 26). As 

the system was towed through the water, this net stretched half a meter from the cylinder sorters 

rear. Fish would have passed through the sorter and gathered inside this bag, resulting in less 

exposure to the escape openings of the cylindrical sorter. It is expected that fish arriving later in the 

tow would have had more exposure to the sorter openings, as they would reside in front of the fish 

inside the bag. Therefore, these late-arriving juvenile fish would be selected out of the catch at an 

improved rate compared to the fish arriving before them. To reduce the effect of this, the net bag 

should be made shorter. It should stretch across the tail of the cylindrical sorter and create a flat cap 

rather than a bag. 

Regulation 

A fisheries officer was contacted before the commencement of using the device. Utilising a non-

regulation system without the consult of the fisheries can result in the removal of a fishers licence. 

The officer agreed that this system satisfied regulations and was suitable for Warr’s trawling 
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operations. One point of concern mentioned by the officer was that the borders of solid material 

around the panel frames were large, shown in Figure 24, preventing fish from escaping in these 

areas. The border areas should be reduced, which will help satisfy all regulation concerns and 

potentially improve the system's selectivity. 

Cost 

The cost of the polypropylene panels without machining was $346. To further decrease the price, 

the system could be moulded or die-cut.  

 

6.8  Findings 

The cylindrical sorter system satisfied regulation was highly functional, low-cost, and improved 

selectivity. Several improvements could be made to the system to generate a system with more 

attractive features for fishers. Future designs utilising the same CNC cut apertures, and collapsing 

process can be developed for other fisheries, giving a product that may be able to reduce bycatch of 

other juvenile species separate to gurnard.  

The passive sorter uses size differences between target and non-target species to “filter” out catch. 

This falls short when large species of bycatch such as seals and sharks enter the net. The following 

chapter details the development of an active sorter that aims to resolve the shortfalls of this passive 

sorter. 
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 Existing Active Sorter Analysis 

 

7.1 Introduction 

As seen in the previous chapters, the passive sorter concept relies on size or shape differences 

between target and non-target species. The development of this type of bycatch reduction gear is 

where the most focus has been applied in recent history to reduce bycatch in trawling (Wileman D. , 

1996). Unfortunately, this often results in only juvenile fish having an opportunity to escape. Species 

larger than the target fish cannot escape through the smaller openings.  

Using underwater video in fisheries is a rapidly advancing area. This second part of the project 

focuses on coupling this underwater video technology with an active mechanical sorter. This system 

will create a pass/reject system that identifies undesirable fish and releases them while keeping all 

desirable fish, it will be the first of its kind globally.  

 

7.2 Scope 

Overarching concept 

The project team at NIWA has developed a drafting gate (Figure 29). Fish pass through the system, 

are imaged, and then released or captured by triggering the drafting gate. The Imaging data is 

relayed to a buoy at the ocean surface with a cable, the buoy transmits this data with wireless 

transmission to the trawling vessel. The crew triggers the drafting gate by communicating this 

instruction back to the buoy and through the hard-line cable. 

 

Figure 29: Overarching drafting gate concept (Corkery, Loader, Hockey, & Baxter, 2017) 

Several of the drafting gate features may prevent it from effectively removing bycatch. These 

features primarily relate to fish behaviour and adverse responses fish may have to the active sorter 

mechanism. The second part of this project involves analysing the existing drafting gate system and 

developing novel concepts that increase the probability of reducing bycatch. Initially, the active 

drafting gate system was analysed, then design requirements were developed, lastly, concepts were 

created and evaluated. 
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7.3 Description 

This system (Corkery, Loader, Hockey, & Baxter, 2017) is a drafting gate attached to the end of the 

trawl net. Computer vision technology is used to identify different species with a stereo camera. This 

stereo camera is placed two metres ahead of the drafting gate (Figure 30) to image fish before they 

arrive for sorting. With these “eyes” in the net, the door is triggered to either capture or release 

species. When the fish are released, the door hinges downwards to block the entrance to the 

codend (Figure 31). Fish then leave through an opening in the upper surface. When the fish are 

retained, the door hinges upwards (Figure 32), so the fish must enter the cage. The door is powered 

by a DC electric motor on the rear surface of the cage.  

This active sorter structure is very similar to the passive sorter. These similarities are stainless steel 

crinkle-cut meshing (Figure 30) along the top and side walls, RHS as the frame, and marine ply as the 

bottom and rear walls. 

 

Figure 30: Drafting gate and stereo camera frame arrangement 

 

 

Figure 31: Drafting gate in the release position 
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Figure 32: Drafting gate in the capture position 

 

7.4 System Analysis 

The frame and gate structure was analysed with CFD to identify: 

 Flow conditions that may positively influence the selectivity of fish 

 Flow conditions that may injure fish 

Also, hand calculations were performed on the drafting gate door to identify loading on the gate and 

quantify torque requirements from the electric motor. This analysis is described in the sections 

below. 

7.4.1 Frame 

Hand calculations 

The drag force of the active sorter, when towed at 1.1m/s, was estimated with hand calculations. It 

was assumed that the drag is similar to that of a flat plate of the same area. This drag was calculated 

as 417N.  

 

CFD 

CFD was implemented over the active sorter cage. The problem set-up and the mesh convergence 

study used to obtain reliable results are detailed in Appendix 28, Drafting gate frame CFD settings. A 

drag force of 420.1N in the x-direction is acting on the cage. This drag, calculated from pressure and 

viscous effects, is very similar to the value identified with hand calculations, identified with pressure 

effects. Indicating that the viscous forces have a negligible impact on the overall drag of the system. 

There is a low turbulence region in the cage towards the front and a more turbulent region towards 

the rear (Figure 33). This pattern is identical to the passive sorter, which is expected due to the very 

similar structure and towing conditions. If the fish prefer to reside in the region of low shear towards 

the front of the cage, this could cause issues as the drafting gate closes over this area. Fish could 

Fish enter 

for 

capture 
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collide with or be pinched by the gate, causing injury. Therefore, this concept scores poorly against 

ensuring captured and released fish are protected and not injured by the sorting process. 

 

Figure 33: Drafting gate turbulent Kinetic Energy, flow is from left to right (k) 

A moment of 408Nm is attempting to rotate the cage clockwise about the y-axis in Figure 34. This 

moment arises from the high-pressure region on the rear vertical face that impedes the flow (Figure 

35). Further analysis needs to be undertaken to ensure this will not cause the cage to become 

unstable or rotate clockwise, especially during the rotation of the cage gate into the release position. 

This configuration will likely increase the moment. If the sorter system were to rotate clockwise due 

to this moment, this would close off the net piece in front of the cage. Fish will be more hesitant or 

unable to pass through the net section for sorting, this will decrease the selectivity of the device. If 

the system does not rotate clockwise in the presence of a moment, this may be due to the net 

responding with uneven tension on the bottom and top. 

 

Figure 34: Drafting gate velocity contours over the vertical plane (m/s) 
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Figure 35: Drafting gate pressure contours vertical plane (Pascals) 

The flow travels from the left to the right of the cage and is relatively uniform for the first two-thirds 

of the cage (Figure 36). When the flow reaches the final third of the cage, it spills out over the solid 

rear wall through the crinkle meshing. Fish could become swept up by this flow and impinged on the 

crinkle in the case of large fish, this could cause crushing and wounding: Injuries that are common in 

conventional trawl nets (Suuronen, 2005). In the case of small fish, they may be swept through the 

apertures, which would lead to an improvement in selectivity. 

 

High pressure region 
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Figure 36: Drafting gate velocity vectors over the vertical plane (m/s) 

 

7.4.2 Gate 

Hand calculations 

The torque of the gate at its varying angles of rotation (Figure 37) was identified with hand 

calculations, the Matlab code of these calculations is shown in Appendix 29, Drafting gate DC motor 

torque calculation. Viscous shear forces were ignored as pressure forces across the gate were 

expected to be much more significant. Therefore, the load required to rotate the gate is computed 

from the drag and weight forces of the gate about its 0.7-metre lever arm. The fulcrum of the gate is 

shown in Figure 37. The motor efficiency was assumed to be approximately 75%, and the flow speed 

1.1m/s. A large portion of the torque at the hinge point is from the weight of the gate (Figure 38). 

The sizing of the motor can be decreased if the weight of the gate is reduced.  

Increased flow into location of crinkle 

mesh 
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Figure 37: Drafting gate at 15, 30, and 45 degrees of rotation 

 

Figure 38: Drafting gate, torque on the gate from drag and weight identified with hand calculations (Nm) 
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The current draw at various rotation angles and the DC motor characteristics are shown in Appendix 

30, Drafting gate DC motor current draw and characteristic curve. NIWA requested these 

calculations to identify the values of the current at various angles of rotation. This would help NIWA 

to create a system to identify when debris or species had become impinged upon the gate. If an 

unusually high value of current draw were measured, the gate could be programmed to shake to 

loosen the impinged object. 

 

CFD  

CFD was implemented over the active sorter gate. The flow settings are detailed in Appendix 31, 

Drafting gate door CFD settings. Fish will not sense changes in water velocity as they approach the 

gate as the mesh has little effect on the flow velocity upstream (Figure 39). Therefore, it is assumed 

the only way fish can identify its presence is through sight. As fish will predominantly be facing away 

from the gate (Robert, et al., 2020), the likelihood of collision is high. The mesh should be made to 

disturb the flow upstream so fish can sense its presence and avoid injury. 

 

 

Figure 39: Drafting gate, velocity contours over the gate (m/s) 

 

7.5 Concerns 

Several issues were identified with the design that could lead to a system incapable of sorting fish.  

Fish behaviour 

Fish have been shown to have increased stress (Slabbekoorn, et al., 2020) when subject to noisy 

man-made environments. Fish inside the cage will be stimulated by motor noise, crank arm 

movement and drafting gate movement; this could cause anxiety and unpredictable behaviour. This 

behaviour may come in the form of fish injuring themselves on the surrounding steel frame or fish 

swimming back up the net piece. 
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Fish ahead of the cage coming down the net for release may become frightened by the gate's 

opening due to sound and disturbance of the water flow or the visual effect of this gate being similar 

to that of a predator. This frightening could cause the fish to swim back up the swim-piece. Any 

system that allows fish to make decisions that could decrease selectivity should be weighted poorly.  

There is space to capture approximately 200kg of fish inside, for industrial applications, more space 

would be necessary as some super trawlers can catch hundreds of tonnes of fish every day. As fish 

begin to enter the cage, space will fill up from the back to the front. With a larger catch, the fish will 

be close to the front of the cage. They could exit out of the cage into the net, and when the system 

opens to release a different fish, they could escape. Therefore as the catch increases, the selectivity 

may decrease, this relationship is a drawback with many existing bycatch reduction technologies 

(Sintef, Accessed 10 March 2021) and should be designed out of the system if possible. 

With footage from using this system, it has been noticed that fish are reluctant to enter the 

enclosure with the stereo camera. This behaviour is causing difficulties with the design and reducing 

its ability to improve selectivity.  

Fish quality 

Fish inside the cage are in very close proximity to the opening/closing of the door, they may become 

fouled or pinched when the gate opens, causing injury. This sorter will be a product that requires a 

significant capital investment from the fisher. Fish quality must be ensured so that the fisher can sell 

their product for a premium and recoup the cost of their investment. 

7.6 Positives 

Positive aspects of this system were identified so that any future systems can attempt to incorporate 

these features. 

Ergonomics 

The system can be easily added to the net’s end, this will give fishers confidence that the system is 

not complicated. Other conceived concepts discussed in section 9.4, Active Sorter Concept 

Development, are designed to be attached at some location on the extension piece. These concepts 

will be significantly more challenging to attach and remove from the net than this active sorter. 

Mechanical design 

Rotational motion is used directly from a DC motor to actuate crank arms that then operate the 

gate. Upon assessing other sorting concepts, as seen in Section 9.4, Active Sorter Concept 

Development, this system is identified as being very simple. Also, there are limited pinch points for 

debris to cause failure.  

Undersized fish entering the cage can escape through the crinkle mesh openings on the side and top 

surface. Allowing a passive sorter to be incorporated with little or no additional size, weight, cost or 

loss of durability. This ability reduces complexity by removing a large segment of the catch that 

needs to be imaged and sorted, the undersized fish will always have an opportunity to escape. 

The following chapter specifies the design requirements and risk management for a novel active 

sorter. 
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 Concept Design of a Novel Active Sorter System 

 

This chapter details the processes of risk management and requirement specification for an active 

sorter concept. 

 

8.1 Deliverables 

The deliverables of the active sorter project were: 

 Risk management processes incorporated throughout the project 

 Requirement specification for an active sorter concept that improves selectivity 

 A completed thesis that details all developed concepts and decisions on whether to pursue 

them 

 Scale models of concepts to validate the designs 

 Evaluation matrix of all concepts to identify concept with the highest probability of success 

 Evaluation of the selectivity of chosen concept with CFD analysis and testing within flume 

 

8.2 Risk Management 

The system is at an early stage in product development where a business opportunity has not been 

proven for the product, this creates risk. The supervisory team was constantly communicated with  

to reduce risk, this communication resulted in a process where the design requirement specification 

was continually updated, which helped narrow what a successful product required.  

A project such as this has not been undertaken before. There are organisations developing systems 

to identify fish characteristics passing through trawl nets. However, no organisations are coupling 

this information with a mechanical device to sort fish out of the net. The risks of the most 

considerable concern were identified to act to reduce their severity or presence and increase the 

probability of creating a successful system. All risks inherent to the design of the active sorter were 

analysed, and mitigation strategies were formed. This process is detailed in Appendix 32, Risk 

management of the active sorter. 

Fish behaviour 

One of the most significant risks in the active sorter's concept development was fish behaviour. 

Research indicated that fish implement several behaviours that can be taken advantage of, as 

discussed in Section 2.8, Fish Behaviour. However, these behaviours are not consistent enough 

between species to be solely relied on in the development of concepts. Concepts should be 

developed where the sorting mechanism is independent of fish behaviour.  

Automation 

A common application of image recognition technology is object identification of parts in smart 

manufacturing. It has been found that automation falls short in terms of flexibility as it has a lack of 
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independence during tasks with high variance (Riordan, Toal, Newe, & Dooly, 2020). The problem of 

sorting fish in trawl nets is one with a high degree of variance.  

Variance in this problem arises from the many different species of fish that will arrive at the sorter, 

this will require suitable recognition algorithms to identify the different species. Fish can also be 

solitary creatures or school together, therefore, the number of species arriving at the sorter at any 

given time could vary drastically. Also, debris travelling through the net may cause issues by 

preventing the object recognition system from identifying fish. Any successful mechanical concept 

should reduce the variance for the recognition system. 

 

8.3 Establishing the Requirements of the Active Sorter 

The primary specifications are detailed in Appendix 20, Product design requirement specification of 

the active sorter and specify what is required to create a suitable demonstration of a system capable 

of improving selectivity. The main considerations were: 

 Obvious exits for fish to escape into release and capture when prompted 

 Suitable for operation on Warr’s boat Chips: does not cause injury to crew, can attach to the 

net without significant effort and can be stored on the boat in a compact way 

 Simple and robust design to withstand harsh sea environment 

The designer did not synthesise novel concepts with the end goal of mass-market adoption. Instead, 

this project's goal was to develop a prototype and then refine it towards cost-effective selectivity at 

a future stage. The prototype must be built within the available project budget.  

 

8.3.1 Better Fishing Specifications 

As this project is working with Better Fishing, requirements are born from the necessity to work 

within the vessels capabilities, these are also detailed in Appendix 20, Product design requirement 

specification of the active sorter. Creating a system that occupies too large a space at the vessel's 

stern could cause safety issues and be infeasible. As the trawl net is hauled from the water onto the 

boat, it is wound onto a drum. This drum stores the gear in a very convenient manner. A large rigid 

structure cannot share this same convenience. Therefore, ways to store the sorter system by 

different means must be considered. 

Creative thinking should be used to ensure that the sorter system will fit onto the back of the boat 

between the drum and the tail edge of the boat. The operators must also access this space when the 

system is on the stern of the boat to untether it from the trawl net. Any overly complicated system 

should be weighted poorly. Simplicity is key in the unpredictable environment at sea. An overly 

complicated system could become infeasible to untether or become tangled. If either of these 

situations were to occur, the trawler might need to cut the gear from the boat, especially if their 

safety or vessel has become jeopardised. 

 

8.3.2 Debris Handling 

The system needs to handle varying types of debris. The debris arriving at the sorter can cause the 

failure of any mechanism and prevent correct operation. Common debris types include Knobbed 
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whelk, Starfish and Seaweed. Other debris types are detailed in Appendix 21, Common debris types 

in trawl nets. According to Warr, Better Fishing experiences adverse debris that requires a reshoot of 

the net once every ten journeys. 

 

8.3.3 Common Bycatch Species 

According to Warr, the bycatch species most common to their operations are spotted stargazer 

(genyagnus monopterygius), spotted dogfish (scyliorhinus canicula), rough skate (Dipturus nasutus) 

and electric rays (Torpediniformes). The shape and dimensions of these species are in Appendix 22, 

Representative data of common bycatch species. Dimensions of common skate bycatch species are 

in Appendix 23, Representative data of skate. 

 

8.3.4 Quota Species 

Representative data of large quota species was obtained and can be viewed in Appendix 24, 

Representative data of large quota species. This data was retrieved to ensure all quota species can 

enter any devised sorter system. 

 

8.3.5 Marine Mammals 

Marine mammals may cause issues when they are caught inside trawl nets. They are large creatures 

that could cause significant damage to mechanical components. Dimensions of these mammals at 

their largest cross-sections were researched to create concepts that could tolerate their sizes. 

Hectors Dolphin 

The dimensions of a neonatal calf, a sub-adult and an adult female are detailed in Appendix 25, 

Representative dimension data of hectors dolphins. The most critical dimensions were circumference 

at the largest point (generally at the navel), length, weight and dorsal height.  

New Zealand fur seals 

80 fur seals were caught in trawl nets in 2017-2018 (Abraham E. R., 2020). It is estimated over 400 

seals were caught every year from 2002 up until 2015. Typically, axillary girth is the cross-sectional 

distance of seals at their largest point, this is directly behind the fore flippers, in line with the axillae. 

For fur seals, representative data was gathered and detailed in Appendix 26, Representative 

dimension data of fur seals. 

New Zealand sea lions 

Eight sea lions were caught in trawl nets in 2017- 2018 (Abraham E. R., 2020). Between 10 and 58 

were caught every year between 2002 and 2015. Representative data for New Zealand sea lions was 

gathered and is detailed in Appendix 27, Representative dimension data for New Zealand sea lions. 

The following chapter details the development of novel active sorter concepts that aim to 

incorporate the requirements specified throughout this chapter. 
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 Conceiving Novel Active Sorter Concepts 

 

Categories of design are established in this chapter to gain insight into where focus should be 

applied. The categories are generally consistent between different concepts and include power, 

actuation, materials selection and manufacturing methods. Following that, fish behaviour in the 

presence of the sorter is discussed so that novel systems can incorporate this information to reduce 

the probability of fish making decisions that lead to adverse scenarios. The created concepts are 

then detailed and evaluated to identify which system has the highest probability of satisfying the 

requirements. 

 

9.1 Mechanical design 

9.1.1 Actuation 

An actuator will be used to sort fish, as set out by the requirements. This process will involve 

transferring stored or available energy into the mechanical movement of a gate or door. The 

structure will redirect or forcibly move fish into desired locations. 

Electromechanical  

Electromechanical actuation systems were discussed with Don Clucas from the Mechanical 

Engineering department at the University of Canterbury. The simplest electromechanical actuation is 

where rotational motion from a DC electric motor is used directly to rotate the sorting device.  

The NIWA project team is already developing an electromechanical system. This system has an on-

board battery that powers a DC electric motor which in turn operates the gate. This is simple, 

inexpensive, and effective, though it requires recharging and careful sealing. 

Pneumatic  

A pneumatic system could consist of storing compressed air and releasing this air to operate 

pneumatic rams. Storing compressed air may be a suitable solution as ports are generally equipped 

with equipment to refill compressed air scuba diving tanks. The system would likely release 

compressed air into the water column, this air may agitate fish and decrease the efficacy of any 

sorting mechanism (Bennett, Wernberg, & Bettignies, 2017). Alternatively, the bubbles could be 

used to create bubble curtains that help redirect fish to the capture or release points. 

Passive 

Water flowing over the sorter could drive hydraulic rams or produce a pressure difference over an 

aerofoil. There is a concern about the reliability, an aerofoil could become fouled by debris, and its 

motion inhibited. The actuation needs to be sized to overcome the drag forces of impinged fish or 

debris, the drag of the water, and the weight of the actuated gate or door. Calculations were 

performed, and the necessary energy the surrounding fluid could transfer into a mechanical 

actuation is not sufficient. 
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A final year project team undertook the scoping of a passive power system at the University of 

Canterbury (Corkery, Loader, Hockey, & Baxter, 2017). This passive system utilised an aerofoil to 

transfer energy from the surrounding flow into the gate’s rotation. This concept was abandoned as 

there were concerns that an aerofoil would become fouled by debris. This debris could prevent 

correct operation. An aerofoil would likely need to be designed from a lightweight and potentially 

weak material. This material could fail when exposed to the high-stress impact conditions on the 

boat. Also, large foils would be challenging to store on the boat. 

 

9.1.2 Electronics Sealing 

Cylindrical capsule 

The system will contain electronics that need to be sealed from seawater. The seal should withstand 

depths of up to 200 metres. Various sealing systems were researched, and it was decided that a 

cylindrical threaded capsule with an O-ring seal provides several benefits. These benefits are the low 

complexity of screwing on a lid, and the capsule can be designed so that the torque applied by an 

average fit person will lock the lid in place. Pressure at depth can be taken advantage of to help 

further compress the O-ring to form a more robust seal. 

Clamped lock container 

A system that clamps a lid with bolts could be used (Figure 40). However, there is risk in this. The 

bolts around the circumference will need to be assembled and disassembled many times. If the bolts 

are not assembled correctly, one bolt tighter than the rest, then the flange may deflect, this could 

result in a non-perfect seal and water seeping into the container.  

 

Figure 40: Clamped lock container (Fishpond, Accessed 9 February 2021) 

9.1.3 Attachment of Sorter to the Net 

Deep Vision 

Fastening the system to the net should be rapid. The Deep Vision system that identifies fish uses a 

heavy-duty zip around the cuboid's circumference at the front and rear to fasten itself to the trawl 

(Figure 41). This is likely a quick and straightforward process for fishers. 
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Figure 41: Deep Vision identification system (Deep Vision, Accessed 8 October 2020) 

Net deformation 

The weight of the sorter and drag against it may cause the trawl net to stretch. This stretching will 

decrease the volume of the net directly in front of the sorter. A reduced volume will agitate fish and 

deter them from passing through to be sorted. An attachment fastened at many points around its 

circumference will decrease the net stretching and shrinking in volume. The zip fastening mechanism 

achieves this.  

Fastening the existing sorter 

The active sorter under development connects the netting onto a hooped bar around its front. 

According to Warr, this is a rapid and straightforward process. 

 

9.2 Fish Behaviour 

9.2.1 Handling Fish 

Fish autonomy 

An essential requirement is handling the fish in a manner that does not cause injury. As observed in 

conventional trawl nets, fish can sustain injuries that lead to mortality when being sorted by 

abrasive mesh nets (Suuronen, Mortality of fish escaping trawl gears, 2005). An effective way of 

reducing injury is giving fish autonomy to swim into the locations that have been determined for 

them rather than forcibly handling fish. A way to allow this is by creating systems that divert water 

flow, using channels of water that flow into the capture area when the sorter is in one state and 

release when it is in its other state. Fish will either follow the flow voluntarily or eventually allow 

themselves to be swept up as they become tired.  

 

9.2.2 Identifying Fish 

Decreasing fish anxiety 

A way to promote the selectivity of a device is by minimising fish anxiety. According to Jones, fish 

will maintain their distance from any perceived threat or foreign object. This behaviour has been 

shown in the testing of the active sorter in development. Fish have been reluctant to pass through 
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the enclosed section that images and identifies fish. Rather than passing through, they remain in 

front. This behaviour has lowered the overall selectivity of the system. Therefore, all structures and 

enclosures fish come into contact with should be designed to reduce anxiety which could be done by 

creating large comfortable volumes for the fish to pass through and minimising shaded areas in the 

fish’s path. Shaded areas are where predators lurk to capture prey fish (Facey, Helfman, Bowen, & 

Collette, 1997). Fish will have generic behavioural responses in avoiding these areas. 

 

9.2.3 Identification and Sorting Mechanism 

Separate location of sorting and identification systems 
The active sorter in development separates the location of the camera to identify fish and the 
mechanical sorter. The fish pass through the imaging device, and then two metres from the camera 
are sorted. This design has the potential to cause issues. At present, the fish are imaged, this 
information is then transferred via cables to a buoy at the ocean surface. The buoy transmits the 
image to the boat via Wi-Fi, and the operator identifies the type of fish, then activates the gate to 
capture or release. If there is system latency, likely during the proof-of-concept stage, by the time 
the fish is imaged, it may have already passed the location to be sorted. Or it may have stopped 
swimming as it is anxious about passing through the imaging or sorting system. Both actions will 
result in incorrect assignments to fish and a decrease in selectivity. 
 
Also, according to Warr and Jones, there is difficulty in the cumbersome deployment of two separate 
systems. The sorter is currently applied to the end of the trawl net and then released into the water. 
The camera is then mounted to the net. Applying two systems to the net may cause issues on a small 
trawl boat due to the lack of space.  
 
Combined 
Rather than having a separate location of the sorter and imaging system. A combined system that 
images and sorts fish in the same location is expected to provide compelling benefits. The fish’s path 
could be obstructed by the sorter and then imaged by the camera. If the system is designed to 
prevent fish from leaving the location it is being imaged, then the risk of latency in the system is 
reduced. The operator can then trigger the sorter into its capture or release state as appropriate, 
and the fish will swim into the desired location.  
 
A combined system also offers benefits during the product design stage and operation. Rather than 

splitting focus to build two components, one component can be designed that images and sorts fish. 

Resulting in reduced materials costs, complexity in deducing how to apply the system to the net, and 

time required to complete the project.  

 

9.3 Patent Research 

Patents were researched to identify any similar system that has been developed. The patent review 

found that there were no similar concepts. Existing systems that remove non-target catch based on 

size differences are the focus of most bycatch reduction patents. These patents are discussed in 

Appendix 40, Patents researched. 
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9.4 Active Sorter Concept Development 

A concept creation process was undertaken to identify a suitable active sorter system. This process 

included developing different candidate designs. The concepts stemmed from NIWA's design 

requirements and design inputs. Nine concepts were generated, each concept of which provided a 

different mechanism to sort fish. The concepts are detailed in Appendix 33, Active sorter concept 

synthesis. The features of the concepts that met and did not meet the requirements are listed. This 

helped to indicate the concepts with the highest probability of success of reducing bycatch.   

 

9.5  Active Sorter Concept Evaluation 

Three master concepts from the nine were chosen to appraise by Warr, Barfucci, Jermy and Jones 

with an evaluation matrix. These were the floor trapdoor, the trapdoor system, and the rotating 

drum. They were selected by first eliminating the concepts that did not show the potential of making 

it through to the final design. This process eliminated three concepts immediately. The remaining 

concepts were discussed with Warr, Jones and Jermy, to identify which systems possessed the 

highest chances of achieving well against the design requirements. This resulted in the three 

concepts that were selected. The evaluation against the design requirements is shown in Appendix 

34, Active sorter master concepts evaluation. The chosen concept was the rotating drum, which 

achieved 256/296 in the evaluation matrix. The floor trapdoor and trapdoor concepts achieved 

237/295 and 218/295, respectively. The product development of the rotating drum is detailed in the 

following chapter. 
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 Rotating Drum 

 

10.1 Description 

The rotating drum was the concept that delivered the most advantages when measured against the 

design requirements. A scale model of the rotating drum was developed and is shown in Appendix 

35, Scale model rotating drum. These images give a representation of how the system would work in 

operation. This chapter describes the perceived improvements that support the choice of the 

rotating drum. Also, the testing of a scaled-down version of the rotating drum and CFD analysis of 

the concept. Issues that arose during testing of the system are discussed, along with the final 

decision of not pursuing the continued development of this concept into the embodiment design 

phase. 

 

10.2 Perceived Improvements 

Screening room 

Several features of this concept make it stand out as being the best solution to sort fish. The most 

compelling one is that of a screening room. One of the most prominent perceived issues with 

creating an active sorter is fish behaviour, fish can make their own decisions and react to different 

stimulations differently. Different fish species will have different reactions, as discussed in Section 

2.8, Fish Behaviour, so it will be challenging to take advantage of these behaviours to sort fish. A 

screening room helps to design fish behaviour out of the system. The fish will swim into the rotating 

drum, and then it will rotate to either its capture or release state. This process blocks the entrance, 

preventing fish from entering and giving fish inside the drum one escape route to the desired 

location. Fish cannot move forward or back until the system makes a deliberate operation. 

Therefore, the most challenging aspect of this concept is now shifted to ensuring that fish will enter 

the drum: a problem perceived to be simpler to solve. 

Identification 

By having both the camera and the sorter in the same area, the risk is reduced. Once fish enter the 

drum, they will be unlikely to leave, therefore the rotating drum is tolerant of latency. Also, because 

one system is being designed and not two, there will be reduced difficulties during the product 

design process and application to the net. 

 

10.3 Testing 

The goal of testing 

A scale model was developed to test the efficacy of this system and identify any issues that were not 

at first apparent. The scale model was tested in a flume, and near neutrally buoyant cubes were sent 

through the drum, these cubes were made to be different sizes to mimic the different sizes of 
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species. The cubes and rotating drum inside the flume are shown in Appendix 36, Testing of the 

rotating drum inside the flume. The goal of the testing was to: 

 Identify any aspects that made this concept infeasible before a full-scale model was built to 

test in Napier 

 Identify flow conditions inside and around the sorter 

Cubes were sorted into predetermined release and capture locations. 

Testing procedure 

The drum’s ability to sort fish was tested by the scale model’s ability to sort neutrally buoyant cubes. 

Rotating the drum to its capture and release positions will change the direction of the flow. It is 

assumed that this ability to control the flow will be enough to sort the cubes into two different 

destined locations.  

These neutrally buoyant cubes were printed with a 3D printer and were made neutrally buoyant by 

adjusting their percentage infill. Twelve cubes were made and were placed in the drum with a 

predetermined goal of capture or release for each. Jermy placed the cubes (Figure 43), and Barfucci 

operated the drum into its release and capture positions depending on the goal. 

 

Figure 43: Rotating drum test set-up 

10.4 Testing Results 

Sorting capabilities 

Twelve neutrally buoyant cubes were sent through the sorter. The results from each test are shown 

in Table 5. These results show that the drum successfully sorted the neutrally buoyant cubes by 

controlling the direction of the flow. Eight out of twelve cubes were sent to their correct locations, 

or 66% of the cubes.  

Jermy places cube 

at the entrance 

Barfucci rotates 

internal drum by 

pulling on these 

strings 
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Table 5: Results from testing rotating drum scale-model with neutrally buoyant cubes: C – captured, R – released, J – 
jammed 

Cube 1  2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

Goal C C R C R R C R R C C R 

Result J C 
 

Void – cube 
1 prevents 

rotation 

C C R C R C C C R 

 

Turbulence 

The Reynolds number of the final rotating drum product, with a diameter of one metre, would be 

1,233,000, the Reynolds number of the scale model in the flume was 210,000. The maximum flow 

speed in the flume prevented testing the system with the same Reynolds number.  

It was observed that as cubes exit the drum into the capture area, they enter an area of high 

turbulence, an example cube path is shown in Figure 44. As can be seen, the cube is in a region of 

swirling vortices, the vortices arise because of the flow separating off the tail edge of the drum. 

These swirling eddies will be much more violent for fish in the in-service rotating drum because 

there is a five-fold increase in the Reynolds number. The vortices may damage fish, as they could be 

thrown into the net and the tail surface of the drum. Also, because fish are sensitive to turbulent 

conditions (Odeh, et al., 2002), there is a risk that fish will not leave the drum into capture. They will 

be able to sense the flow at the rear and decide that the drum is more comfortable (an area with 

less turbulence), this would result in a system not sorting fish. 

 

Figure 44: Example cube path in the rotating drum when testing in the flume 

Jamming 

Several times throughout the testing, cubes became jammed between the inner and outer drum. 

Cube 1 became jammed, as seen in Table 5, and the flume needed to be stopped and the set-up 

deconstructed to release the cube from its jam point. On other occasions, this same problem 

occurred. However, the cube was able to dislodge itself. This problem could happen in service, if it 

did, the trawl net would need to be hauled back to the boat, and the jamming item dislodged, 
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resulting in a significant inconvenience to the operators. The drum could include a seal around areas 

perceived to be at high risk of jamming, this would decrease the probability that the drum would 

become jammed at sea. 

Fish behaviour 

Although this scale model indicated promise for a full-scale build, it did not give a perfect 

representation of how fish would behave. Fish will resist the flow (Robert, et al., 2020), these cubes 

cannot do so. Fish may not want to leave the drum or not enter the drum in the first place. Work 

from Warr confirmed that fish are reluctant to enter enclosed areas (Corkery, Loader, Hockey, & 

Baxter, 2017). The fish will be required to enter through a small opening at the front of the drum, 

the drum entrance will most likely be a perceived threat as it is a small and shaded cross-sectional 

area (Facey, Helfman, Bowen, & Collette, 1997).  

 

10.5 Predicting Behaviour 

System rotating in the water 

From the testing of the passive sorter, it was identified that a cylindrical system could flip over and 

close over the trawl net. A similar event may result when utilising the rotating drum. This closing 

over would prevent fish from entering inside and reduce the selectivity. Buoys could be used on the 

drum to create a correcting moment and prevent the system from flipping over. 

 

10.6 CFD 

CFD model set up 

CFD was also implemented over the drum to: 

 Confirm the phenomena observed in the scale model testing 

 Identify flow conditions of a full scale model  

The CFD model set up and mesh convergence study are shown in Appendix 37, CFD model of the 

rotating drum and mesh convergence study. 

 

CFD model results 

As shown in Figure 45, the velocity magnitude decreases from the free stream velocity of 1.1m/s to 

near zero at the drum entrance. Fish passing through the trawl could become agitated in this region 

due to the change in flow speed. If so, they may be reluctant to enter the drum mouth. Eventually, 

the fish will tire (Suuronen, 2005), fall back, and become impinged on the drum face or be swept 

through into the drum entrance. Both situations could result in a scenario where fish become injured 

by the rigid materials of the drum of stainless steel or HDPE. Although the latter is a situation that 

can be used positively to assist in sorting fish, fish should enter any sorter system on their own 

accord to prevent injury. 
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Figure 45: Rotating drum velocity contours over vertical plane (m/s) 

As indicated in the scale model testing, there is a region of increased shear at the tail edge of the 

rotating drum. Figure 46 confirms this by showing an increase in turbulent kinetic energy in the same 

location.  

 

Figure 46: Rotating drum turbulent kinetic energy over vertical plane (k) 
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10.7 Findings 

From the scale model development and the CFD study, it was decided that the rotating drum system 

should be abandoned. The most significant concerns were: Because of the decrease entrance area, 

fish may be hesitant to enter. Fish may not leave into the release area because of the conditions of 

higher turbulence at the rear of the drum. Debris may become fouled between the inner and outer 

surfaces of the drum and prevent the system from rotating. Also, the drum will be challenging to 

handle on the vessel due to its weight and size. Although the drum has features that prevent it from 

being developed as a full-scale prototype, it enlightened the project team and designer with features 

that should be incorporated into the concepts of any future active sorters. These being the screening 

room concept and the camera and sorting system being designed as one component. 
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 Camera FEA 

 

NIWA has developed a stereo camera (Figure 47) to image fish within the net and transfer this 

information to the vessel. The crew will use this information and command the drafting gate to 

release or capture fish. NIWA has requested that FEA be performed on the camera to ensure it can 

withstand the pressure at depths of 200m. This chapter discusses this process. The problem set-up is 

detailed in Appendix 38, FEA camera set-up. 

 

Figure 47: CAD model of the stereo camera frame and lens 

The model was simplified to assist in the meshing process and aid the solver. The black lens lock ring 

in Figure 47 and the subsurface connection ports for the power and Ethernet data transmission were 

removed. The maximum stress over the camera is 1.9MPa (Figure 48). 

Acrylic lens 

Aluminium 

camera frame 
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Figure 48: Equivalent (von-Mises) stress over camera frame (Pascals) 

The stress of the lens reaches a maximum around the surface, which comes into contact with the 

camera frame. Factors of safety below one are reached around this point (Figure 49). The camera 

frame should be redesigned if it is to be taken to depths of 200m. 
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Figure 49: Factor of safety over lens cap surface which comes into contact with the camera frame 

 

The camera frame does not experience deflection above 0.005mm. This is negligible and is not likely 

to affect the internal components adversely. The camera lens deflects a maximum of 0.34mm at the 

centre (Figure 50).  
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Figure 50: Deflection of stereo camera lens (m) 
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 Conclusions and Future Work 

 

12.1 Motivation for the Work 

Innovation within trawling gear has remained stagnant for many years, the new focus of today's 

society on sustainability and preservation of ecosystems requires rethinking of how trawling gear is 

designed. The motivation for this project was to design gear that furthers our understanding of 

sustainable gear that can be developed for the trawling industry. The success of the trawling gear is 

judged by the core requirement of improving the selectivity of the catch by allowing non-target 

species to escape from the trawl net. This gear was designed to release species at the seafloor to 

avoid these fish being subject to the trauma associate with being hauled to the vessel and sorted on 

the deck. Two different types of gear were researched, a passive sorter that allows small fish to 

escape from the codend and an active sorter that identifies fish and releases them with a sorting 

mechanism. 

 

12.2 Findings – Passive Sorter 

The existing passive sorter in use by Warr of Better Fishing was analysed in Chapter 3, Existing 

Passive Sorter Analysis, to identify if improvements could be made to better meet the requirements. 

The requirements of the passive sorter were established in Chapter 4, Conceptual Design of a Novel 

Passive Sorter System, to understand what is required to see mass-market adoption of a passive 

sorter in the inshore fisheries industry. The main requirements were a low-cost, low-weight, 

regulation satisfying, simple to use, and effective at improving selectivity system. It was decided that 

it would be possible to innovate to improve the system, so a concept design process was 

implemented in Chapter 5, Concept Design of Novel Passive Sorter Concepts. This process resulted in 

a cylindrical passive sorter concept. The product development of a prototype cylindrical sorter 

concept was executed and is detailed in Chapter 6, Product Design of a Novel Passive Sorter System. 

The prototype cost $563.08, weighted 16kg, satisfied regulation, took five minutes to assemble to 

the net and less than a minute to remove from the net, and increased the average length of gurnard 

(P<0.05). The cylindrical sorter system met all the requirements specified as necessary.  

Improving the selectivity of trawl gears has mostly been limited to making changes to trawl mesh 

apertures at the codend (Suuronen, 2005). There have been two associated difficulties with this 

process. By continuing to use conventional mesh materials, fish are injured by the abrasive mesh, 

and the shapes a net maker can create are limited. CNC cut polypropylene panels allow trawlers to 

create any aperture shape, and the material, with suitable machining processes, will not be abrasive 

to fish. The designer perceives this gear as having an opportunity to improve selectivity, reduce the 

mortality of escaping fish, and promote uptake of a bycatch reduction system from trawlers across 

New Zealand. This is a significant development in the design of bycatch reduction trawling gear. 
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12.3 Future Improvements to the Passive Sorter 

The future development of this concept would consist of identifying if this product has market 

potential, whether another iteration of product development should be undertaken, and further test 

tows to identify the selectivity of the gear. The following sub-sections detail these processes.   

Segments 

The cylindrical sorter consisted of one segment of length 1220mm. Warr and Barfucci discussed that 

selectivity would likely improve with length, this is supported by research into a ten-metre cylinder 

of square mesh panels (Santos, Herrmann, Otero, Fernandez, & Pérez, 2016). A method of creating 

an extended sorter would be connecting multiple of these cylindrical segments, resulting in a 

concept four or five metres in length. The designer recommends this as a way to improve selectivity.  

Winding onto the drum 

At present, the panels need to be removed from the trawl to store them on the vessel. The most 

convenient way of storing them would be winding the panels onto the drum. Incorporating this 

feature would permit a concept four to five metres in length. Warr and Barfucci discussed how this 

could be implemented by decreasing the length of the panels and creating many smaller segments. 

After flattening the panels, they can be pulled around the drum. 

Different fisheries 

The shape cut into the panels was rectangular because it is most applicable to Warr’s target species 

of New Zealand sole (peltorhamphus novaezeelandiae) and gurnard (chelidonichthys kumu). Other 

shapes can be used in different fisheries depending on the morphological features of the target 

species. This system should be prototyped with different apertures to identify if it can improve 

selectivity in different fisheries. 

Selectivity testing 

Data has been retrieved indicating future trials will lead to an increased length composition of the 

catch. To gain a more accurate representation of the selectivity of the gear, future trials would be 

needed. As only one test tow was performed, the retrieved data may be skewed by the size 

composition of the catch present at the seabed in these particular tows (Herrman, Sistiaga, Santos, 

& Sala, 2016). The most dominant methods of testing the selectivity of towed gear is a paired gear 

method or a covered codend test (Wileman, Ferro, Fonteyne, & Millar, 1996). With these methods 

the L50 of the trawl gear can be identified. This measures the selectivity of the gear and is an 

estimate of the length of fish at which the gear retains 50 per cent of fish entering the trawl. This 

value can then be compared to the gurnard L50 of 29.2cm for the PSH system being developed by 

Moana, Sanford and Sealord (Precision Seafood Harvesting, 2018) to identify its relative selectivity 

performance. If the testing shows an improvement, this design may be a suitable solution for 

inshore fisheries vessels looking to improve selectivity. 

 

12.4 Findings – Active Sorter 

The product design of an active sorter to identify and release non-marketable species was 

implemented in Chapter 7, Existing Active Sorter Analysis, through Chapter 10, Rotating Drum. The 

existing active sorter was analysed in Chapter 7, Existing Active Sorter Analysis, to identify features 
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to be incorporated in a novel active sorter system. Chapter 8, Concept Design of a Novel Active 

Sorter System, established the requirements of the active sorer system and the risk management 

processes. The primary requirement of the active sorter was developing a system that improved 

selectivity over existing bycatch reduction systems. 

Chapter 9, Conceiving Novel Active Sorter Concepts, scoped various concepts. A concept evaluation 

process showed that the rotating drum scored higher against the requirements than the existing 

drafting gate solution. A prototype of the rotating drum was developed in Chapter 10, Rotating 

Drum, to test the system's fish sorting efficacy before a full-scale system was built and tested on a 

trawl boat. From this testing and associated CFD modelling, it was determined that the rotating 

drum had issues that would prevent it from being an effective solution. These included it having 

many points for debris to foul to prevent correct operation. Also, fish may become agitated around 

the drum due to flow conditions or psychological effects and choose not to enter or leave the drum 

when required. 

 

12.5 Future Improvements to the Active Sorter 

Features to include in future iterations 

This project did not result in an active sorter concept developed into the embodiment design state. 

However, several features that should be incorporated into any future concept were identified. 

These are the features of a screening room for fish and designing the camera and sorter system as 

one component. The features are detailed in Section 10.2, Perceived Improvements.  

Motor component 

The designer recommends that in any future concept development, a hinged door system should be 

designed that gives the project team a high degree of flexibility in iterating solutions. The torque 

provided by the motor should be oversized so that different gate shapes can be trialled, such as a 

wedge or an angle. Examples of these shapes are shown in Appendix 39, Future concepts.   

Once a suitable hinged door system has been developed, the door can be prototyped in different 

configurations on a screening room. It may be necessary that multiple door systems are required to 

realise the concept of a screening room. Two concepts are indicated in Appendix 39, Future 

concepts, which use two hinged doors to sort fish. Both systems design the camera and sorter as one 

component. 

Frame 

It is recommended that any future frame for the active sorter uses an RHS frame, similar to the 

frame of the drafting gate solution. Instead of stainless-steel mesh as the frame walls, 6mm HDPE 

panels should be utilised. Apertures can be CNC routed into the panels. Using HDPE will decrease the 

manufacturing complexity, cost and weight of the structure: providing an easier to handle system 

on-board the boat. 

12.6 Future Research 

Fish behaviour 
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A greater understanding of fish behaviour within enclosed areas will assist in conceiving a suitable 

system. From this project, it can be stated that gurnard (Chelidonichthys kumu) are very active in 

locating escape points within an enclosed space. New Zealand sole (peltorhamphus 

novaezeelandiae) is less active. Therefore, some species of fish will require more assistance when 

attempting to remove them from the sorter.  
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Appendix 

 

 CFD settings for the passive sorter 
The cage design was split in half with a symmetry plane and simplified to reduce convergence time 

(Figure 54). The model was tested under towing operating conditions of 1.1m/s and 300,000 Pascals 

static pressure. The CFD settings are shown in Table 6. 

Table 6: CFD settings for the passive sorter 

Settings 

ANSYS 2020 Fluent 

K-ω SST turbulence model 

Domain 16.6m x 5.5m x 10.5m 

Polyhexcore mosaic meshing 

Symmetry plane along the centre plane where the frame is cut 

Velocity inlet of 1.1m/s to match the average tow speed during a trawl, 5 metres in front of the 
frame 

Moving wall of velocity 1.1 m/s parallel to the flow. 5 metres from the frame, above, to the side 
and below 

Pressure outlet 10 metres behind the flow to capture the wake 

7503865 cells – hexahedral elements in the bulk region; mosaic polyhedral elements in the 
buffer layer between the boundary layer and the bulk flow region; and isotropic poly-prism 
elements in the boundary layer  

Mesh checked to ensure all elements above orthogonality of 0.15 

The skewness of all elements below 0.8 

Coupled pressure-velocity solver 

Second-order spatial discretisation of pressure and momentum 

Convergence criteria – Drag force, lift force, continuity, x-velocity, y-velocity, z-velocity, 
turbulence kinetic energy and specific rate of dissipation residuals decrease by three orders of 
magnitude to below 0.001 

Mesh refined to have 50% more elements when a steady-state solution occurred. Drag, lift and 
mass imbalances compared to ensure they were similar, with less than 5% change between 
grids to ensure results were not grid dependant 

Low Reynolds number turbulence model used, so prism elements span all of the boundary 
layers 

First prism element has y+ <= 1  
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Figure 54: Passive cage design split in half and simplified 
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 Product design requirement specification of the passive sorter 
 

Must: A features that must be included for a successful product 

Want: A feature that will increase the value of the concept 

Weighting: The degree of importance of the wanted feature: high, medium or low ranking 

Origin: Who has decided this feature should be included in the design requirement specification (Stefano Barfucci, SB; Karl Warr, KW; Emma Jones, EJ) 

Modification: Date a feature has been modified 

 

Table 7: Product design specification of the passive sorter 

Must/ 
Want 

Weighting 
(Low/Med/ 
High) 

Source Requirements Modified 

   
Geometry 

 

Want High SB Attaches to Warr's existing 600mm diameter net 
 

Must 
 

SB Can be handled comfortably in the space of Warr's boat Chips  
 

Want Low SB Suitable volume to allow all species to enter 
 

     

   
Function 

 

Want Med SB Selectivity does not change during the journey 7/08/2020 

Must 
 

EJ Collapsible for storage on the boat 8/08/2020 

Want Med EJ It can be wound onto the net drum 7/06/2020 

Must 
 

SB Improves selectivity on top of existing trawl nets 
 

Want High SB The system can be scaled to other trawling operations 24/10/2020 

Want Med SB It contains more apertures than the existing passive sorter 17/01/2021 

Want Med SB The length of the system can be scaled 23/01/2021      
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Quality 

 

Want Med SB Must not cause more damage to seafloor than existing methods 
 

Want  Med SB Quality of fish is above existing trawl methods 
 

     

   
Material 

 

Want High SB Smooth material that does not cause injury to juvenile fish as they pass 
through the apertures 

2/02/2021 

Want Med SB Eco-friendly design  
 

Must 
 

SB Non-toxic materials used 
 

Must 
 

SB Life of at least 200 journeys 
 

Must 
 

SB Withstand seawater exposure 
 

Want High SB Withstand UV exposure 5/12/2021 

Must 
 

SB Withstand temperatures of -20 to +35 degrees 
 

Want Med SB Ability to change the material colour 15/03/2021      

   
Forces 

 

Must 
 

KW Hold 100kg of fish 
 

Must 
 

SB Withstand lifting, drag during towing, drag during hauling, boat and seabed 
impact loads 

 

     

   
Maintenance, repair and manufacturing 

 

Want Med KW Modular repair of components 
 

Want Med KW Construction and repair with readily available, off the shelf components in 
shipping port areas 

 

Want Med SB Minimal training required to operate the system 
 

Want High SB Minimal retrofitting of the net required 
 

     

   
Energy 

 

Want Med SB Does not add excessive drag to the system 
 

     

   
Regulations 

 

Must 
 

EJ Compliant with all commercial fishing and engineering standards  
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Want High SB It does not require a special permit to operate  11/01/2021      

   
Safety 

 

Must 
 

SB The system under correct operation should not cause injury to the trawler 
 

  
SB No sharp edges  

 

Must 
 

SB Suitable weight to be handled by trawlers without causing injury 5/06/2021      

   
Cost 

 

Want Med SB It costs less than $1,500 to build the prototype 17/11/2021 

Want Low SB Cost $0 in consumables to operate per trip, disregarding additional fuel 
costs 

 

Must High EJ Can be manufactured and tested with the available MBIE funding 
 

     

   
Ergonomics 

 

Want High EJ Simple for fishers to apply to net 
 

Want High SB System can be installed and operated by one trawler 9/03/2021 

Must 
 

KW Does not tangle on deployment or retrieval 
 

Want High SB Weighs less than 30 kg 12/11/2021      

   
Aesthetics 

 

Want High SB The design looks simple to apply to trawl gear  
 

Want High SB Trawlers understand the sorting mechanism easily 
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 Risk management of the passive sorter 
 

Table 8: Risk evaluation matrix for the passive sorter 

Risk Likelihood Consequences Severity Likelihood 
Severity 
Product 

Treatment Likelihood 
(updated) 

Severity 
(updated) 

Likelihood 
Severity 
Product 

Connection 
between sorter 
and the trawl net 
is not effective 
on vessel 

3 Trawl net needs to be 
cut from sorter or 
system takes 
excessive amount of 
time to connect 

3 9 Design 
connection with 
assistance for 
Warr 

1 3 3 

Damage from 
handling on the 
boat causes 
failure of system 

5 Fishers need to 
purchase the system 
again 

4 20 Design 
components with 
suitable factor of 
safety and create 
scale model to 
test 

1 4 4 

System is too 
large or too 
heavy to be 
handled on 
vessel 

3 The product is not 
feasible in the 
industry 

4 12 Design system to 
be no larger than 
the existing 
passive sorter 
and made from 
lightweight 
materials 

1 4 4 
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System becomes 
unstable and 
flips 

4 Net becomes closed 
off in front of sorter 
and cannot sort 
through fish 

3 12 Attach buoys in 
configuration 
that prevents 
system becoming 
unstable 

1 3 3 

Collision with 
underwater 
debris causes 
failure 

1 Affected components 
need to be 
manufactured again 
or repaired 

3 3 Design system so 
modular repairs 
can be 
performed 

1 3 3 

Large sea 
mammal causes 
failure 

1 Mammals in distress 
cause damage to 
system 

4 4 Design system 
with suitable 
factor of safety 

1 3 3 

Maintenance of 
system is 
infeasible  

2 Prototype not 
effective in 
commercial setting 

3 6 Design system 
from readily 
accessible 
components 

1 3 3 
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Solution is 
already on the 
market 

2 Patent protection 
prevents 
development of the 
system 

5 10 Research existing 
patents 

1 3 3 

System releases 
large marketable 
fish 

3 Fishers do not adopt 
system because of 
fear of losing income 

5 15 Extensive testing 
and proof that 
system does not 
release oversized 
fish 

1 5 5 
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 Mechanical properties of suitable materials 
 

Table 9: Mechanical properties of suitable materials 

Material Density (g/cm3) Tensile strength 
(MPa) 

Young’s modulus 
(MPa) 

Stainless steel 316 (AZO 
Materials, 2005) 

7.87 - 8.07 480 - 620 190,000 – 205,000 

Stainless steel 304 (AZO 
Materials, 2005) 

8.00 500 - 700 193,000 

HDPE (Clarke, 2014) 0.93 - 0.97 24.5 786 

Polypropylene homopolymer 
(Efunda, Accessed 9 February 
2021) 

0.904 – 0.908 31 - 37 1139 - 1553  

 

 

 Passive sorter concept synthesis 

5.1 Frame  
Description 

A frame to place inside the net and prevent mesh openings from closing over was conceived (Figure 

55). The structure can be slid into place and secured with a ring of carabiners at the front and rear 

(Figure 56). This system's benefits are that it would be relatively inexpensive, and the build is not 

complex. The framework would hold the net volume and apertures in open configurations. New 

mesh would not need to be manufactured. The flat rear and bottom plate protect the fish and 

prevent them from becoming tired and injuring themselves on the abrasive net.  

 

Figure 55: Frame outside of the net 
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Figure 56: Frame once it has been placed inside the net and secured 

 

Concerns and decision 

The compelling aspects of this system are that it could provide similar benefits to the existing passive 

sorter at a fraction of the cost. These benefits are a consistent volume for fish and mesh apertures 

held in an open position. 

The framework would be difficult to insert inside nets because of the difficulty associated with 

handling nets, resulting in time-consuming efforts. Also, this system would be difficult to stow on 

boats, a specified requirement. After a discussion with the team, it was decided that this design 

would not be effective, and it was abandoned. 

 

5.2 Rods and plastic panels 
Description 

This system consists of three crinkle-cut cladding panels that fish can escape (Figure 57), where the 

system's rear and base section are solid. The panels are clamped to four rods, the rods and rear 

panel hold the structure's cuboid shape. The positives of this system are that the apertures are 

aligned at angles to the water flow, and it may be easier for fish to escape. The system would be 

lighter than the existing passive sorter, and the panels could be disassembled for stowage on the 

boat. 
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Figure 57: Rod and plastic panels modelled 

Concerns and decision 

It was decided that this system would be unsuitable due to the difficulty in manufacturing. The 

plastic crinkle-cut could be manufactured with vacuum forming or roto-moulding. The apertures 

would require a more complicated process, such as a CNC machine with a five-axis rotation. 

Although the concept is collapsible, collapsing would likely be time-consuming as at least 24 points 

need to be disconnected. This concept was abandoned. 

 

5.3 Plastic pipe and rope 
Description 

This is a design created by Warr. The rope creates the mesh lattice shape, and water pipe running 

along the outside creates a smooth surface that protects the fish (Figure 58). This structure can be 

rolled onto the drum of trawl nets, allowing simple stowage and deployment, and apertures will 

remain open due to the water pipe's rigidity. The system is inexpensive because of the low cost and 

readily available components: water pipe and cordage. 

 

Figure 58: Plastic pipe and rope 
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Concerns and decision 

The system is made by knotting the horizontal and vertical lines that form the mesh lattice after 

adding the pipe. According to Warr, there is a lack of flexibility between the water pipe joints, 

causing difficulty in handling on the boat when rolling the system onto the drum. A joint to allow 

more flexibility would need to be designed or sourced. The volume inside the net will not be 

consistent because of the flexibility of the rope and pipe. This concept was abandoned. 

 

5.4 Metal mesh 
Description 

Warr also conceived this metal mesh concept (Figure 59). This knotted stainless-steel mesh is 

inspired by the meshing inside mattresses, as the steel has high stiffness, the metal openings will 

reliably remain open. This design can utilise experience in the manufacturing of beds/trolleys and 

therefore it would be simple to source components. 

 

Figure 59: Metal mesh 

Concerns and decision 

The metal may be challenging to handle on the boat because the structure would likely be inflexible. 

Also, the joints joining horizontal and vertical wires where the metal is hooped may be sharp, which 

could injure fish. An elastomer covering or similar would need to be designed to encase all these 

sharp sections to protect fish, adding to cost.  

It is common for logs to enter the trawl net and end up in the codend. These logs could induce large 

stresses on the meshing, and the ductility of the steel would result in a deformed, potentially 

fractured and challenging to handle system. Larger gauge steel could be used. However, this added 

weight would add to the difficulty in handling on the boat. This concept was abandoned. 

 

5.5 Sheet polymer meshing 
Description 
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This concept is a netting of a low stiffness polymer material (Figure 60). The circular rods at the front 

and rear allow stress to be distributed evenly through the mesh and prevent the apertures from 

closing over. Aperture shapes can be laser cut or CNC cut to create shapes that improve juvenile 

fish's selectivity on a case-by-case basis for different fisheries. The changing of aperture profiles 

cannot be done quickly with existing trawling nets. This concept provides apertures that do not 

morph and a volume that will remain consistent. Also, the polymer material can be selected to not 

be abrasive on escaping fish.  

 

Figure 60: Sketch of the sheet polymer meshing concept 

Two prototypes were developed and are detailed below. 

Prototypes 1 

A scale model was developed to visualise the design. The mesh is laser cut PETG, and the rods are 

PMMA (Figure 61). 
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Figure 61: A scale model of elastomer net design iteration 1 

Prototype 2 

The second design is a scale model with apertures closer in size to what is expected in the final 

system (Figure 62). The rectangle apertures alternate perpendicular and parallel along the flow 

direction to give fish two mechanisms to escape.  

 

Figure 62: Elastomer net design iteration 2 
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Decision 

It would be expensive to manufacture the meshing as an elastomer polymer mesh of high strength 

would be needed. However, the concept of CNC cut apertures in plastic panels was considered a 

positive one because of the ability to manufacture sheets with apertures suitable for different 

fisheries rapidly. Further design iterations were centred around this concept of CNC cut polymer 

panels, focusing on developing designs that could withstand expected loadings. 

 

5.6 Steel framework with plastic panelling 
Description 

This is a concept similar to the existing passive sorter of Better Fishing. The design features a steel 

framework of RHS, CNC cut polymer panels and wooden skids to reduce stress on the system when 

pulled onto the boat (Figure 63). The top can be hinged open to access the fish on the inside.  

 

Figure 63: CAD model of steel framework with plastic panelling concept 

Decision 

This is a design similar to the concept already developed by Warr of Better Fishing. The system 

would be difficult to stow and handle on the boat as it is not collapsible. Also, although the system 

would likely be lower cost due to the polymer panels used, the price will likely be in the same order 

of magnitude as the existing system. This concept does not provide a compelling benefit and was 

abandoned. 

 

5.7 HDPE plastic panelling 
Description 

After a discussion with Better Fishing, it was found that a collapsible net is of high importance. 

Therefore such a design was undertaken. This concept consists of 9 HDPE panels (Figure 64). The 

rear cap panel holds the system in its cuboid shape. 
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Figure 64: Passive sorter made from 9 HDPE panels 

Folding HDPE plastic panelling 

The concept would be collapsible by removing the cap, folding the panels flat, and then in half 

through the seam in the middle. This process is detailed in Figure 65 through Figure 68. 

 

 

Figure 65: Step 1 collapsing sorter – cap folding open 

 

Figure 66: Step 2 Collapsing sorter – pushing cube flat 

Cap panel 
Laced into 

trawl net 

around frond 

Apertures in 

sorter 
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Figure 67: Step 3 collapsing sorter – Folding panels over on each other 

 

Figure 68: Step 4 collapsing sorter – Folding panels over again for stowage 

 

Decision 

After a discussion with Warr of Better Fishing, it was identified that the tension in the net, resulting 

from the net already wound onto the drum, would prevent the collapsing of this system. This 

concept was abandoned. 

 

5.8 HDPE collapsible cuboid 
Description 

This system is similar to the design discussed in Appendix 5.7, HDPE plastic panelling. Some 

modifications allow the system to collapse and ensure the HDPE panelling does not fracture as it is 

pulled onto the boat. During the trawling journey, the fish will reside inside the cuboid (Figure 69).  
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Figure 69: Passive Sorter cuboid during trawling 

Collapsing 

Once hauled to the boat, the rope is untied from the front. The rope is then pulled vertically out of 

the cam cleats. This causes the cap to fold open (Figure 70). The fish then fall back into the net as the 

system is pulled out of the water, preventing high bending loads through the HDPE panels. 

 

Cam cleats 

Rope 
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Figure 70: Passive Sorter cuboid as it is pulled onto the boat 

The system can collapse on board the vessel by folding the side panels inwards (Figure 71). This 

allows for simple storage on the boat. 

 

 

Figure 71: Panels collapsed on boat 

 

Material 

The material used for the panels of the system is UV stabilised HDPE, with stainless steel 304 used as 

the RHS framing and shackles. 

Prototyping 

A prototype scale model was created to visualise the system. From this prototyping, it was identified 

that as the system is pulled onto the boat, the cap panel holding the fish will experience a large 

bending load. This is from the weight of the fish sitting on top of the cap panel as it is dragged over 

the hard edge at the boat's stern. The prototype in its configuration as it is pulled through the water 

is shown in Figure 72. 

Net attached to 

cuboid 
RHS frame to provide 

extra strength 

Panels fold inwards 

at this point 
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Figure 72: Scale model of collapsible cuboid in its configuration as it is towed at the seafloor 

The system in its configuration as it is hauled onto the boat is shown in Figure 73. 

 

Figure 73: Scale model of collapsible cuboid in its configuration as it is pulled onto the boat 

The system in its collapsed configuration on the boat is shown in Figure 74. 
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Figure 74: Scale model of collapsible cuboid in its collapsed position 

Fastening 

The panels will be lased into each other with cordage that fishers generally carry on their boats, 

which will be inserted through the holes that are cut into the panels and is shown in Figure 75. 

 

Figure 75: Cordage connecting panels 

The RHS frame will be connected to the HDPE panels with screws so that it is possible to remove the 

frame and attach a different panel if required in the future. The screws used will be countersunk 

M6x20 stainless steel. The screws will be spaced at 200mm, and the holes in the RHS frame will be 

pre-tapped in the workshop.  

 

Structural Analysis 

The maximum load of fish that this codend is expected to support will be 100kg. As the sorter is 

hauled onto the boat, the fish will fall back onto the cap panel, causing stresses that could fail the 

HDPE panels, this is the reason for the RHS frame surrounding the cap panel. 
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While towing the passive sorter, two different towing conditions will cause significant stresses 

through the concept: towing horizontal through the water to collect fish and hauling the system to 

the surface. Free Body Diagrams of these loading conditions are described in Figure 76 and Figure 

77. T is the tension force along the rope connecting the cap panel to the remaining panels. The most 

significant loadings will be experienced when the system is pulled to the surface.  

 

Figure 76: FBD of cap panel loading while towing horizontally 
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Figure 77: FBD of cap panel loading while hauling to the surface 

 

These loading conditions were studied with FEA to identify maximum stresses and strains through 

the system. The FEA model settings and results are shown in Appendix 7, FEA of HDPE collapsible 

cuboid. 

Captured fish blocking the end apertures may affect the total drag. It is recommended that future 

work incorporates the effect of this blocking. 

Bill of Materials 

The panels will be white textured HDPE with UV treatment, this material is suitable for applications 

in corrosive environments. The RHS frame will be stainless steel 304 RHS. The system will cost 
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$2,753.8 using the $0 labour services at the University of Canterbury. The bill of materials is detailed 

in Table 10. 

Table 10: Bill of Materials for the collapsible cuboid sorter 

Item Quantity Price 
Per 

Total 
Price 

Labour Total 

White textured HDPE with UV treatment Cap 
Panel 800x1000 12mm thickness 

1 $552.00 $552.00 0.00 $552.00 

White textured HDPE with UV treatment Side 
Panel 400x600 6mm thickness  

8 $95.22 $761.76 0.00 $761.76 

White textured HDPE with UV treatment Top 
and Base Panels 600x1000 6mm thickness 

4 $238.05 $952.20 0.00 $952.20 

Stainless Steel 304 RHS 25mm  1 $165.85 $165.85 0.00 $165.85 

Cam Cleats 2 $40.00 $80.00 0.00 $80.00 

Stainless steel countersunk screws M6x20  20 $2.00 $40.00 0.00 $40.00 

Fisherman cordage  1 $180.00 $180.00 0.00 $180.00 

Total 
    

$2,731.81 

 

Concerns and decision 

This concept initially succeeded in satisfying a majority of the requirements set out for the passive 

sorter and was taken through into the embodiment design phase, as has already been indicated. 

Eventually, the designer became illuminated by a separate concept. A concept that satisfied all the 

requirements to a greater degree. Therefore, this collapsible cuboid system was abandoned, and 

attention rerouted to the embodiment design of the novel cylindrical sorter concept.  
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 Passive sorter master concepts evaluation 
Table 11: Evaluation of three master passive sorter concepts 

Criteria Weight Cylindrical sorter Collapsible cuboid Existing passive sorter   
Score Weight score Score Weight score Score Weight score 

Ergonomics 
       

Simple collapsibility/ stowage 4 5 20 2 8 1 4 

Easy application to net 3 5 15 4 12 3 9 

Easy removal from net 3 5 15 4 12 3 9 

Operable by one fisher 4 5 20 3 12 4 16 

Easy removal of fish 4 5 20 2 8 4 16 

Safe operation during swell 5 5 25 3 15 2 10         

Overall 
       

Aesthetically appealing to fishers 4 4 16 1 4 2 8 

Sufficient strength 5 4 20 2 10 5 25 

Low weight 3 5 15 3 9 1 3 

Durable 4 4 16 3 12 5 20 

Manufacturing cost 4 5 20 3 12 2 8 

Maintenance of components 3 3 9 2 6 2 6 

Sourcing of components 3 4 12 4 12 3 9 

Application to different fisheries 4 5 20 2 8 3 12 

Protects fish 5 3 15 5 25 5 25 

Simple changing out of aperture 
shapes 

4 3 12 2 8 5 20 

Perceived selectivity 5 4 20 3 15 5 25 

Ability to scale length of concept 3 5 15 2 6 3 9         

Total 
  

305/350 
 

194/350 
 

234/350 
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 FEA of HDPE collapsible cuboid 

7.1 Face pressure 
Model settings and geometry 

The FEA model set up is detailed in Table 12: 

Table 12: FEA settings of face pressure across cap panel 

Settings 

Ansys 2020 Mechanical 

Static Structural 

Steady-state analysis 

HDPE used as material for panels 

Stainless Steel 304 used as material for RHS frame 

Element quality of all elements above 0.1 

Bonded boundary condition between RHS frame and HDPE panel faces 

2800Pa loading across panel face 

Spring connection used as boundary conditions at shackles and HDPE mounting points 

Weak springs activated to prevent rigid body motion 

Less than 5% change in monitored values (equivalent stress) with a refined mesh consisting of 
50% more elements to ensure grid independence  

486516 tetrahedral elements were required to converge the solution  

Von-Mises failure theory utilised to assess stress  

 

The cap panel was modelled in SolidWorks, and geometry issues were resolved in SpaceClaim (Figure 

78).  

 

 

Figure 78: Cap panel CAD model 

Vertical springs were mounted to each of the D-shackle rings, modelling the cordage attachments in 

operation (Figure 79). 
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Figure 79: Springs mounted to D-shackle rings 

A 2800Pa loading over the panel face was set, the expected loading for the combined drag and 

loading of fish during the haul of the system to the surface (Figure 80).  

 

Figure 80: 2,800 Pa loading over the panel face 

After performing FEA simulations, it was identified that singularities were occurring at the RHS 

frame's corners. The domain was split into separate domains. The stresses at the corners could be 

ignored from St Venant’s principle, where it is stated that the stress distribution of a loading is not of 

significance at a suitable distance from the point of loading.  

Results 

The maximum stress on the HDPE cap panel is 5.1MPa (Figure 81), giving a factor of safety of 4 over 

the HDPE panel.  
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Figure 81: Equivalent (Von-Mises) Stress over HDPE panel 

The maximum stress on the RHS stainless steel frame is 27MPa (Figure 82), giving a factor of safety 

of 8. 

 

Figure 82: Equivalent (Von-Mises) Stress over RHS frame 

 

7.2 Cap panel bending 
Loading conditions 

As the passive sorter is pulled onto the boat, the cap panel with the frame will be put into bending. 

This is because of the 100kg of fish pulling vertically. This loading is shown in Figure 83. 
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Figure 83: Cap panel in bending as it is pulled onto the boat 

Model settings and geometry 

The loading conditions were studied with FEA to identify maximum stresses and strains through the 

system. The FEA model settings are detailed in Table 13. 

Table 13: FEA settings for cap panel in bending 

Settings 

Ansys 2020 Mechanical 

Static Structural 

Steady-state analysis 

HDPE used as material for panels 

Stainless Steel 304 used as material for RHS frame 

Element quality of all elements above 0.1 

Bonded boundary condition between RHS frame and HDPE panels 

Fixed support boundary conditions along strip on base  

680N vertical loads applied at both ends of sorter 

Less than 5% change in equivalent stress with a refined mesh consisting of 50% more elements 
to ensure grid independence  

229564 tetrahedral elements were required to converge the solution  

Von-Mises failure theory utilised to assess stress  
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FEA was used to assess the stress through the panel and RHS frame. A fixed support was applied 

along a strip in the centre of the HDPE panel (Figure 84). This is the point that will lie against the 

deck.  

 

Figure 84: Fixed support on underside of HDPE panel 

A 680N vertical load was created on the D shackle holes and the holes that the net will be attached 

to (Figure 85).  

 

Figure 85: Loadings on cap panel resulting in bending 

The initial solve had singularities occurring around the shackle connections. The domain was split in 

order to only observe the stresses occurring over the centre portion of the model where the 

maximum combined bending and shear stresses will occur and could potentially cause failure. 

Results 

A maximum stress of 5.8MPa occurred over the HDPE panel in bending (Figure 86), giving a FOS of 

over 4. 
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Figure 86: Equivalent (Von-Mises) Stress over HDPE panel in bending 

A maximum stress of 73MPa occurs over the RHS frame (Figure 87), giving a FOS of over 3.

 

Figure 87: Equivalent (Von-Mises) Stress over RHS in bending 

7.3 Side panels in tension 
Loading conditions 

As the system is pulled onto the boat, the other panels will be in tension. The 981N load will be 

divided around the four sides. The panel most likely to fail will be the side panel with vertically 

oriented apertures.  
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Model settings 

The FEA model settings are shown in Table 14. 

Table 14: FEA settings of panels in tension 

Settings 

Ansys 2020 Mechanical 

Static Structural 

Steady-state analysis 

HDPE used as material for panels 

Element quality of all elements above 0.1 

Fixed support boundary conditions on faces of holes at the bottom  

245N horizontal loads applied on faces of holes at the opposite side of the panel 

Less than 5% change in equivalent stress with a refined mesh consisting of 50% more 
elements to ensure grid independence  

282742 tetrahedral elements were required to converge the solution  

Von-Mises failure theory utilised to assess stress  

 

Fixed supports were set along one side of the panel, and a loading of 245N in a direction parallel to 

the panel (Figure 88). All the corners had fillets of 1mm to avoid singularities.  

 

 

Figure 88: Fixed support on 13 faces and a combined loading of 245N on 5 faces  

 

Results 

A maximum equivalent stress (Von-Mises) of 3.7MPa occurs (Figure 89), giving a FOS over 7.  
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Figure 89: Equivalent (Von-Mises) Stress over panel 

7.4 Side panels fish escaping 
Loading conditions 

Fish attempting to escape that are too large for the apertures may cause damage to the screens as 

they try to force themselves through. FEA was implemented to quantify the stress developing 

through the panels. It is estimated that a fish cannot generate more force than what it weighs, and 

these fish were assumed to weigh 3kg. 

Model settings 

The FEA model settings are shown in Table 15. 

Table 15: FEA settings for fish escaping from side panels 

Settings 

Ansys 2020 Mechanical 

Static Structural 

Steady-state analysis 

HDPE used as material for panels 

Element quality of all elements above 0.1 

Fixed support boundary conditions along faces of holes around the entre panel  

Less than 5% change in equivalent stress with a refined mesh consisting of 50% more elements to 
ensure grid independence  

427248 tetrahedral elements were required to converge the solution  

Von-Mises failure theory utilised to assess stress  

 

Three loadings, each of 50N, estimated to be the loading that a fish would create on the panel, were 

set on different apertures (Figure 90). An assumption was made that 5kg fish would be trying to 

escape from the openings, and the fish cannot generate a larger thrust than their weight force. 
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Figure 90: Application of three 40 Newton forces to simulate fish 

Results 

The maximum stress occurs at the location where the strips of material connect to the outer HDPE 

frame. This is 13MPa (Figure 91), giving a FOS of 2.  

 

Figure 91: Equivalent (von Mises) stress over panel loaded by escaping fish 

 

 

 Scaled down cylindrical sorter panel deformation 
A scaled down version of the cylindrical panels is shown in Figure 92. 
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Figure 92: Cylindrical sorter prototype showing panels deforming inwards 

 Cylindrical sorter hinges 

 

Figure 93: Cylindrical sorter, hinges joining top and base panel 

 

Panels deform 

inwards 
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 Scaled-down cylindrical sorter loading 
A scaled-down version of the cylinder system is shown in Figure 94.  

 

Figure 94: Cylindrical sorter scaled down model 

To ensure the system could handle fishing loads was loaded to 100kg with steel weights (Figure 95). 

This mass was chosen because it is the expected loading of fish that will be caught. 

 

Figure 95: Cylindrical sorter scaled down model loaded with weights 1 
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There was no failure in the materials, and the system structure did not deform in a way that could 

cause unexpected failure. From this testing (Figure 96) and the FEA analysis, the system will handle 

all expected loads comfortably. 

 

Figure 96: Cylindrical sorter scaled down model loaded with weights 2 

 Cylindrical sorter FEA 
Model settings and geometry 

Because of the elasticity of the panels, they will arrange in tension even as they are pulled over the 

hard edge of the stern of the boat. Therefore an assumption was made that the panels will only 

experience loadings in tension. The loading conditions were studied with FEA to identify maximum 

stresses and strains through the system.  

The problem settings are shown in Table 16. 

Table 16: FEA settings of cylindrical sorter panel in tension 

Settings 

Ansys 2020 Mechanical 

Static Structural 

Steady-state analysis 

Polypropylene homopolymer used as material for panels 

Element quality of all elements above 0.1 
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Less than 5% change in equivalent stress with a refined mesh consisting of 50% more 
elements to ensure grid independence  

789503 elements required to converge the solution  

Von-Mises failure theory utilised to assess stress  
 

The condition of the largest loading is when the fish are pulled out of the water and onto the boat. 

Fixed supports were set along the faces of holes on one side of the panel (Figure 97), shown in 

green. 

 

Figure 97: Fixed supports on cylindrical sorter panel 

A loading of 981N was divided across the faces of holes on the other side of the panel (Figure 98), 

shown in green. This load is pulling parallel to the panel face away from the fixed support.  

 

Figure 98: 981N force loading cylindrical sorter panel in tension 

Results 
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The FEA analysis indicates that the panel will experience a maximum stress of 1.8MPa (Figure 99).  

 

 

Figure 99: Equivalent (von-Mises) Stress over cylindrical sorter panel 
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 Cylindrical sorter panel drawing 

 

Figure 100: Cylindrical sorter panel drawing
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 Prototype images 
The system being deployed is shown in Figure 101. 

 

Figure 101: Warr deploying cylindrical sorter system 

 

The system with 120kg of fish in the water and being pulled onto the boat is shown in Figure 102 and 

Figure 103. 
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Figure 102: Cylindrical sorter system in the water with 120kg of fish  
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Figure 103: Cylindrical sorter system with 120kg of fish being pulled onto the boat 
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 Towing route in Hawke’s Bay 
 

Towing with sorter attachment 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Towing with conventional mesh codend 

 

Tow start Tow end 

Tow start Tow end 
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 Species and lengths of species tow one 
Table 17: Part 1 - species caught with the cylindrical sorter, each cell represents the fork length (cm) of one individual 

Rig shark 
Mustelus 
lenticulatus 
(SPO)  

New Zealand sole 
Peltorhamphus 
novaezeelandiae 
(ESO) 

Lemon 
sole 
Pelotretis 
flavilatus 
(LSO) 

Snapper 
Pagrus 
auratus 
(SNA) 

Rough 
skate 
Zearaja 
nasuta 
(RSK) 

Electric 
ray 
Tetronarce 
nobiliana 
(ERA) 

Gurnard 
Chelidonichthys 
kumu (GUR) 

78 25 24 27 26 23 21 27 30 35 37 35 

69 24 24 30 29 24 30 
 

32 33 37 34 

71 24 25 26 26 27 40 
  

42 40 36 

40 21 21 28 27 25 
   

31 38 39 

37 23 22 26 29 26 
   

38 35 37  
25 22 26 29 28 

   
39 33 29  

20 24 32 34 27 
   

31 32 38  
23 21 26 28 29 

   
36 40 34  

24 23 27 29 28 
   

41 36 37  
23 22 26 25 25 

   
37 41 29  

23 21 33 29 25 
   

35 37 36  
24 30 33 28 26 

   
35 36 36  

24 32 28 25 
    

34 34 33  
24 25 27 26 

    
36 33 

 

 
24 28 29 35 

    
39 37 

 

 
24 25 35 35 

    
37 32 

 

 
24 28 29 35 

    
32 35 

 

 
24 27 28 31 

    
40 34 

 

 
25 27 30 26 

    
34 33 

 

 
21 32 27 29 

    
40 33 

 

 
23 26 32 30 

    
36 34 

 

 
24 26 35 30 

    
36 36 

 

 
24 29 27 29 

    
41 34 

 

 
22 28 26 30 

    
37 40 

 

 
24 26 26 32 

    
29 39 

 

 
24 30 25 31 

    
40 32 

 

 
26 26 29 31 

    
34 35 

 

 
22 25 25 34 

    
30 39 

 

 
24 28 33 28 

    
36 32 

 

 
24 29 25 25 

    
38 28 

 

 
24 28 34 29 

    
36 35 

 

 
22 30 29 25 

    
33 32 

 

 
24 29 27 34 

    
32 37 

 

 
24 27 30 30 

    
43 39 

 

 
24 29 29 27 

    
39 39 

 

 
19 32 26 27 

    
24 36 

 

 
22 25 36 30 

    
36 38 
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21 27 30 30 

    
33 37 

 

 
21 26 31 32 

    
36 34 

 

 
21 29 26 34 

    
30 34 

 

 
18 26 26 29 

    
34 33 

 

 
24 27 30 26 

    
33 32 

 

 
21 29 28 32 

    
32 42 

 

 
21 28 29 31 

    
36 35 

 

 
24 29 34 27 

    
31 33 

 

 
24 32 25 29 

    
36 35 

 

 
23 30 26 28 

    
24 35 

 

 
23 27 25 25 

    
33 33 

 

 
24 30 25 26 

    
36 29 

 

 
23 25 30 28 

    
39 27 

 

 
24 28 30 31 

    
40 38 

 

 
25 25 31 25 

    
25 32 

 

 
25 35 26 30 

    
34 25 

 

 
22 27 32 

     
32 23 

 

 
23 30 26 

     
32 35 

 

 

Table 18: Part 2 - species caught with the cylindrical sorter, each cell represents the fork length (cm) of one individual 

Trevally 
Pseudocaranx 
georgianus 
(TRE) 

Red cod 
Pseudophycis 
bachus(RCO)  

Brill 
Colistium 
guntheri 
(BRI) 

Sand flounder 
Rhombosolea 
plebeia (SFL) 

Yellowbelly 
flounder 
Rhombosolea 
leporina (YBF) 

Globefish 
Contusus 
richei 
(PUF/GLB) 

46 41 30 36 27 11   
27 29 30 

 

  
32 30 36 

 

   
29 28 

 

   
28 32 

 

   
30 34 

 

    
31 

 

    
28 

 

    
36 

 

    
34 

 

    
36 
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 Species and lengths of species tow two 
Table 19: Part 1 - species caught with the control diamond mesh codend, each cell represents the fork length (cm) of one 

individual 

School 
shark 
Galeorhinus 
galeus (SCH) 

Rig shark 
Mustelus 
lenticulatus 
(SPO)  

New Zealand sole 
Peltorhamphus novaezeelandiae 
(ESO) 

Gurnard 
Chelidonichthys 
kumu (GUR) 

Red cod 
Pseudophycis 
bachus(RCO)  

70 96 19 28 29 25 26 33 31 48  
41 26 31 30 27 26 35 25 42  
39 24 27 28 31 32 39 29 45  
43 18 28 30 36 30 33 33 

 

  
23 34 33 33 28 38 23 

 

  
26 28 27 30 30 34 33 

 

  
25 26 26 28 29 39 25 

 

  
21 26 30 29 29 27 32 

 

  
26 30 28 29 32 28 29 

 

  
22 25 28 27 27 39 32 

 

  
24 33 27 27 26 32 42 

 

  
21 26 32 29 28 38 26 

 

  
26 28 28 32 30 40 32 

 

  
25 30 31 26 27 32 26 

 

  
24 29 31 26 27 34 25 

 

  
24 28 27 27 28 28 34 

 

  
24 29 29 31 26 37 27 

 

  
25 25 29 31 29 32 35 

 

  
23 26 33 33 30 29 29 

 

  
18 28 25 36 26 38 32 

 

  
24 32 30 30 27 28 42 

 

  
23 25 32 29 28 34 38 

 

  
25 30 29 32 29 23 33 

 

  
25 30 33 27 29 33 34 

 

  
23 27 28 26 27 36 37 

 

  
23 26 30 30 

 
27 35 

 

  
21 29 26 29 

 
41 34 

 

  
23 29 31 31 

 
24 35 

 

  
29 29 28 25 

 
26 30 

 

  
25 32 29 30 

 
34 32 

 

  
27 27 29 29 

 
34 29 

 

  
29 27 27 29 

 
34 33 

 

  
28 31 29 29 

 
35 31 

 

  
25 31 27 27 

 
31 30 

 

  
28 32 28 29 

 
37 33 

 

  
33 32 29 29 

 
33 28 

 

  
28 29 31 29 

 
38 29 

 

  
30 30 32 34 

 
27 36 

 

  
31 29 27 32 

 
28 37 

 

  
28 26 28 30 

 
40 28 

 

  
25 27 33 28 

 
35 34 
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27 26 28 27 

 
32 39 

 

  
34 29 26 27 

 
28 39 

 

  
26 35 26 26 

 
28 37 

 

  
29 25 28 26 

 
39 36 

 

  
28 25 26 29 

 
41 42 

 

  
33 28 27 30 

 
37 42 

 

  
32 28 33 25 

 
42 37 

 

  
29 31 26 32 

 
29 30 

 

  
22 28 29 30 

 
35 33 

 

  
27 28 31 28 

 
31 38 

 

 

Table 20: Part 2 - species caught with the control diamond mesh codend, each cell represents the fork length (cm) of one 
individual 

Brill 
Colistium 
guntheri 
(BRI) 

Snapper 
Pagrus 
auratus 
(SNA) 

Sand flounder 
Rhombosolea 
plebeia (SFL) 

Yellowbelly 
flounder 
Rhombosolea 
leporina (YBF) 

Globefish 
Contusus 
richei (GLB) 

Electric ray 
Tetronarce 
nobiliana 
(ERA) 

35 18 23 25 11 28 

31 20 23 26 
 

31 

27 17 40 25 
  

30 22 36 25 
  

39 
 

40 33 
  

29 
 

23 32 
  

29 
 

25 30 
  

24 
 

23 26 
  

24 
 

25 38 
  

   
25 

  

   
35 

  

   
33 

  

   
31 

  

   
28 

  

   
30 

  

   
31 

  

   
25 

  

 

 Statistical analysis of towing results 
 

Table 21: Statistical analysis results from tow 1 

 
Gurnard Chelidonichthys 
kumu (GUR) 

New Zealand sole 
Peltorhamphus 
novaezeelandiae (ESO) 
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Mean length 34.8 27.0 

Median length 35 26.5 

Standard deviation 3.9 3.6 

The percentage under legal 
recommended length 

- 6% 

Percentage under 30cm 
(recommended size for gurnard) 

9% - 

Total caught 123 218 

 

Table 22: Statistical results from tow 2 

 
Gurnard Chelidonichthys kumu 
(GUR) 

New Zealand sole 
Peltorhamphus novaezeelandiae 
(ESO) 

Mean length 33.1 28.1 

Median length 33 28 

Standard deviation 4.8 3.0 

Percentage under legal 
recommended length 

- 3% 

Percentage under 30cm 
(recommended size for 
gurnard) 

27% - 

Total caught 102 229 

 

Table 23: T-test results P(T<=t) two-tail between cylindrical sorter and control codend datasets 

Gurnard Chelidonichthys kumu (GUR) New Zealand sole Peltorhamphus novaezeelandiae 
(ESO) 

0.002923323 0.000421623 
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Figure 104: Graph of the number of gurnard caught of different lengths  

 

Figure 105: Graph of the number of New Zealand sole caught of different lengths 
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 Selectivity of Warr’s cage 
 

 

Figure 106: Selectivity results from testing of Warr's cage 

 Cylindrical sorter BOM 
Table 24: Bill of materials cylindrical sorter 

Item Quantity Price Per Total Price Labour Total 

6.0mm white 
polypropylene 
3000x1220 panels 

2  $  246.20   $  492.40   $           -     $  492.40  

Stainless steel 316 butt 
hinges 76x76x2.5mm 

6  $       9.89   $    59.34   $           -     $    59.34  

M5x20 counter sunk 
screw 304 stainless  

40 
 

 $       6.58   $           -     $       6.58  

M5 hex nyloc nuts 304 
stainless steel 

40 
 

 $       3.36   $           -     $       3.36  

5x12,1.0 light flat 
washer 304 stainless 

40 
 

 $       1.40   $           -     $       1.40  

Total 
    

 $  563.08  
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 Product design requirement specification of the active sorter 
 

Must: A features that must be included for a successful product 

Want:  A feature that will increase the value of the concept 

Weighting:  The degree of importance of a wanted feature: high, medium or low ranking 

Origin: Who has decided this feature should be included in the design requirement specification (Stefano Barfucci, SB; Karl Warr, KW; Emma Jones, EJ) 

Modification: Date a feature has been modified 

 

Table 25: Product design requirements specification of the active sorter 

Must/ 
Want 

Weighting 
(Low/Med/ 
High) 

Source Requirements Modified 

   
Geometry 

 

Want High SB Attaches to Warr's existing 600mm diameter net 
 

Must 
 

SB Can be stored on the boat during transport from the port to 
towing waters 

25-Jun 

     

   
Function 

 

Want High SB Works without a continuous flow of water (load comes on/off 
the net) 

 

Must  SB Manual sorting of fish  

Must 
 

SB Pass or release all sizes of species likely to enter the net 25-Jul 

Want High SB Ability to sort different species arriving at the sorter at the same 
time 

5-Aug 

Want high SB Obvious release and capture openings that fish would be 
expected to swim through 

9-Jun 

Want Med SB Selectivity does not change during the journey 
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Want High SB Handle one fish every three seconds 
 

Want Med SB Fish sort rate can be controlled 
 

Want High SB Allow undersized fish to escape passively       

   Fish comfort  

Want High SB Reduce turbulence in regions that fish will pass through  

Want Med SB Fish do not need to pass through shaded areas to be sorted  

Want High SB Fish do not need to pass through enclosed spaces to be sorted  

Want High SB Limited moving components and surfaces  

        
Quality 

 

Want High KW Prevents injury of captured fish to ensure the quality of fish is 
greater than existing trawling operations 

 

Want Med SB Must not cause more damage to seafloor than existing methods 
 

Want Med SB Reduce capture stressors on fish when hauling the net  

Must   Fish are not injured during release process       

   
Material 7-May 

Want Med SB Eco-friendly design  
 

Must 
 

SB Non-toxic materials used 
 

Must 
 

SB Life of at least 150 journeys 
 

Must 
 

SB Withstand seawater exposure 
 

Want High SB Withstand UV exposure 
 

Must 
 

SB Withstand temperatures of -20 to +35 degrees 
 

     

   
Forces 

 

Must 
 

KW Hold 100kg of fish 
 

Must 
 

SB Withstand lifting, drag during towing, drag during hauling, boat 
and seabed impact loads 

 

Want High SB Reduces drag 18-Jun-21      

   
Maintenance, repair and manufacturing 
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Want Med KW Modular repair of components 
 

Want Med KW Construction and repair with readily available, off the shelf 
components in shipping port areas 

25-Jun 

Want Med SB Minimal training required to operate the system 
 

Want High SB Minimal retrofitting of the net 
 

     

   
Energy 

 

Want Med SB Does not add excessive drag to the system 6-Jun 

Must 
 

SB Able to make 300 cycles of operation during the journey without 
recharging 

 

     

   
Regulations 

 

Must 
 

EJ Compliant with all commercial fishing and engineering 
standards  

8-Aug 

    
     

Safety 
 

Must 
 

SB Minimise areas where crew could become injured by moving 
parts 

20-Jul 

Want High SB Remove sharp edges  
 

Must 
 

SB Suitable weight to be handled by trawlers without causing injury 
 

     

   
Cost 

 

Want Med SB It costs less than $10,000 to build the prototype 16-Jul 

Want Low SB Cost $0 in consumables to operate per trip, disregarding 
additional fuel costs 

 

Must High EJ Can be manufactured and tested with the available MBIE 
funding 

 

     

   
Ergonomics 

 

Want High EJ Simple for fishers to apply to net 9-Sep 

Want High SB It can be installed and operated by one crew member 
 

Want Med SB Simple removal and recharging of the power system 
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Must 
 

KW Does not tangle on deployment or retrieval 
 

     

   
Operation 

 

Want Med SB Limited pinch points that fish or debris can get into 
 

Must 
 

SB It does not fail when exposed to debris 
 

Want High SB Sediment will not cause the recognition system to fail 
 

     

   
Aesthetics 

 

Want High SB The design looks simple to apply to trawl gear  7-Aug 

Want High SB Trawlers understand the sorting mechanism easily 17-Aug 

     

   Chips  

Must  SB Fit within the dimensions of Chips: 1.5 x 1.8 x 1m (width x height 
x length) 

 

Want Med SB Ensure there is no back strain and heavy lifting required during 
operation 
 

 

Must  SB Lifted by two one tonne winches 
 

 

     

   Working conditions  

Must  SB Withstand rough sea conditions up to one-metre swell  

Must  SB Not cause danger to crew when subject to 15 knots of wind  

Must  SB Operate at depths of 30m  

Want Med SB Operate at depths of 50m   
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 Common debris types in trawl nets 
Table 26: Common debris types in trawl nets 

Debris type Image Description 

Knobbed Whelk  

 
 

 Shells that roll and end 
up in codend 

 Small egg size 

 grow to 5cm 

 Jamming potential 

Starfish  

 
 

 Suck to surfaces 

 Dinner plate size  

 20cm diameter 
 

Seaweed 

 
 

 Seaweed/ Kelp mass 
can build up inside the 
net 

 Potential cause for 
reshoot 

 The mass increases 
drag of net 

Trees  

 
 

 Branches and twigs the 
size of a broom handle 

 If a log ends up in the 
net this is a definite 
reshoot 

Human  

 
 

 Oil drums 

 Tyres 

 Plastic, bottles 

 Wire  

Fastener  

 
 

 Dense, shelly, muddy 
mass floating in the 
nets path 
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Sediment  

 
 

 Sediment in the water 
can cause issues 
especially with 
mechanical joints 

 

 Representative data of common bycatch species 
Table 27: Common species of bycatch 

Species Image Length (mm) Girth/ description 

Spotted 
Stargazer 
Genyagnus 
monopterygius 

 

 
 

450 A large bulbous 
head and a 
tapered body 

Spotted 
Dogfish 
Scyliorhinus 
canicula 

 

 

100 Long and slim 
 

 

 Representative data of skate  
Table 28: Species of skate and ray dimensions 

Species Total Length (mm) Disc Width (mm) 

Smooth Skate (Paul, 1974) 
Dipturus innominatus 

1505 1100 

Rough Skate (Paul, 1974) 
Zearaja nasuta 

1084 650 
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 Representative data of large quota species 
Table 29: Representative quota species dimensions 

Species Length average 
specimen (mm) 
(Davey, Hartill, 
& Carter, 2019) 

Length large 
specimen (mm) 
(Davey, Hartill, & 
Carter, 2019) 

Height 
estimates (mm) 
(Matt K. 
Broadhurst, 
2010) 

Width Estimates 
(mm) (Matt K. 
Broadhurst, 
2010) 

Snapper  
Pagrus auratus 

380 840 250 110 

Kahawhai 
Arripis trutta 

470 650 - - 

Blue Cod 
Pinguipedidae 

360 600 - - 

Red Gurnard 
chelidonichthys 
kumu 

350 500 88 67 

Tarakihi 
Nemadactylus 
macropterus 

350 500 - - 

Trevally 
Pseudocaranx 
dentex 

390 700 - - 

Sand Flounder 
Rhombosolea 
plebeia 

250-350 450 210 35 

 

 Representative dimension data of hectors dolphins 
Table 30: Representative dimension data of Hectors Dolphin (Cephalorhynchus hectori)  

 Age and gender Length (mm) Girth (mm) Diameter at 
girth (mm) 

Dorsal fin 
height (mm) 

Weight (kg) 

Neonatal calf 703 460 146 68 6.9 

Sub adult female 1140 770 245 74 26.2 
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Adult female 1445 820 261 90 32.6 

 

 Representative dimension data of fur seals 
Table 31: Representative dimension data of fur seals (Otariidae) 

 Gender and size Length (mm) Axilla girth (mm) Diameter at axillar 
(mm) 

Weight (kg) 

Male (small) 1160 820 260 35.1 

Male (large) 1780 1270 400 128.5 

Female (small) 1010 770 250  26.0 

Female (large) 1310 900 - 48.4 

 

 Representative dimension data for New Zealand sea lions 
Table 32: Representative dimension data for New Zealand sea lions (Otariidae) 

 Gender and size Length (mm) Axilla girth 
(mm) 

Diameter at axillar 
(mm) 

Weight (kg) 

Male (small) 1450 1040 330 74.4 

Male (large) 2060 1510 480 185.0 

Female (small) 1340 890 280 57.5 

Female (large) 1750 1170 370 117.0 
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 Drafting gate frame CFD settings 
The crinkle meshing on the sorter was removed to simplify the analysis (Figure 107). The system was 

split in half along its longitudinal axis, and a symmetry plane was utilised to decrease computational 

requirements. The CFD settings are detailed in Table 33. 

Table 33: CFD settings for drafting gate analysis 

Settings 

ANSYS 2020 Fluent 

K-𝛚 SST turbulence model 

Domain 16.6m x 5.5m x 10.5m 

Poly-hexcore mosaic meshing used 

Symmetry plane along the edge which the frame is cut 

Velocity inlet of 1.1m/s to match the average tow speed during a trawl, five metres in front of 
the frame 

Moving wall of velocity 1.1 m/s parallel to the flow. Five metres from the frame, above, to the 
side and below 

300,000 Pascals static pressure 

Pressure outlet 10 metres behind the flow to capture the wake 

24505756 cells – hexahedral elements in the bulk region, Mosaic polyhedral elements in the 
buffer layer between the boundary layer and the bulk flow region and isotropic poly-prism 
elements in the boundary layer  

Mesh checked to ensure all elements above orthogonality of 0.15 

The skewness of all elements below 0.8 

Coupled pressure-velocity solver 

Second-order spatial discretisation of pressure and momentum 

Convergence criteria – Drag force, lift force, continuity, x-velocity, y-velocity, z-velocity, 
turbulence kinetic energy and specific rate of dissipation residuals decrease by three orders of 
magnitude to below 0.001 

When a steady-state solution was obtained, the mesh was refined to have 50% more 
elements. Less than 5% change of drag and lift between grids to ensure results were not grid 
dependant 

Low Reynolds number model used, prism elements span all of the boundary layer, first prism 
element has y+ <= 1  
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Figure 107: Drafting gate frame for CFD modelling 

 Drafting gate DC motor torque calculation 
Drag 

The drag force against the gate was identified. Where water with density 𝜌, flowing at speed U, over 

the gate with area A, and coefficient of drag 𝐶𝐷, can be used to calculate the drag force and 

approximated with the expression: 

𝐹𝐷 =  𝐶𝐷𝐴𝜌
𝑈2

2
                                            Equation 1 

The drag force was used to approximate the torque acting at the hinge of the gate. 𝐹𝐷,𝑇 Is the 

resultant drag force in the tangential direction to the gate's rotation, and d is the distance to the 

fulcrum of the gate's arm:  

𝑇𝐷 = 𝐹𝐷,𝑇𝑑                                                 Equation 2 

Weight 

The force due to gravity was approximated with the expression: 

𝐹𝑔 =  𝜌𝑉𝑔                                                    Equation 3  

Where V is the volume of the gate component, and g is the acceleration due to gravity. The torque 

due to the weight of the gate was approximated, where 𝐹𝑔,𝑇 is the force from weight in the 

tangential direction, with the expression: 

𝑇𝑔 = 𝐹𝑔,𝑇𝑑                                                   Equation 4 

The resultant torque at the fulcrum was calculated by summing the torque due to the weight and 

drag of the gate.  

MATLAB 

The drag and weight equations above were utilised to assess the forces acting on the gate. The 

analysis was performed in MATLAB and is detailed below. 
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clear all; 

close all; 

clc; 

format long 

 

no_load_speed = 37;     %RPM 

no_load_speed_rad = no_load_speed*(2*pi)*(1/60);  %rad/s 

breaking_torque = 55;   %Nm 

maximum_current = 30;   %Amps 

no_load_current = 2.0;  %Amps 

nominal_torque = 5.0;   %N.m 

nominal_speed = 33;     %RPM 

 

%Speed vs torque values up to breaking torque of DC motor 

torque_x = 0:1:breaking_torque; 

grad_1 = -(no_load_speed)/breaking_torque; 

speed_y = grad_1*torque_x + no_load_speed; 

 

%Current vs torque values 

grad_2 = maximum_current/breaking_torque; 

current_y = grad_2*torque_x; 

 

%Power draw from DC motor at varying torques 
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for i = 1:1:breaking_torque+1 

    speed_rad = speed_y(i)*(2*pi)*(1/60); 

    torque = torque_x(i); 

    power_out(i) = speed_rad*torque; 

end 

 

%Plotting graph of speed, current and power vs torque 

 

figure(1) 

plot(torque_x,power_out) 

hold on 

[ax,h1,h2] = plotyy(torque_x,speed_y,torque_x,current_y); 

legend('Power draw watts (left axis)','Speed rad/s (left axis)','Current amps 

(right axis)') 

%xlabel('Torque (Nm)') 

axes(ax(1)) 

%ylabel('Speed (rad/s)') 

axes(ax(2)) 

%ylabel('Current (amps)') 

 

 

%Variables 

velocity = 1.1;                         %Velocity of tow m/s 

Cd_cube = 1.05;                         %Coeficient of drag cube 
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Cd_sphere = 0.47;                       %Coefficient of drag sphere 

den_water = 998;                        %Density of water kg/m3 

den_316 = 8000;                         %Density of stainless steel 316 kg/m3 

den_316_water = 7000;                   %Density of 316 steel in water kg/m3 

mass_per_length = 1.12;                 %Mass per length of RHS kg/m 

cross_section_area = 0.00014;           %Cross sectional area of bar m2 

g = 9.81;                               %Gravity 9.81m/s2 

angle_max = 45.5;                       %Maximum angle of the gate 

 

%Arrays 

current = []; 

angles = [0:1:angle_max]; 

torque_total_hinge = [];                %Total torque about the hinge 

torques_drag_array = [];                      %Torque due to the drag 

torques_weight_array = [];                    %Torque from the weight of the gate 

torques_ray = [];                       %Torque arising due to debris 

torque_total_losses = []; 

speed = []; 

increments = 1; 

 

for angle = [0:increments:angle_max] 

    angle = angle*pi/180; 

Torque arising due to the base RHS bar 
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    %Torque arising from the from drag 

    width_base_frame = 0.4427*2;                                       %Width of 

the RHS bar 

    height_base_frame = 0.0254;                                        %Height of 

the RHS bar 

    Distance_to_pivot_axis_base_frame = 0.6954;                     %Distance to 

the pivot axis 

    force_1_base_frame = 

Cd_cube*(width_base_frame*height_base_frame)*den_water*((velocity^2)/2)*(sin(angle)

)^2;              %Drag force against upper surface of inclined RHS bar 

    force_2_base_frame = 

Cd_cube*(width_base_frame*height_base_frame)*den_water*((velocity^2)/2)*(cos(angle)

)^2*(sin(angle)); %Drag force against lower surface of inclined RHS bar 

    total_force_base_frame = force_1_base_frame+force_2_base_frame;                  

%Force from both surfaces 

    torque_base_frame = total_force_base_frame*Distance_to_pivot_axis_base_frame;    

%Torque about pivot axis due to base frame 

    %Torque arising from weight of the RHS 

    Force_due_to_gravity_base_frame = mass_per_length*width_base_frame*g; 

    Buoyancy_force_of_base_frame = 

den_water*g*((mass_per_length*width_base_frame)/den_316); 

    torque_weight_base_frame = (Force_due_to_gravity_base_frame-

Buoyancy_force_of_base_frame)*cos(angle)*Distance_to_pivot_axis_base_frame; 

Torque arising due to the cylindrical SS bars running horizontal along the gate 

    distances_hor_bar = [0.1164317:0.12:0.597];                            

%Distances of bars from pvot axis 

    diam_hor_bar = 0.0033;                                                 

%Diameter of the bars 

    width_hor_bar = 0.4173*2;                                              %Width 

of the bars 
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    %Torque from drag against the bars 

    drag_force_hor_bar = 

Cd_sphere*(width_hor_bar*diam_hor_bar)*den_water*((velocity^2)/2)*sin(angle);      

%Drag force against bars 

    torque_drag_force_hor_bar = distances_hor_bar*drag_force_hor_bar;                                       

%Torque about pivot due to drag force against the bar 

    %Torque from weight of the bars 

    torque_weight_hor_bar = 

pi*((diam_hor_bar/2)^2)*width_hor_bar*den_316_water*cos(angle)*distances_hor_bar*9.

81;  %Torque about pivot due to weight force against the bar 

Torque arising due to the cylindrical SS bars running vertical along the gate 

    length_vert_bar = 0.67;                                                 %Height 

of the vertical bar 

    diam_vert_bar = 0.005;                                                  

%Diameter of the vertical bar 

    %Torque from drag 

    torque_drag_vert_bar = 

Cd_sphere*diam_vert_bar*den_water*((velocity^2)*0.5)*sin(angle)*((length_vert_bar^2

)/2);     %Torque due to the drag of the vertical bars 

    %Torque from weight 

    torque_weight_vert_bar = 

den_316_water*pi*((diam_vert_bar/2)^2)*9.81*cos(angle)*((length_vert_bar^2)/2);            

%Torque due to the weight of the vertical bars 

Torque arising from the side frame RHS bar 

    height_side_frame = 0.686;                                                      

%Height of the side frame 

    width_side_frame =0.0254;                                                       

%Width of the side frame 

    %Torque arising from drag against the side frame 
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    torque_drag_side_frame = 

Cd_cube*width_side_frame*den_water*((velocity^2)*0.5)*sin(angle)*((height_side_fram

e^2)/2); 

    angle; 

    %Torque arising from weight against the side frame 

    torque_weight_side_frame = 

den_316_water*cross_section_area*9.81*cos(angle)*((height_side_frame^2)/2); 

Summing all torque and drag forces 

    total_torque_drag = 

torque_base_frame+(sum(torque_drag_force_hor_bar))+(15*torque_drag_vert_bar)+(2*tor

que_drag_side_frame); 

    total_torque_weight = torque_weight_base_frame 

+(sum(torque_weight_hor_bar))+(15*torque_weight_vert_bar)+(2*torque_weight_side_fra

me); 

    gear_e = 1;                     %Gear efficiency 

    e1 = 1;                         %Crank efficiency 

    e2 = 1;                         %Crank efficiency 

    e3 = 1;                         %Crank efficiency 

    torques_drag_array(end+1) = total_torque_drag; 

    torques_weight_array(end+1) = total_torque_weight; 

    torque_total_hinge(end+1) = total_torque_drag + total_torque_weight; 

    torque_losses = (0.06/0.218)*(total_torque_drag + 

total_torque_weight)/(gear_e*e1*e2*e3); 

    torque_total_losses(end+1) = torque_losses; 

    current_val = grad_2*torque_losses;                         %Current draw from 

motor at angle 

    current(end+1) = current_val; 

    speed_val = grad_1*torque_losses + no_load_speed;           %Speed at angle 
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    speed(end+1) = speed_val; 

end 

%%Plotting figures 

figure(2) 

hold on 

plot(angles,current) 

xlabel('Angle of gate (degrees)') 

ylabel('Current draw from gate (amps)') 

figure(3) 

hold on 

plot(angles,torques_drag_array) 

plot(angles,torques_weight_array) 

plot(angles,torque_total_hinge) 

legend('Torques on gate from drag','Torque on gate from weight','Torque total at 

the hinge')%,'Total arriving at motor') 

xlabel('Angle of gate (degrees)') 

ylabel('Torque (Nm)') 

 

Published with MATLAB® R2019b 

 

https://www.mathworks.com/products/matlab/
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 Drafting gate DC motor current draw and characteristic curve 

 

Figure 108: Drafting gate current draw at various angles of gate rotation 
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Figure 109: Drafting gate DC motor characteristics 

 Drafting gate door CFD settings 
The velocity of the fluid over the drafting gate door without the frame (Figure 110) was identified 

with CFD. The settings are described in Table 34. 

Table 34: CFD settings for active sorter gate 

Settings 

ANSYS 2020 Fluent 

K-ω SST turbulence model 

Domain 10m x 5m x 6m 

Poly-hexcore mosaic meshing used 

Symmetry plane along the edge which frame is cut 

Velocity inlet of 1.1m/s to match the average tow speed during a trawl, five metres in front of 
the frame 

Moving wall of velocity 1.1 m/s parallel to the flow on all walls apart from symmetry, inlet and 
pressure outlet boundary 

300,000 Pascals static pressure 

Pressure outlet five metres behind the flow to capture the wake 

5737189 cells – hexahedral elements in the bulk region, Mosaic polyhedral elements in the 
buffer layer between the boundary layer and the bulk flow region and isotropic poly-prism 
elements in the boundary layer  

Mesh checked to ensure all elements above orthogonality of 0.15 

The skewness of all elements below 0.8 
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Coupled pressure-velocity solver 

Second-order spatial discretisation of pressure and momentum 

Convergence criteria – Drag force, lift force, continuity, x-velocity, y-velocity, z-velocity, 
turbulence kinetic energy and specific rate of dissipation residuals decrease by three orders of 
magnitude to below 0.001 

When a steady-state solution was obtained, the mesh was refined to have 50% more 
elements. Less than 5% change of drag and lift between grids to ensure results were not grid 
dependant 

Low Reynolds number model used so prism elements span all of the boundary layer, first 
prism element has y+ <= 1  

 

Figure 110: Drafting gate model for CFD  
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 Risk management of the active sorter 
Table 35: Risk evaluation matrix for the active sorter 

Risk Likelihood Consequences Severity Likelihood 
Severity Product 

Treatment Likelihood 
(updated) 

Severity 
(updated) 

Likelihood 
Severity Product 

Connection between 
sorter and the trawl 
net is not effective 
on vessel 

3 Trawl net needs 
to be cut from 
sorter 

2 6 Utilise Warr's 
existing 
connection 
method 
(proven to be 
effective) 

2 2 4 

Damage from 
handling on the boat 
causes failure 

5 Product needs 
to be 
manufactured 
again 

4 20 Design 
components 
with suitable 
factor of 
safety 

1 4 4 

System is to large or 
too heavy to be 
handled on vessel 

3 A larger boat 
needs to be 
sourced for the 
deployment of 
the gear 

4 12 Design system 
to be no 
larger than 
the existing 
passive sorter  

1 4 4 
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Water damage to 
electrical 
components 

5 Electrical 
components 
need to be 
manufactured 
again  

4 20 Research 
suitable 
sealing system 
in existing 
deep water 
products 

1 4 4 

System becomes 
unstable and flips 

3 Net becomes 
closed off in 
front of sorter 
and system 
cannot sort 
through fish 

3 9 Attach buoys 
in 
configuration 
that prevents 
system 
becoming 
unstable 

1 3 3 

Collision with 
underwater debris 
causes failure 

2 Affected 
components 
need to be 
manufactured 
again or 
repaired 

3 6 Insert skids on 
base of the 
system that 
absorb impact 
from debris 

1 3 3 

Debris causes failure 
of rotating 
components 

1 System needs 
to be 
deconstructed 
to remove 
debris 

2 2 Design system 
to prevent all 
debris types 
entering areas 
of concern 

1 2 2 
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Large sea mammal 
causes failure 

1 Mammals in 
distress cause 
damage to 
system 

4 4 Design system 
large enough 
to accept and 
release all 
species of 
mammals 

1 3 3 

Low light levels 
prevent fish 
recognition 

3 Stereo camera 
cannot identify 
fish for sorting 

3 9 Insert lights 1 3 3 

Power requirements 
not satisfied 

3 Prototype not 
effective in 
commercial 
setting 

1 3 Reduce power 
consumption 
of the sorter  

1 3 3 

Maintenance of 
system is infeasible  

2 Prototype not 
effective in 
commercial 
setting 

3 6 Design system 
from readily 
accessible 
components 

1 3 3 

Fish become agitated 
around system 

3 Fish do not 
enter system 
for harvesting 

3 9 Research fish 
behaviour and 
ensure system 
does not 
agitate fish 

1 3 3 

Harvesting system is 
out of budget 

4 System cannot 
be developed 
and project is a 
failure 

4 16 Plan all 
system 
expenses and 
justify them 

1 4 4 
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Solution is already on 
the market 

2 Patent 
protection 
prevents  
development of 
the system 

5 10 Research 
existing 
patents 

1 3 3 
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 Active sorter concept synthesis 

33.1 Drafting gate attached ahead of codend 
Description 

This concept has the same camera system as the existing drafting gate system. This design is also 

similar to the current drafting gate. However, it can be placed ahead of the codend (Figure 111). This 

placement will decrease the issues associated with fish being near the sorting device after being 

sorted. Brackets are used around the net to help it keep its circular shape. A ramp (Figure 112) is 

used on the base side to orient fish towards an escape, the door rotates open or closed to release 

them. 

 

Figure 111: Isometric sketch of drafting gate attached ahead of codend 
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Figure 112: Drafting gate design in the release position 

 

Concerns 

The most significant concerns were identified, these are ordered by how difficult they would be to 

design out: 

1. The system may become unbalanced when opening the door to release fish, and it could flip 

over. The existing sorter also has this problem. However, it weighs more and may not be as 

susceptible to instability. 

2. This concept has many of the same fish behaviour issues as the existing active sorter - fish 

swimming towards the gate may become frightened by the gate's opening (sound and water 

flow disturbance). This frightening may cause them to swim back up the net. The visual 

effect of this gate may be similar to that of a large predator and could cause the fish to swim 

back up the swim-piece.  

3. A separate frame for the camera is required, adding to costs and complexity in application. 

4. Increased resources are required to design both the camera frame and the drafting gate. 

5. Debris being swept into the gate in its release position needs to overcome gravity and not 

become fouled on the drafting gate mesh to be released. 

6. The gate motor must be sufficiently sized to overcome the drag force of water flow, the 

weight of the gate door and any impinged objects on the gate. Designing a larger motor 

would be a relatively straightforward process. 

 

Positives 

The positive aspects of this design are: 

1. After capture, fish are sent to the rear of the codend, reducing the possibility of them being 

fouled by the opening/closing of the drafting gate. 

2. The gate will be very lightweight and simple for the fisher to handle and attach to the net. 

3. As the gate is lightweight, it will not stretch and deform the netting in front of it, which 

would have the effect of scaring fish from passing through for sorting. 
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4. Positioning the system ahead of the codend reduces the possibility of fish swimming back up 

the net after being captured and escaping. 

 

33.2 Trapdoor system 
Description 

The trapdoor system has the same camera as the existing drafting gate. A sliding trapdoor is opened 

or closed by a linear actuator (Figure 113). If the fish is not marketable, the door is opened, and the 

fish is swept up the guiding ramp, made of low porosity net mesh, on the base by the water current. 

The fish escapes through the open doorway (Figure 115). When the fish is to be captured, the door is 

closed, and fish pass over the top of the guiding ramp and into the codend (Figure 114). 

 

Figure 113: Trapdoor and camera configuration 

 

 

Figure 114: Trapdoor in the capture position 
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Figure 115: Trapdoor in the release position 

Concerns 

The most significant concerns were identified, these are ordered by how difficult they would be to 

design out: 

1. There is an opportunity for fish to continue to swim down the net towards capture when the 

system is triggered in its release position. 

2. A separate frame for the camera is required, adding to costs and complexity in application. 

3. Linear actuation of the system is difficult to achieve – need to convert rotational motion to 

linear motion. Also, a sliding bearing will be required for the door as it opens and closes over 

the frame. 

4. The door may become fouled on the net as it slides back. 

5. The guiding funnel has decreased the area of the net – it may be challenging to release 

larger sea mammals with this system if they cannot pass through the gap between the frame 

and the guiding funnel. 

6. The door may flap around as it is only secured at two points through the linear bearings to 

the frame. 

7. The frame may alter the shape of the net, reducing the size of fish that can pass through 

8. The door could become caught on the netting as it slides back, this would prevent correct 

operation. 

9. Fish can escape the system and swim back up the net piece if they are frightened by the 

device. 

Positives 

Positive aspects associated with this design: 

1. Low power required to open/close the trapdoor as it lies in the same direction as the flow. 

2. System designed not to scare fish as it opens/closes because the gate movement does not 

disturb the water flow or the fish’s field of vision. 

3. Fish “choose” to exit the device, they are not handled with force, decreasing the possibility 

of injury. 

4. The captured fish are pushed back to the codend by the water current and are not able to 

exit through the trapdoor when it opens for other fish. 

 

coden

d 

Fish see gap and 

escape capture 
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33.3 Rotating drum longitudinal 
Description 

This system consists of a drum that fish enter through an opening in the face (Figure 116). When fish 

enter the drum, the release and capture openings are unavailable to fish. The drum rotates anti-

clockwise to reveal the capture opening and collect marketable fish (Figure 117). If the fish is not 

marketable, the drum rotates clockwise to reveal the release opening on the base side (Figure 118). 

The drum entrance is closed off when the system turns to either its capture or release position. The 

camera system is mounted to the exterior of the drum 

 

Figure 116: Drum in the accept fish position 

 

 

Figure 117: Drum in capture position 
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Figure 118: Drum in its release fish position 

Concerns 

The most significant concerns were identified, these are ordered by how difficult they would be to 

design out: 

1. There are more points where debris can become trapped in the system. 

2. Fish can become pinched between the inner drum and outer drum. 

3. A way of applying this system to the swim piece, not the end of the codend (which is 

relatively straightforward), will need to be devised. 

4. Fish will be hesitant in through the small cross-section at the front of the drum  

5. A fish that is too large for the entrance could block or become stuck in the opening, this will 

prevent other fish from entering the drum and prevent the device from sorting the catch. 

6. An unmarketable fish and a marketable fish may enter the drum at the same time. There is 

little ability for the system to separate the fish into the correct openings if this happens.  

Positives 

Positive aspects associated with this design: 

1. In the other conceived designs, fish can swim back up the net if frightened. This system locks 

the fish’s movement into release or capture as the drum entrance is closed off, giving more 

control over the fish. 

2. The other designs all use a separate camera frame to identify the fish before they swim into 

the drum. This design allows the camera to be mounted to the sorting device, decreasing the 

complexity of the design. 

3. The drum is not rotating against the flow, and therefore the actuator size can be minimised. 

4. The stereo camera can be utilized to ensure fish have swum into their correct “positions”, 

release or capture. 

5. Fish can be sorted in “packets”. Unlike several other concepts, if a fish is being released and 

another fish swims down just behind, it will also be released. This design prevents other fish 

from entering the drum until ready for them. 

 

33.4 Rotating door with foil 
Description 
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opening of 
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This rotating door has the same camera system as the drafting gate in development. This is a 

concept devised by the University of Canterbury final year project team. The door rotates about a 

hinge point to cover and uncover an opening at the top of the frame (Figure 119). A hydrofoil 

underneath the door is used to aid in door rotation and decrease the sizing requirements of the 

electric motor. A downsized electric motor would be used to rotate the hydrofoil to different angles. 

 

Figure 119: Rotating door with foil, side and isometric view 

Concerns 

The most significant concerns were identified, these are ordered by how difficult they would be to 

design out: 

1. Fish may become fouled on the hydrofoil as they pass through towards capture.  

2. The hydrofoil may become fouled by debris. If this occurs, all control over the gate could be 

lost. 

3. The motor would need to be compact to fit inside the cage and on the foil shaft. Otherwise, 

if the motor is mounted stationary to the outside cage, the motor will need to actuate the 

foil shaft at different locations.  

4. Fish may become frightened as the opening action simulates that of a predator’s mouth 

opening and return up the net.  

5. The hydrofoil would be made of a lightweight material to minimise motor sizing 

requirements, making it susceptible to failure in high impact fishing environments. 

6. Fish can escape the system and swim back up the net piece if they are frightened by the 

device. 

Positives 

Positive aspects associated with this design: 

1. It has decreased power requirements due to the hydrofoil. 

 

33.5 Horizontal gates 
Description 

This horizontal gates system has the same camera system as the drafting gate in development. The 

horizontal gates concept was devised by the University of Canterbury final year project team. A 

Hydrofoil 

Hinge 

To codend 
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rotating gate is used to sort fish into a capture or a release area (Figure 120). The door is opened and 

closed passively by utilising the water flow. There is a swivelling plate on each door that rotates, one 

of these swivelling gates is parallel to the door surface, and the other one is perpendicular. The 

door's face with a perpendicular swivel plate has a lower drag force across it, the other face has a 

higher drag force. This imbalance of forces results in a moment that has rotated the door clockwise. 

If the orientation of the swivel plates were reversed, the door would turn anti-clockwise and direct 

fish to release. 

 

Figure 120: Horizontal gates 

Concerns 

The most significant concerns were identified, these are ordered by how difficult they would be to 

design out: 

1. As the doors shift locations, from release to capture, they will create a shifting moment 

attempting to rotate the sorter system, this may severely agitate fish. 

2. The capture area will have a net attached to it, creating a moment that rotates the system 

clockwise. 

3. The system needs to be very large to create release pens suitable to release large fish/ sea 

mammals, increasing drag and fuel consumption of the boat. 

4. The swivelling plates could become fouled by debris or small fish, causing failure. 

5. Fish can escape the system and swim back up the net piece if they are frightened by the 

device. 

 

33.6 Floor trapdoor 
Description 

This floor trapdoor has the same camera system as the drafting gate in development. Fish swim 

along the swim piece until they arrive at a section where the cross-sectional area decreases (Figure 

121). A sliding gate along the bottom surface of the cage will retract and reveal an opening (Figure 

122) for unmarketable fish to escape through. Marketable fish will pass through the smaller area 

into the cage. The area to capture is downsized, so larger shark species, stingray, and skate cannot 

pass through.  

Capture  Release  

Fish enter here 
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Figure 121: Sketch of alternate trapdoor 

 

Figure 122: 3D modelling of trapdoor concept 

Concerns 

The most significant concerns were identified, these are ordered by how difficult they would be to 

design out: 

1. Fish may not want to swim through the smaller section towards capture and reside just 

in front. When the door is opened, marketable fish will be released. 

2. Larger fish may not want to escape through the trapdoor when it opens. 

3. Larger fish could get sucked into the smaller section and become stuck. 

4. Debris could become stuck in this smaller cross-section area and prevent marketable fish 

from entering. 

5. The rotational motion of a DC motor needs to be converted into the linear movement of 

the trapdoor. 

Reduced area that 

marketable fish travel 

through 

Opening to allow 

unmarketable species 

to escape 
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6. Fish can escape the system and swim back up the net piece if they are frightened by the 

device. 

Positives 

Positive aspects associated with this design: 

1. Larger species can be sorted with a higher degree of confidence as they cannot enter 

through the reduced area to capture. 

2. The sliding door will not consume as much power as the other devices and does not require 

a high torque motor because it is lying in the same plane as the flow. 

3. A flushing system is used to redirect fish to capture and release. By using the flow of water, 

fish handling is reduced and, therefore, potentially fish quality. 

 

33.7 Pullback sheath 
Description 

This pullback sheath system uses the same camera as the drafting gate in development. A sheath sits 

over the trawl net (Figure 123). If fish are to be released, the sheath is telescoped backwards to 

create a large opening. A bubble curtain is activated as the sheath is pulled back. The curtain ensures 

that fish swim through the created gap and prevents already captured fish from swimming through 

the opening. 

 

 

Figure 123: Pull back sheath concept 

Concerns 

The most significant concerns were identified, these are ordered by how difficult they would be to 

design out: 

1. If the bubble curtain does not repel fish, then the ability of this system to sort fish is 

reduced. 
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2. The system will most likely be very long and rigid, providing difficulties in handling when on 

the boat. 

3. There are more potential modes of failure by breakage or trapping 

4. The system would use rope and springs. There is the possibility these can become snagged 

or tangled. 

5. A sliding system would need to be created for the surface between the inner net and outer 

sheath, this could be done with rails and linear slide bearings. 

6. Fish can escape the system and swim back up the net piece if they are frightened by the 

device. 

Positives 

Positive aspects associated with this design: 

1. The fish will likely attempt to escape through the opening because it is so large. 

2. Low power consumption as sheath lies in the same plane as the flow. 

 

33.8 Rotating drum 
Description 

A drum lying transverse to the flow allows fish to enter through an opening (Figure 124). It is 

thought that fish may seek refuge from the flow conditions outside the drum and will enter the low-

flow conditions within the drum. A camera mounted to the drum identifies the fish species inside 

the drum. The drum rotates anticlockwise to release fish through an escape opening on the surface 

of the net, or the drum rotates clockwise to capture the fish. 

 

Figure 124: Rotating drum system transverse to the flow 

Concerns 

The most significant concerns were identified, these are ordered by how difficult they would be to 

design out: 
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1. Fish may not enter into the drum voluntarily, as it is a shaded and enclosed volume. Also, as 

soon as it begins to rotate, the fish may become agitated and attempt to escape. 

2. The system needs to rotate against the flow, requiring a high torque motor. 

3. The entire net would require retrofitting to fit this system. 

4. A bulky frame would need to be developed to mount this system to the net. 

 

33.9 Double trap door 
Description 

This double trap door system uses the same camera as the drafting gate in development. This 

concept is two sliding doors in a V configuration (Figure 125). The fish pass through the swim piece 

to the tip of the V, where the doors meet. One of the doors opens to capture fish, and one opens to 

release fish. The water flow helps push the fish into the desired sections (capture or release). 

 

Figure 125: Two sliding doors sketch 

Concerns 

The most significant concerns were identified, ordered by how difficult they would be to design out: 

1. The system requires two trapdoors, adding to the complexity of the build. 

2. Fish can escape the system and swim back up the net piece if they are frightened by the 

device. 

3. The system will convert the rotational motion of a DC motor into the linear movement of the 

doors, adding to complexity. 

4. Fish can escape from the capture area and swim back up through the swim piece, reducing 

the overall selectivity. 

Positives 

Positive aspects associated with this design: 
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1. The doors have minimal disturbance on the water flow, providing a more comfortable 

environment for fish as they come near the system. 
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 Active sorter master concepts evaluation 
Table 36: Evaluation of three master active sorter concepts 

Criteria Weight Floor trapdoor Rotating cylinder Trapdoor 

 
 

Score Weight score Score Weight score Score Weight score 

Ergonomics 
       

Easy application to net 3 3 9 3 9 2 6 

Easy removal from  net 3 3 9 3 9 2 6 

Operable by one fisher 4 3 12 2 8 4 16 

Safe operation during swell 5 3 15 3 15 4 20 

Overall 
       

Aesthetically appealing to fishers 4 3 12 3 12 1 4 

Sufficient strength 5 3 15 4 20 3 15 

Low weight 3 4 12 3 9 4 12 

Durable 4 4 16 4 16 3 12 

Manufacturing cost 4 5 20 3 12 4 16 

Maintenance of components 3 4 12 2 6 2 6 

Sourcing of components 3 5 15 3 9 2 6 

Protects fish 5 4 20 5 25 5 25 

Fouling points 5 4 20 2 10 3 15 

Effects of latency 3 1 3 5 15 1 3 

Designs camera and sorter as one 
component 

5 2 10 5 25 1 5 

Selectivity 
       

Perceived fish comfort 4 3 12 4 16 5 20 

Accepts all species of fish 3 1 3 3 9 3 9 

Fish agitation from moving components 3 4 12 2 6 4 12 

Perceived selectivity 5 2 10 5 25 2 10 

Total 
  

237/295 
 

256/295 
 

218/295 
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 Scale model rotating drum  
A scale model was developed and then tested within a flume at the University of Canterbury. The 

model was developed in an attempt to imitate the rotating drum in operation. Features of the drum 

that performed well and poorly could be identified. Also, an indication of how to manufacture the 

final product was given.  

 

Figure 126: Prototype rotating drum  
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Figure 127: Prototype drum in its "accept" position 

 

Figure 128: Drum in its "release" position 
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Figure 129: Drum in its "capture" position 

 

The scale model was developed with the laser cutter and is made from PMMA and PETG. The final 

design is expected to have dimensions of around 1m diameter and 1.5m long. Due to the dimension 

constraints of the flume, the model will be 0.17 % of the original size. The diameter will be 0.17m in 

diameter and 0.255m long. 

 

 Testing of the rotating drum inside the flume 

 

Figure 130: Near neutrally buoyant cubes used during testing 
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Figure 131: Rotating drum inside the flume 

 

 CFD model of the rotating drum and mesh convergence study 
The rotating drum design was split in half with a symmetry plane and simplified to reduce 

convergence time (Figure 132). The model was tested under towing operating conditions of 1.1m/s 

at 30 metres depth underwater. The flow settings are detailed in Table 37. 

Table 37: CFD settings of the rotating drum 

Settings 

ANSYS 2020 Fluent 

K-ω SST turbulence model 

Domain 16.6m x 5.5m x 11.1m 

Polyhexcore mosaic meshing 

Symmetry plane along the centre plane where the frame is cut 

Velocity inlet of 1.1m/s to match the average tow speed during a trawl, 5 metres in front of 
the frame 

Moving wall of velocity 1.1 m/s parallel to the flow. 5 metres from the frame, above, to the 
side and below 

300,000 Pascals static pressure 

Pressure outlet 10 metres behind the flow to capture the wake 

581,576 cells – hexahedral elements in the bulk region, mosaic polyhedral elements in the 
buffer layer between the boundary layer and the bulk flow region, and isotropic poly-prism 
elements in the boundary layer  

Mesh checked to ensure all elements above orthogonality of 0.15 

The skewness of all elements below 0.8 

Coupled pressure-velocity solver 

Second-order spatial discretisation of pressure and momentum 

Convergence criteria – Drag force, lift force, continuity, x-velocity, y-velocity, z-velocity, 
turbulence kinetic energy and specific rate of dissipation residuals decrease by three orders of 
magnitude to below 0.001 

Mesh refined to have 50% more elements when a steady-state solution occurred. Drag, lift 
and mass imbalances compared to ensure they were similar, with less than 5% change 
between grids to ensure results were not grid dependant 
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Low Reynolds number turbulence model used, so prism elements span all of the boundary 
layers 

First prism element has y+ <= 1  
 

 

 

Figure 132: rotating drum enclosure with the symmetry plane 

Mesh convergence study 

The following is an example of the mesh convergence study implemented in every CFD analysis to 

obtain reliable results (Table 38). Flow over the drum was identified when the drum is in its accept 

fish position. A convergence study was performed to find an appropriate number of mesh elements 

to use over the domain. There is less than 1% change in the drag force when the number of mesh 

elements in the domain is doubled from 581,576 to 1,146,293. This indicates that convergence has 

occurred, and 581,576 cells is an appropriate number of cells to obtain results.  

Table 38: Mesh convergence study of drum in it’s accept fish position 

Cells Drag Force (N) 

581576 -257.9 

826618 -256.0 

1146293 -256.8 

1241016 -256.3 
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 FEA camera set-up 
The aluminium alloy 6061 camera frame and acrylic lens were tested under static pressure of 

1,962,000 Pascals (Figure 133). The FEA settings are detailed in Table 39. 

Table 39: FEA settings for the camera 

Settings 

Ansys 2020 Mechanical 

Static Structural 

Steady-state analysis 

Materials of aluminium alloy 6061 for the camera frame and PMMA for the lens  

Element quality of all elements above 0.1 

Less than 5% change in equivalent stress with a refined mesh consisting of 50% more elements to 
ensure grid independence  

199,630 elements required to converge the solution  

Von-Mises failure theory utilised to assess stress  
 

 

Figure 133: Aluminium alloy 6061 camera frame and lens highlighted, respectively 

Mesh elements were refined around the location where the lens cap comes into contact with the 

frame and the fixed supports (Figure 134). 
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Figure 134: Stereo camera Mesh 

 

The mesh was refined with 50% more elements each time until the equivalent (von-Mises) stress 

converged within 1% of its previous value. This convergence required 199,630 elements. 

 

Refined areas 

of mesh 
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 Future concepts 
Rotating wedge 

 

Figure 135: Sketch of novel rotating wedge concept 

 

1 - Accept  

2 - Image  

3 - Capture 

4 - Release 
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Rotating angle 

 

Figure 136: Sketch of novel rotating right angle concept 

 

1 - Accept  

2 - Image  

3 - Capture 

4 - Release 
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 Patents researched 
 

(Abandoned) US20060225336A1 – Bycatch Reduction Device guiding light 

(2001) US6223462B1 – Bycatch Reduction Device  

(2003) AU2007324745B2 – A netting arrangement to reduce bycatch 

(2018) US20100064570A1 - A netting arrangement to reduce bycatch 

(2018) US7685762B2 – Bycatch Reduction Device 

(1997) US4043068A – Bycatch Reduction Device Hinged escape  

(1989) US4805335A – Bycatch Reduction Device for Shellfish 

(Abandoned) US20150013209A1 – Bycatch Reduction Device light 

(Abandoned) US20150272094A1 – Bycatch Reduction Device steerable trawl net 

(1987) US4739574A – Turtle excluder device 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


